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PREFACE
Having pursued a professional career (less grandly, having been a university
employee) mainly as a political theorist for over 50 years, some colleagues urged me to
follow the practice of many scholars who are getting on in years to write a memoir. I am
not inclined to do this as I do not regard my life as sufficiently interesting to more than
myself and perhaps a few friends and relatives to merit it. However, I presume that the
political-theoretical themes addressed in my writings are of interest to some. So this book
is prepared in keeping with the spirit of David Hume’s comment in the preface to his own
non-memoir:
It may be thought an instance of vanity that I pretend at all to
write my life; but this Narrative shall contain little more than
the History of my Writings; as, indeed, almost all my life has
been spent in literary pursuits and occupations. -- My Own
Life, 1776.
The book collects a selection of writings, some edited from previously unpublished
or from obscure or hard to access publications, divided by subject matters into roughly
chronologically ordered sections and embedded in narrations describing national and
international circumstances as well as some relevant personal ones within which they
were composed. I must allow that the conclusions reached in these papers have not
enjoyed universal acclaim, but they reflect my thinking when they were prepared in the
last decades of the 20th and the first decades of the 21st centuries. A full list of my
publications is available on my website: www.frankcunningham.ca.
Since this is an open access publication it may be copied and redistributed at will, a
prospect I welcome. It is a publication of the Canadian Society for Socialist Studies with
which I have been associated since its beginnings in the late 1960s, and it reflects some
of the diversity of the themes pursued by this Society in its publications and conferences.
Thanks are due to Sandra Rein (editor of the Society’s journal, Socialist Studies),
Joe Wong and Sean Cain (production), Nikela Schwizgebel (who designed the book’s
cover), and the editors of books and journals from which edited versions of the papers it
comprises are taken for permission to draw from them. (Particulars are given with each
paper.) Useful suggestions regarding the content and format of the collection were
provided by Derek Allen, Duncan Cameron, Marjorie Cohen, Yolande Grisé, Maryka
Omatsu and Philip Resnick.
Vancouver
February 2021
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The narration below places 15 papers into the personal and political contexts in which they
were originally produced. They are divided into nine themes. Individual papers may be accessed
from the electronic version of this publication:
http://socialiststudies.ca/society-for-socialist-studies-books/

MARXISM
Most Canadians of my generation and a bit younger acquainted with things I’ve
written consider me a Marxist. This is mainly due to my having published a primer,
Understanding Marxism: A Canadian Introduction, in 1977 which received wide Canadian
circulation and was used in left-wing and trade union educational forums as well as in
colleges and universities. At that time I also considered myself a Marxist, and, though I
came to question some Marxist theses, I still see this perspective as vital for
understanding the economic dynamics of class conflicts.

My embrace of a Marxist perspective beginning in the late 1960s was
accompanied by political activism, first in the social movements of this period and then in
the University of Toronto Club of the Communist Party of Canada. My conservative,
Republican parents would have been shocked by this turn, were it not that they already
thought me abnormal due to my reading habits and had largely written me off politically
when in 1964 I campaigned for Lyndon Johnson against Barry Goldwater, whom I believed
sincere in promising to start a nuclear war, and because in 1966 I voluntarily left the
United States and became a citizen of a foreign country.

I stuck with the Communist Party until the early 1980s largely to participate in its
democratic wing, which was akin to Eurocommunism. This wing had condemned the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 and was in a finally losing battle with the Party’s
pro-Soviet, orthodox centre. By the time of Communist support for military attacks on
Solidarity in Poland, and having come to question key Marxist views, I had decided to
resign from this Party, but there was talk in the University of Toronto Philosophy
Department of my being appointed its Chair, and I wanted to oblige the University for the
first (and only) time to make a public Communist chair of a department, indeed, a large
and prominent one, before announcing or acting on this decision.
I cannot say that my political affiliations adversely affected my university
professional life, where I held other administrative posts before and after my terms as
Chair. In 1987 Barbara Amiel, wife of the archconservative businessman Conrad Black, and
a columnist for the right-wing Toronto Sun newspaper, called in her articles for the
University to remove what she designated a “crypto-communist” from my departmental
5

post. I thought of taking her to court just so I could testify that I had never been a crypto
communist, but was told by a lawyer that making this joke would incur not insignificant
court costs. The president of the University then, George Connell, asked how he could
defend me but agreed that it was best to ignore Ms. Amiel, who was mainly seeking
attention from the University.
My Marxist writings during the 1970s explicated and defended the methodologies
of historical and dialectical materialism. Though I would like to think that they were not
uncritically dogmatic, they were certainly within the purview of traditional Marxist
thinking. The flavour of these endeavours may be seen in the paper counterposing
Frederick Engels to Thomas Kuhn in the next section. By the end of this decade I had
turned my attention to political theory, which both drew on and in stages departed from
aspects of Marxism.
At the World Congress of Philosophy meetings in 1983, held in Montréal, I had
been a speaker with Shlomo Avineri at a highlighted session on the centenary of Marx’s
death, where he and I addressed what we saw as objectionable class-reductionist aspects
of Marxism. The session was chaired by Theodore Oizerman, editor of the massive
Fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism in the Soviet Union. After our interventions Professor
Oizerman invited questions, and long queues of Soviet and East German philosophers
instantly formed to read prepared denunciations of our papers. The next time I met
Professor Oizerman was in the spring of 1990 in Varna, Bulgaria at a conference organized
by the Bulgarian Institute of Philosophy where he was a speaker. Again a queue formed
now to criticize his defense of Marxism. I recall recognizing some of the Russian and
German philosophers in that queue from the Montréal conference, but with the collapse
of Communism, and lacking Oizerman’s constancy, they had converted to anti-Marxist
philosophical positions.
The paper below was my contribution to another panel on Marxism at the 1993
World Congress meetings, then in Moscow. There some criticized it for retaining too much
of Marxism and some for jettisoning too much. In the discussion published with the paper,
one of the session’s organizers described me as “the new [Georgi] Dimitrov of our age.”*
While I was not unhappy with this comparison (united fronts were and are the name of
game for progressives) it was hyperbolic: the extent of the influence of Dimitrov’s works
(in staking out strong, even if not always successful, global anti-sectarian political
practices) was quite in excess of that of mine (which as far as I can ascertain has been
slight if not nil in terms of affecting democratic-socialist politics in Canada or elsewhere).

_______
Sara Luther, John Neumaier, Howard Parsons, eds. Diverse Perspectives on Marxist Philosophy (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1995) 28
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“Post-Hegemonic Marxism” 1
Frank Cunningham
Already strained by autocracy in Communist countries, Marxism came in for increasing
criticism by social-movement supporters from the 1960’s. The reaction of some is to reject
Marxism and of others to defend “true Marxism.” This paper instead challenges an ambition
of Marxism to be hegemonic -- whether as a dominant world view, a symbol of antioppression struggles in general, or an organizational leader of all left movements. While
recognizing important achievements of Marxism, it is argued that its pretense to hegemony
should be abandoned.

I wish to make a recommendation about one way, and I 'm not saying it is the only
way, to go about revitalizing those aspects of Marxism that ought to survive into the current
era, not withstanding the collapse of Communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,
where it had been official doctrine. My efforts are in keeping with those who recognize
shortcomings of Marxism while viewing with alarm the utter dismissal of Marxist ideas at a
time when some of these are vital for combating local and global capitalism, which is no less
destructive than in earlier epochs.
Hegemonic Marxism
As we have seen in today's discussions, friendly critics of Marxism share a common
methodology. Marxism is taken as a body of theory about which it is asked what is living
and what is dead: this should be jettisoned, this preserved, this modified. No matter "how
much" of Marxism such a methodology ends up including, when employed alone this
methodology loses a crucial element of original Marxism -- its persistently political nature.
That Marxism was born of critique from within the struggles of the 1848 revolutions in
Europe where Marx and Engels interjected and defended a transnational pro working-class
voice. Similarly, widespread rejection of Marxism in the formerly socialist world, both in
professional intellectual circles and in popular culture, was not a matter of coming to see the
shortcomings of this or that of its components. Rather, this rejection was largely politically
motivated.
Marxism had come to be associated with antidemocratic and other oppressive
political practices. Both in its ascent and in its demise that quality of Marxism which
attracted in the first case and repelled in the second was its potential to be politically
hegemonic. The power of Marxism in the European struggles of the 19th and early 20th
centuries was not just that it expressed working-class interests, but that it offered a way to
bring order into the economic and national chaos of that time under the political hegemony
1

Transcribed from a recorded paper given at the World Congress of Philosophy, Moscow 1993 and later
published in Diverse Perspectives on Marxist Philosophy: East and West, Sara Luther, et. al., eds.
(Westpoint, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1995) 19-32.
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of internationally organized workers. In Marxism's recent demise it was the pretense to
hegemony, enforced by often brutal state measures, that made popular rejection of Marxism
an all-or-nothing affair.
The hegemonic characteristic of Marxism defined the theoretical orientation of
generations of left intellectuals, not just in the former socialist world, but in the capitalist
one as well, where adherence to Marxism was assumed to be the paradigmatic statement of
opposition to capitalism and to other oppressive features of the status quo and where left
intellectuals typically proposed their favored theories as Marxist. Even left critics of
Marxism, such as the anarchists or social democrats, assumed this hegemonic status and
accordingly developed their alternative ideas as critiques of Marxism.
The evident attraction of hegemony is the promise of order (a line of march, a unified
world view) and, for the hegemonizing agent, of power. The price of hegemony is pluralism.
Embrace of Marxism in the North American left, at least in my experience, is a case in point.
The hegemonic attraction of Marxism in the period from the mid-1960s and into the 1980s
was sufficiently strong that leading members in all the organized anti-oppressive movements
– peace, women's liberation, the student movements, etc. – often tried at first to define their
movements as a version of Marxism. One result was that the supposed advantages of
hegemony were undercut. Class reductionists to the contrary, Marxism does not "fit" all
struggles.
2

Even worse than the sometimes convoluted efforts to force such things as patriarchy, racism,
national chauvinism, and the like into a class mold was that movements to combat these
things got diverted into fractious disputes, at once involving organizational splits and
abstract, if heated, argumentation over whether or how such movements were in accord with
Marxist class analysis and programmatic mandates.
Regarding the former Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern Europe, I know of
no more plausible explanation for the explosion of violent and intolerant ethnic, national,
and religious sentiments than that it is a reaction against the effects of hegemonic Marxism
in practice. Thinking of Marxism as a unified and superior world view, the Marxist state
took upon itself the futile task of suppressing all other traditions of civil society. The effect
was to drive these traditions underground into mutually isolating and besieged hiding places,
where their least tolerant dimensions were nurtured. Meanwhile, people raised under the
Marxist regimes were denied practice in the challenging skills of pluralist democratic
politics.

2

Chapter 8 of my Democratic Theory and Socialism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) is
devoted to this topic. The first run at the ideas in that chapter was the paper referred to in my comments to
this section of the present collection that prompted the queues of denouncers at the 1983 World Congress.
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De-Hegemonized Marxism
These considerations lead to my principal recommendation about the revitalization
of Marxism. Rather than sorting the good from the bad in Marxism, at least at the outset, I
suggest that one should begin by "dehegemonizing" it. I know that in some traditional
Marxist perspectives this is an impossible task, that the proto hegemonic nature of Marxism
is essential to it. Such an opinion derives from thinking of Marxism as a world view, but it
is just this way of regarding Marxism that I wish to challenge. Perhaps there are places for
world views, but in the realm of activist politics, thinking in terms of world views does not
accidently have the anti-pluralist consequences referred to above. If, like God in
monotheistic religions, there can only be one world view, then everyone should acknowledge
and live by it. If, in a more relativistic vein, the political world is to be populated by a variety
of world views, each claiming comprehensive status, the result will be anti-tolerant power
politics.
The prescription to dehegemonize Marxism is thus not a prescription to replace it
with some other hegemonic political force. The idea is in a line of left thinking about such
matters originating with Antonio Gramsci. He saw the working class, comporting itself in a
revolutionary way in accord with a Marxist world view, as a potentially hegemonic agent
and as the only such agent whose leadership was required for a socialist revolution.
However, Gramsci differed from more traditional Marxists in seeing this leadership role as
something that could and must be won in democratic struggles, which could be around any
of a variety of issues none of which need be reducible to class struggle.
More recently, this idea has been pursued by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe in
their Hegemony and Socialist Strategy3 in which they agree that hegemonic agents of
progressive struggle are required with reference to which a generalized radical alternative
vision and identity are articulated. However, rejecting a teleological theory of history, they
see no need for the revolutionary working class or any other one agent to be such a privileged
hegemonic agent. Further, the radical vision they have in mind is not in the last instance
socialism, but pluralist democracy to which successful anti-capitalist struggle is a means. In
different times and places they see the student, national liberation, and women's movements,
among others, as hegemonic or potentially hegemonic in this way.
Thus, for Gramsci working-class hegemony and its accompanying Marxist world
view were not fated, but needed to be won in democratic struggle. Laclau and Mouffe
rejected the idea of a privileged agent and made what Gramsci saw as a means, namely,
democracy, an end. I am suggesting that one should now take the next step and drop the
notion that radical political struggle requires any hegemonic agent at all. To the extent that
Marxism, even in its narrowest interpretation, is a world view suited to radical working-class

3

Ernesto Laclau & Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (London: Verso, 1985).
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struggle, this means also rejection of a hegemonic status for it in political culture. The point
applies equally to any other radical struggle.
As to the question of whether the dehegemonization of Marxism is possible, perhaps
there is some analogue of Immanuel Kant’s “unity of apperception” in the realm of political
culture, such that without a unifying world view purposeful political struggle is impossible.
It will help in addressing this question to note that the notion of hegemony is often applied
indifferently: to values shared by members of a social movement and across movements
which motivate joint activity; to symbols by reference to which people identify activities and
those engaged in them as radical, anti-oppressive, progressive, or the like; and to the
organizational leadership of coordinated anti-oppressive activities. Despite affinities, these
are three different matters, the confusion of which constitutes part of a logic of hegemonic
thinking.
The point can best be made by reference to the case of organizational leadership.
Such leadership in a hegemonic Marxist perspective takes the form of a political party
representing the objective interests of the working class and subordinating to it struggles
designed to pursue other interests (if it is allowed that such interests are not themselves
interpreted as forms of working-class interests). Evidently, this is not the only conceivable
way of organizing concerted anti oppressive activities. An alternative is coalition politics
involving umbrella structures for equal-partner member organizations, political parties that
embody and encourage such coalitions (such as left-wing social-democratic parties or those
of Eurocommunism), or, more informally, networks with ad hoc coordinating bodies when
required. To be sure, the organizational politics of these things are often problematic from
the point of view of achieving effective unity, but, as many people in this room must know
all too well, centralized top-down leadership is not without its own problems either, among
them, maintaining respect for leaders on the part of structurally subordinated members.
Both sets of problems are more easily faced to the extent that activists share common
values. However, unlike the pure marriage of convenience among the interest groups about
which establishment political scientists are wont to write,4 it will always be the case that
organized activities of anti-oppressive movements will have some values in common, for
instance, to promote the dignity of individuals against subordinations or to eliminate
demeaning and harmful inequality. It is this that motivates them to see each other as potential
allies. A vanguardist bias is created when one infers from the need for some level of
commonality of values that there must also be organizational unity of leadership. Such a bias
is greatly reinforced if it is further assumed that this unity in turn requires that an
organization itself be a symbolic paradigm of what it means to be truly radical. In this case
values, organizational leadership, and oppositional symbols are fused.

4

Iris Young discusses the difference between social movements and interest groups in her Justice and the
Politics of Difference (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990) 186-191.
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The lesson I draw from the example of political vanguardism is that while some
measure of shared values is required for concerted anti oppressive activity, it does not follow
from this that there must be shared symbols of radical politics or a privileged form of
organization. Something has already been said about alternative organizational forms. At
different times and places, Marxism and revolutionary working-class struggle have indeed
been symbols of anti-oppressive emancipation, both for workers and others. In the
immediate post-McCarthyite environment of North America, to announce oneself a Marxist
was for many, myself included, a liberating and empowering act. But so was it to identify
oneself with the civil rights, student power or antiwar movements. Similar comments apply,
depending on the circumstances, to the cases of women's, national liberation, and antiracist
movements and to a variety of guiding ideas central to such movements as well: feminism,
liberation theology, black power, deep or social ecology, and so on. Sometimes such
oppositional symbols mesh, sometimes they are in tension, but there is no reason that there
cannot be a multiplicity of these things simultaneously serving emancipatory functions.
There is also room for a multiplicity of values, especially at the concrete level where
specific priorities are established. Nor is this necessarily a bad thing. A person mainly
motivated by feminist values will sometimes be in conflict with one motivated by trade union
values, for example regarding defense of seniority. It is precisely the task of pluralist politics,
including on the left, to find ways to engage in mutual self-education, but also to be prepared
to negotiate or compromise in the face of different priorities. Such activities nonetheless
require commitment to some common values as a base for mutual toleration of differences
and by reference to which constructive debate can be carried on. It is because of the need for
some common base of values that left intellectuals devote the attention they do to finding
such a base, usually sought in ethical theory. Examples would be the attempt to find a neoAristotelean or Utilitarian theory in the writings of Marx or the attraction that Jürgen
Habermas's communicative ethics has for many on the left.
However, the sorts of values that unite activists are constructed in political practice
rather than derived from philosophical theory. It is by engaging in actual struggle, critically
reflected on, and by the interaction of movements with one another that core values come to
be accepted and actively proposed. Sometimes such values are quite specific. Thus (with
exceptions to be sure) activists in the women's movements have in recent years come to
appreciate the importance of integrating antiracist values with the critique of patriarchy.
Whereas each of these things was seen as at best diversionary in revolutionary working-class
circles just a few decades ago, progress in bringing each of these values into trade union and
other working-class movements has been dramatic in recent years. Typically, shared values
are more concrete than philosophical theories but less specific than those motivating
movement activists.
Democracy
An attractive approach is that of Mouffe and Laclau who look for such a value in
democracy. Among the many advantages of this approach for the purpose at hand three stand
11

out. First, notwithstanding the efforts of some, both on the political left and on the right, to
maintain that democracy requires homogeneity,5 democratic values and practices are
uniquely well suited to accommodate pluralism. In brief, the reason for this is that
"paternalist democracy" is a contradiction in terms. Democrats may wish that participants in
a democratic process had certain values, but democracy involves people participating in
collective decision making bring to it values they actually have, not those somebody else
thinks they ought to have. To the extent that such values differ or even are in conflict,
democracy requires pluralistic practices and institutions and a culture of respect and
tolerance.
A second noteworthy feature of democracy is that, interpreted broadly as ways that
people who share common human and natural environments may jointly participate in
shaping these environments,6 democracy is also pluralistic regarding itself. That is, as my
late colleague C. B. Macpherson argued with respect to the First, Second, and Third Worlds,
that while agreeing in general on value of democracy, people might differ on how such
participation should take place. For instance, depending on the circumstances confronted
and on existing political cultures and habits, sometimes representative democracy is
appropriate, sometimes direct, participatory democracy. (Macpherson even went so far as to
allow that in the right circumstances single-party systems could be democracy-serving.)7
Finally, focusing on democracy as a value shared, both among anti-oppressive
activists and in popular culture, has the advantage of helping to meet a possible objection.
Somebody might argue that once the necessity of commitment to shared values is
acknowledged, then the notion of a hegemonic world view is reintroduced, since a common
value will implicate a common world view. (It should be noted that this is not a very good
argument for the hegemony of Marxism, since there is nothing approaching consensus about
what normative world view Marxism is committed to.)8 Now there may be valued things
which can only be consistently embraced from within a single world view, but democracy,
which might serve any of a variety of goals, is not of this sort. If one of the things democracy
is to facilitate is people's abilities to pursue as far as possible their own goods, then it also
ought to facilitate attempts at philosophical articulations of visions of the good life. Thus,
5

Carl Schmitt launched one of the strongest critiques (in his case from the political right) of pluralist
democracy. For a defense of pluralism specifically against Schmitt, see Chantal Mouffe, "Liberalism and
Modern Democracy," in Democracy and Possessive Individualism, Joseph Carens, ed., (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1993), Chapter 8.
6

"Democracy" is a notoriously problematic term to define. My approach to it may be found in The Real
World of Democracy and Other Essays on Democracy and Socialism (Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities
Press, 1994), Essay 3, and Democratic Theory and Socialism, Chap 3.
7

C. B. Macpherson, The Real World of Democracy (Concord, Ontario: Anansi Press, 1992 [1965]).

8

See, for example, some widely differing conceptions of Marxist ethics in Kai Nielsen and Steven Patten,
eds., Marx and Morality (Guelph, Ontario: Canadian Association for Publishing in Philosophy, 1981).
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those seeking or holding alternative world views have a common stake in maintaining
democratic forums and habits, which they, in turn, will seek to accommodate within their
favoured orientations.
Enduring Marxist Strengths
The aim of these comments has been to make a plausible case for the possibility of
dehegemonization. There remains the question about what remains of Marxism in the
suggested perspective. A general answer to this question is "let's see." That is, one would
have to go through the many tenets advanced by Marx and indeed by anyone else who
advanced them in the name of Marxism to see both what survives dehegemonization and
how it survives. Let me conclude with two examples that I think survive: ideological critique
and the contradictions of capitalism.
The critique of systems of thought and of ideas in popular culture in order to uncover
biases that support class oppression is surely one of the lasting strengths of Marxism. Such
ideological critique is, perhaps, even more needed today than when Marx and Engels were
writing. In a dehegemonized form such critique explicitly limits itself to uncovering
specifically class-oppressive ideological assumptions, and it is confined to concrete, caseby-case analysis, rather than trying to integrate itself with a general theory of history, for
instance, one built around the base-superstructure distinction. Also, while critics of other
forms of oppression, e.g. feminists, can fruitfully borrow from class-focused critiques, there
is no assumption that either in content or in form the mechanisms of obfuscation and
rationalization of gender oppression will be identical to those of class oppression.
A second enduring strength of Marxism pertains to the nature of class oppression.
For a situation to be "oppressive," there must be something about the subordination, the
frustration of life aims, and the pain and suffering of a category of people that makes these
things ongoing and non-accidental. Thus conceived, nobody has done a more thorough and
convincing job of explicating the mechanisms of an oppressive relation than did Marx
regarding working-class oppression in capitalist economic systems. Marxist economic
theory centrally contains an explanation of how capitalism is structurally oppressive of
working people. This is so because, among other things, capitalists in competition with one
another for profits must extract as much labour time from workers with as little remuneration
as possible, while, also due to pervasive features of a capitalist economy, underemployment
is endemic, unavoidable cycles of over- and under-production adversely affect people both
at work and as consumers, and monopolization removes increasingly large numbers of
people from effective control over their lives.
Hegemonic Marxist economic theory reifies the notion of a worker, as if any worker
is not also of some nationality, gender, sexual orientation, race, and so on, in respect to which
there are unique forms of oppression not amenable to definition or analysis in terms of class.
Dehegemonized Marxism would recognize this. It would leave open to ongoing empirical
13

and theoretical work, informed by actual political engagements, analyses of ways the too
many different forms oppression people confront today reinforce one another and,
concomitantly, advance proposals for mutual support of struggles against them.

14

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
The circumstances of my employment in the Philosophy Department at the
University of Toronto beginning in 1967 dramatically contrast with those of today’s
graduating students. I had not yet completed my PhD thesis, but was teaching a course in
the Department when its Chair, Tom Goudge, invited me in to inform me that a tenure-track
position in the philosophy of history had opened and asked if I wanted the job. In those
times Ontario universities were greatly expanding so I accepted this offer, correctly
reckoning that if I didn’t like the position, there would be no dearth of other opportunities.
So the subsequent Fall I began full-time teaching in the philosophy of history and the
philosophy of the social sciences generally. My thesis, on “Objectivity in Social Science,” was
later published as my first book.
Not having formally studied any social sciences at the graduate level, I solicited
advice from faculty in these disciplines in the course of which I learned something of the
organization of knowledge in the University. First, there were (and largely remain) rigid
boundaries between disciplines such that the faculty I consulted were quite ignorant of one
another’s research. But, secondly, these boundaries are not hard to overcome. I suggested
to my colleagues -- from Sociology, Political Science, Psychology, Anthropology, and other
disciplines -- that we form a Philosophy of the Social Sciences Discussion Group. All agreed,
and over the next few years we met regularly to discuss topics from the viewpoints of our
respective fields. It is fair to say that we found the exercise mutually informative and
stimulating, and it spawned exchanges of guest lecturers and some collaborative research
projects.
The book on objectivity defends the claim that it is possible and desirable for the
social sciences to discover truths about the social world. This project was then considered at
best naïve and at worst dangerous by many theorists, some from the political right, but
most from the left, who regarded claims of objectivity to be cover for oppressive ideologies.
Today, with right-wing populists like Donald Trump scorning truths, left-wing theorists are
less militantly anti-objectivist, and I stand by the arguments of the book. It received a large
number of reviews, many highly critical, but some endorsing its positions. On its strength I
was cited in the “Philosophy” entry of the first edition of the Canadian Encyclopedia for my
work in the philosophy of social science. (Later editions deleted this citation, quite rightly, as
this book and a few articles were my only contributions to this field.)
The book was written in the mode of Anglo-American Analytic philosophy, which I
had been obliged to learn how to deploy at the University of Chicago where I had pursued
my MA studies. Not long afterwards I tempered my use of this approach, not because I
considered it, as do many of my colleagues in the rival “Continental” tradition (Hegel,
Sartre, the Post Structuralists, etc.), utterly useless or pernicious (let a hundred flowers
bloom), but because it lends itself to obsessive attention to fine distinctions and
15

fierce debate over trivial matters and can lose sight of the forest for the trees. At the same
time the esoteric rhetoric of many Continentalist approaches makes it hard to link their
theories to what they are about. It does seem to me that philosophy can and should avoid
each of these tendencies while profiting from whatever strengths the approaches possess –
crudely put, to address both the trees and the forests.
The sample publication included here is an article on the theories of Thomas
Kuhn, which are often drawn on for support by critics of scientific objectivity. This
publication further illustrates my continued employment of Marxist theories. In addition to
the example being relatively short and concise, I thought it heuristically useful to
counterpose Frederick Engels’ views to those of Kuhn. Unlike many Marxists of my
generation I was attracted to Engels, and even for a time had a picture of him hanging in
my office. Perhaps this attraction was due to his analysis of British culture resonating with
my Anglo-Puritan background as a strict Presbyterian. In his introduction to the English
publication of his Socialism: Utopian and Scientific, Engels wrote:
[A]bout forty or fifty years ago, any cultivated foreigner settling in England was
struck by what he was then bound to consider the religious bigotry and stupidity
of the English respectable middle class. I am now going to prove that the
respectable English middle class of that time was not quite as stupid as it looked
to the intelligent foreigner. Its religious leanings can be explained. (in Karl Marx &
Frederick Engels Selected Works, New York: International Publishers, 1968 [1892], 387.)
I was also attracted to the clarity of Engels’ writings and to his attention to anthropology and the
natural sciences in what I took to be a fruitful division of intellectual labour between him and Marx.
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“Kuhn on Scientific Revolutions: An Engelsian Critique”1
Frank Cunningham
Engels’ approach to the sciences is deployed against Thomas Kuhn’s view
that theories in the natural or the social sciences are embedded in
paradigms, which themselves cannot be objectively evaluated. Engels’
doctrine of “absolute and relative truth” agrees that scientific theories are
relative to paradigms while seeing them as nonetheless contributing to
progress in thought. Recognition of social and political contributors to
scientific creativity challenges a picture of the history of science as
abstractly self-contained. Appeal to a principle of “the transformation
from quantity to quality” exposes ways that the groundwork for scientific
revolutions is laid in the paradigms of theories they displace.

One version of relativism allows objectivity within some framework of thought
(conclusions can be objectively true relative to a framework), but denies that frameworks
themselves admit of objective evaluation. This orientation does not escape the slide to
scepticism endemic to all other forms of anti-objectivism,2 but it is attractive to some who
look to have it both ways with respect to objectivity in science. In this paper I shall argue
that while Thomas Kuhn's theory has the advantage of highlighting scientific revolutions, it
need not engender anti-objectivist relativism. This is argued by contrasting his viewpoint
with that of Frederick Engels, who does, I believe, provide an approach for understanding
scientific revolutions without undermining objectivity.
Kuhn’s views are appealed to by anti-objectivists regarding the social sciences at least
as often as regarding the natural sciences. However, since Kuhn’s focus is exclusively on
the latter, an Engelsian critique will be explicated with respect to them, assuming that
considerations of objectivity in the natural sciences apply to the social sciences as well. (I
defend this assumption at length elsewhere.)3 Engels’ philosophical outlook profits from
being at once materialistic and dialectical and in taking account of the role of social practice
in the history of thought. Kuhn's theory does not adequately incorporate any one of these
three dimensions while Engels achieved a synthesis of them.
1

Prepared for the colloquium, “Creativity and Science,” World Congress of Philosophy, Düsseldorf, 1978. A
published version, “Kuhn on Scientific Creativity,” is in Dialectics and Humanism, no. 2, 1978, 73-80.
2

Sincerely to believe something is to believe it is true, but to believe something while also believing that
someone thinking within a different framework than mine is as justified as I in disbelieving it cannot but
undermine my belief in its truth. It would generate what is sometimes called a practical contradiction: “I
believe it, but for all I know its not true.”
3

Frank Cunningham, Objectivity in Social Science (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973) chap. 5.
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Relative and Absolute Truth
Kuhn’s relativism consists in the view that revolutions in scientific thought -- what he
famously calls paradigm shifts -- are not subject to endorsement or criticism on the grounds
of being better or worse than alternatives at revealing truths about the world. This is because
the paradigms in which they are embedded include the criteria for evaluation of themselves
and of other paradigms:
When paradigms enter, as they must, into a debate about paradigm choice,
their role is necessarily circular. Each group uses its own paradigm to argue
in that paradigm's defense.4
Kuhn's basic view is a species of a deceptively simple argument employed by sceptics ever
since the time of Sextus Empiricus. The feature of rationally motivated changes in thought
focussed on by sceptics is that these changes largely result from prior thought. This thought,
explicitly or otherwise, employs certain principles of what constitutes good grounds for
rational acceptance or rejection of something. The sceptic then asks how at any one time
these principles are themselves justified and argues that in order to avoid an infinite regress
of justificatory principles, circular argumentation must enter someplace.
An anti-sceptical response is to indicate that the implication of this perspective is that
no scientific theory and perhaps no belief whatsoever could be justifiably held. Thus the
following comments of Engels, directed against the somewhat different but equally sceptical
view of Immanuel Kant, are appropriate:
Taken in the abstract it sounds quite sensible. But suppose one applies it.
What would one think of a zoologist who said: A dog seems to have four legs,
but we do not know whether in reality it has four million legs or none at all?
Or of a mathematician who first of all defines a triangle as having three sides,
and then declares that he does not know whether it might not have 25? That
2 X 2 seems to be 4?5
The epistemological theory that makes it possible to accept the anti-sceptical thrust of this
materialistic appeal to practice is Engels’ theory of absolute and relative truth.
Justifying a scientific theory requires appealing to criteria of justification which will
themselves depend upon already accepted tenets. A Kuhnian and an Engelsian perspective
agree on this. But for Engels the conclusion to be drawn is that theories may possess relative
4

Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2nd edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1978) 94.
5

Frederick Engels, Dialectics of Nature (New York: New World Paperbacks, 1963 [1872-1892]) 159.
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truth. This means that the truth of scientific theories is a matter of degree, and progress
toward a likely never fully attained absolute truth is possible in part by modifying or in the
limiting case replacing tenets on which they are initially based. Kuhn’s perspective is more
starkly relativistic. An aspiration for absolute truth can be satisfied for him though only
within frameworks of prior beliefs. The sceptical consequence of this perspective follows
from denying that the (for Engels) relative truth of a framework can be objectively
established.6
Engels’ alternative is that theories superseding one another in the history of a science
(or in everyday thought and even in the history of philosophy) are true within certain limits
of application and of precision, which limits can be progressively discovered and overcome
thus leading to less limited theories containing increasingly more "relative truth." The
process is summarized by Engels with an example.
Let us take as an example the well-known Boyle's law, by which, if the
temperature remains constant, the volume of gases varies inversely with the
pressure to which they are subjected. Regnault found that this law did not hold
good in certain cases. [He] discovered that Boyle's law… loses its validity in the
case of gases which can be liquefied by pressure as soon as the pressure
approaches the point at which liquefaction begins. Boyle's law therefore was
proved to be correct only within definite limits. But is it absolutely and finally
true even within those limits? No physicist would assert that this was so. He would
say that it holds good within certain limits of pressure and temperature and for
certain gases; and even within these more restricted limits he would not exclude
the possibility of a still narrower limitation or altered formulation as the result of
future investigations.7
The concept of relative truth is a necessary component of any way of conceptualizing
scientific creativity so as to do justice both to the fact of scientific revolutions and to the fact
of objective progress in knowledge. From an Engelsian point of view the lack of this concept
in Kuhn's approach is thus an epistemological shortcoming. But there are more
shortcomings, and, by itself, the theory of absolute and relative truth does not provide all
that is needed for an historiography of scientific revolutions.
Social Origins of Scientific Revolutions
Many who are attracted to Kuhn's theory maintain that it makes it possible to exhibit the
social origins of scientific revolutions. Kuhn himself sometimes alludes to extra-scientific
6

Kuhn denies that his view is sceptical; however, his analyses of scientific revolutions strain this denial. He
maintains that while arguments for a paradigm may be “immensely persuasive” they “cannot be made
logically or even probabilistically compelling” for someone who does not already share the paradigm,
Structure, 94. I discuss Kuhn’s theory in detail in Objectivity in Social Science, chap. 2.
7

Frederick Engels, Anti-Dühring, (New York: New World Paperbacks, 1966 [1894]) 101-102.
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factors influencing scientific change as when he draws an analogy between scientific and
social revolutions. But in his epistemological writings Kuhn refers exclusively to intrascientific factors. His main thesis is that the failure to pursue "normal science" within a
paradigm may prompt abandoning the paradigm but without suggesting an alternative, either
internal to contemporary scientific pursuits or to extra-scientific contexts.
It is hard to see how any careful study of the history of science could fail to unearth the
thorough going influence of extra-scientific events and institutions on that history.
Technology obviously opens up areas of scientific investigation which lead to theoretical
advances. Changing economic and political needs pose practical problems (for instance, of
navigation for trade in 17th century Europe) which in turn influence scientific thought.
Ideological world views can both retard and advance scientific theorizing. Obvious examples
were the anti-materialistic ideological views serving feudal class interests that inhibited the
development of early mechanics.8
With the development of the historiography of the sciences in the 19th century, some
concluded that since there are extra-scientific causes of scientific theorizing, this theorizing
is not objective, but is part and parcel of various ideological, historically bound worldviews.
Engels did not share this response to historical facts that he was otherwise quite good at
analyzing. Nor did he need to share this historicistic attitude.
It can be granted that scientific thought has extra-scientific origins without endorsing
historicism. Why assume that because an idea has a certain origin, this origin exhausts the
essence of the idea or its justifiability? Just because early mechanistic science served
bourgeois interests, and was motivated to a large extent or even (let us grant for the sake of
argument) wholly from changes in economic, political and religious institutions and ideas,
does not mean that it had no content or developed no methodology the reliability of which
could be tested, or that it performed no other functions than to advance bourgeois class rule.
Indeed, it could not have been useful for this purpose if it lacked objectivity.
If it is realized that the extra-scientific origins of science do not commit one to
historicism, then appeal to these origins strengthens the Engelsian view of scientific
revolutions and weakens the Kuhnian one. Much of the force of Kuhn's theory depend on
the way he presents paradigm shifts where his focus is on intra-scientific, theoretical
changes. Insofar as grounds for the discovery of a new paradigm within the work of scientists
employing an old one are allowed by him, it is mainly of a negative nature, usually failure
of the old paradigm to solve problems. The image created is that these radical scientific
changes are spontaneous and unrelated except in the negative sense to ways of thinking that
preceded them.

8

Some pertinent treatments are by J.D. Bernal, Science in History (London: Watts & Co., 1954), part III and
Samuel Lilley, Men, Machines, and History (New York: New World Paperbacks, 1965), chaps. 4 & 5.
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While it is true that neo-Aristotelian theoretical and methodological ways of thinking
held a strong grip on mediaeval science, this way of thinking was not the only thing shaping
intellectual abilities and habits during the Middle Ages. Counteracting influences that began
to dominate even during the early Renaissance, before the revolution in science, were already
apparent in mediaeval craftsmanship, art, medicine, technology, and anti-traditional
religious and political movements and views. Taking these sorts of factors into account
produces a much fuller picture of the climate of scientific change than is found in the
presentation of Kuhn's theory and reduces its persuasive force.
Quantity and Quality in Scientific Thought
A central thesis of dialectics at least from the time of Hegel has been that in processes
of change there are radical transformations that are caused by what precedes them in those
processes. Engels called this thesis the law of the transformation from quantity to quality.
As in the case of other laws of dialectics he maintained that this one is exemplified in all of
the social-political histories of human societies, physical nature, and the history of human
thought. Thus, socialism is qualitatively different from capitalism (not just capitalism with
government run factories), and humans are qualitatively different from other higher
primates. Yet the emergence of neither was spontaneous, but resulted from gradual changes
within capitalist-dominated societies, in the one case, and in the evolution of higher primates,
in the other.
The application of this dialectical law to the study of human societies by Engels and
other Marxists is well known, and there has been ongoing controversy over whether and how
dialectics applies to physical nature. Not as much attention has been paid to the application
of Marxist dialectics to the history of human thought. (Hegel was at his best in offering
dialectical analyses of this history, even if he did overrate its ontological status.) Kuhn's
analysis suffers from undialectical thinking specifically in respect of the law of the
transformation from quantity to quality.
What Kuhn calls paradigm shifts are what the dialectician calls qualitative changes in
the history of scientific thought. I do not know of a full exposition in classic or more recent
Marxist sources of just what a "qualitative" change is. In general, it is the sort of thorough
going change in a thing that affects all parts of it and of the ways it interacts with other
things, thus necessitating different basic terminology and laws to describe and explain its
functioning than sufficed before the change. In the case of social transformations this means
that a qualitative change is one that affects not just, for example, some aspect of the way an
economy is organized, but the political, cultural, sociological, and other institutions of a
society so that the new society cannot be understood just as a variation of the old one. 9 In
9

In “Practice and Some Muddles about the Methodology of Historical Materialism,” Canadian Journal of
Philosophy, vol. 3, no. 2 (December, 1973) 235-248, I speculate that considerations of practice also serve as
indicators of qualitative changes, in respect of which full scale differences in practical stances before and after
such a change are called for, p. 247.
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the case of revolutions in scientific thought it means that the whole way of conceiving of the
subject matter of a science is different. Kuhn is rather good at describing these qualitative
differences in the history of science.

In a dialectical analysis qualitative changes are caused (or in Hegelian language
"mediated") by prior "quantitative" ones. To the extent that these prior changes are
overlooked the resulting qualitative ones, as in Kuhnian paradigm shifts, are seen not only
as radical but as rationally unrelated to what precedes them, and hence as parts of a
relativistic shift in world view. Dialecticians will look for the quantitative changes leading
up to qualitative ones in scientific thought. Let me illustrate this by taking up the change
from Aristotelian to Galilean theories of local motion. Qualifying these remarks to note that
I am not an historian of science, nor a physicist and that the change in question surely was
motivated by more than just earlier features of the history of scientific thought, let me
suggest that the late mediaeval (or early Renaissance) theory of impetus partly mediated this
change in exactly the way one would expect from a dialectical perspective.
Aristotelian and Galilean theories of local motion certainly do represent qualitative
changes in the history of thought. From the former viewpoint things move by being pushed
by other things; in the latter view things are thought of just as being in a state of motion or
of rest relative to things around them unless this state is altered by interaction with them.
The theory of impetus – roughly, that things possess within themselves a quality that is the
cause of their motion - shares some characteristics with the earlier view (reference to an
active force is thought to be required to explain motion) and some characteristics with the
later one (such a force is regarded a property of the moving thing, not an external cause).
Some historians of science who have discussed impetus as a kind of mediator between the
impulse and inertial theories have tended to reduce it to one or the other of these two theories.
Kuhn refers to the impetus theory as “a medieval paradigm shift,”10 thus marking what a
dialectical historian of science will label a “mechanical” tendency to classify every theory
as wholly part of one clear-cut perspective or another.
A closer look at the theoretical contexts within which the impetus theory was advanced
shows instead that it mediated the discovery of the inertial theory in a more dialectical way.
At least three streams of thought combined to form the theory of impetus between the late
13th and the mid-15th centuries: one associated with William of Ockham, another with
Nicholas Oresme, and a third with Nicholas of Cusa. No one of these theorists advanced the
impetus theory alone, but proposed aspects of it in the context of broader perspectives: in
the case of Ockham, the hypothesis that action is possible at a distance; with Oresme the
idea that motion can be represented graphically; and Nicholas of Cusa’s idea that the
universe has no centre.11
10

Kuhn, Structure,, 119.

11

This account is taken from Stephen Mason’s A History of the Sciences (New York: Collier Books, 1962) 118122.
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Jointly these provide the thought material necessary for hypothesizing Galilean inertial
theory. The concept of action at a distance challenges the view that something can only move
due to physical contact with something else. The idea that motion can be graphically
represented suggests that it can be thought of as a relation between spatial and temporal coordinates rather than as a property of moving bodies. And the denial of a centre of the
universe paves the way for the Galilean theory of relativity whereby motion and rest are
thought of just as states relative to one another, rather than in relation to some orienting
centre. On this picture it should be possible to trace out a history showing how different
components of the inertial theory, no one of which could completely replace the impulse
one, gradually led to a radical rupture with the Aristotelian conception of motion.
Objectivity and Scientific Revolutions
These, then, are the components of an Engelsian theory of scientific revolutions. On the
negative side, against a Kuhnian perspective, the Engelsian one challenges some key
alternatives as false. One does not need to admit radical transformations in the history of
scientific theorizing at the expense of embracing scepticism or relativism. Objective
assessment of scientific thought is not incompatible with that thought being rooted in extrascientific social practice. And there can be genuine creativity in the history of science radically new ideas - but this does not mean that this is without causes. On the positive side
Engels’ perspective illustrates how the history of scientific revolutions can be seen as part
of the progress in human knowledge explicated by the theory of absolute and relative truth
exhibiting qualitative transformations resulting from prior, less radical, changes and how
creative scientific theorizing can be explained in terms of the scientific and extra-scientific
histories out of which it dialectically arises.
The intent of this paper has been to address one aspect of this topic by casting doubt on
the widespread opinion among anti-objectivists that radical transformations in scientific
thought of the sorts on which Kuhn focusses and elsewhere calls into question the possibility
of objectivity.
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DEMOCRATIC THEORY
One chapter of the Understanding Marxism primer departs from summarizing
standard, mainstream Marxist views (sometime castigated as “orthodox Marxism”),
namely the chapter on democracy. Most Marxist treatments of this theme
contrasted “bourgeois” and “socialist” versions of democracy. In the chapter,
democracy is treated as a univocal concept not class-divided into different kinds. Its
main argument is that the essential difference between socialism and capitalism
with respect to democracy is that for socialism to succeed it must expand and
strengthen democracy, while capitalists in a liberal-democratic state must always
find ways to constrain or circumvent democracy.
The heterodox nature of this approach did not go unnoticed by the orthodox
Marxists: I depicted democracy, including liberal democracy, as the goal of socialism
(not the other way around), rejected the notion that there are radically different
kinds of democracy, and recognized serious shortcomings in democracy on the part
of existing socialisms. Pro-Communists at the time held either that there were no
grave shortcomings in these societies (at least none that had not been discarded
after the death of Stalin) or that if there are tensions between socialism and
democracy, the former should take precedence. Many if not most left-wing critics of
Communist countries maintained that deficiencies in democracy indicated that these
countries were not actually socialist. From the early 1980s I began to develop
theories about the relation between socialism and democracy that abandoned the
effort to put it in a Marxist context. Chief among the elements of Marxist thinking I
came to reject were vanguardism and class reductionism.
The linchpin of all my subsequent work on democracy was the thesis that
democracy should be thought of as a matter of degree. This case is argued in the
first paper reproduced below, on which the key chapter of my third book,
Democratic Theory and Socialism (published in 1987), is based. It was prepared for a
conference on democracy at the Academia de Humanisme Christina in Chile in the
Fall of 1983, that is during the military dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. Unlike
most other right-wing dictatorships in the Catholic world, this was not supported by
the Church which converted a building across from the offices of Pinochet in
Santiago to an educational institute. Academics from the universities (those not
killed or driven into exile) gave lectures there, well attended by students. The
conference was organized as a protest against the regime, and Alkis Kontos, Roger
Frydman, a French colleague, and I were invited as cover. (When I recounted this to
my colleague, Father Joseph Owens, he said, “Who would have thought,
Cunningham, that you would ever be travelling under Papal protection.”).
Three years later this oppositional venture was repeated, now including Charles
Taylor, Dieter Misgeld, and Renato Crisiti with myself as participants from abroad.
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During our stay there, Taylor and I came very close to being apprehended by
machine gun wielding soldiers, whom we were able to outrun. (While dining at what
was said to be Pablo Neruda’s favourite restaurant, we lost track of time and were
on the streets of Santiago after a brutally enforced curfew.)
The main theorists on whom I draw in my democratic-theoretical efforts are
Marx, Gramsci, Dewey and Macpherson. The second paper below is a paper given at
Nihon University in Tokyo in 2007 and published by it two years later. It explains
which of the views of Marx, Gramsci, and Dewey I employ. I have written so much
on Macpherson that I see no need to include anything specifically on his views in this
section of the collection. His theories largely figured in my three books on
democratic theory (the 1987 book, a collection of essays published in 1994, and a
2019 book devoted entirely to his thought). In the last section of this collection I
include a recent interview with Macpherson’s ghost on the 2020 Covid 19 pandemic.
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“Democracy: More or Less”1
Frank Cunningham

Democracy should be seen as a matter of degree rather than a property that
something either has or lacks. Within this conception, democracy is portrayed as
pervasive, so any arena of human interaction admits of being more or less
democratic, and it is seen as a process that might spiral in upwards or downwards
directions. One consequence of this conception is that democracy should not be
divided into “kinds,” e.g. bourgeois or socialist, representative or participatory,
individualistic or collectivistic. Another consequence is that even in largely
undemocratic institutions, there are at least seeds of democracy to be built on. The
paper further argues against elitists or those who regard democracy inefficient in
favour of always striving for progress in democracy.

I should like to thank the organizers of this conference for inviting me to share some
ideas about democratic theory. If it is not to be vacuous, political theory should be concrete,
and this poses a problem at an international conference. My views on democracy are bound
to reflect attempts to come to grips with problems unique to Canada. Nonetheless, in reading
the interesting paper on democratic representation sent out with the call to the conference, it
occurs to me that I may have something to offer by addressing a definitional problem of
democratic theory. Whether or how it applies to Chile, especially in your country’s
extraordinary and distressing current circumstances, is something I hope to learn here.
The Norwegian philosopher, Arne Naess, listed the 311 definitions of democracy he
found in a survey of texts written between Plato's time and the mid 1950s.2 In reading
through these and subsequent definitions, it becomes obvious that, like all definitions in the
political domain, attempts at this one are typically conflations of reports of usage and
prescriptions about political arrangements. The definition I proffer thinks of democracy in
terms of popular sovereignty, where it is considered a way of life and not just a formal
procedure, such as voting in elections, but it differs from most other efforts in not trying to
define the term “democracy.” Rather, I suggest that it is the phrase "more democratic” that
ought to be defined. In my comments I shall first suggest an informal definition of "A is
more democratic than B" and then draw some consequences for political practice that follow
from this definition.

1

Prepared for the conference, "Contemporary Democratic Theory,”Centro de Estudios de la Realidad
Contemporanea, Academia de Humanism Cristiano, Santiago, Chile, Nov. 28 - Dec. 2, 1983. Thanks are due to
Derek Allen, Claudio Duran, and Alejandro Rojas for commenting on a draft. It is published in translation as
"¨Necesitamos mas, o menos democracia?," Opciones, Numero especial (Agosto 1984) 107-121.
2

Arne Naess, Democracy, Ideology and Objectivity (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1956).
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"A" and "B" stand for comparable social units, where this is any collection of people
whose actions affect one another. Thus, a social unit might be a household, the inhabitants
of a city, a university, a state, a neighbourhood, the workers on a line, the secretaries in an
office, or in the limiting case the entire world, or at the other limit the commuters on a train
or the participants in this very conference. What is it, then, to say that a social unit is more
democratic than some comparable one, such as itself at an earlier or a projected future time?
To say that A is more democratic than B is to say:
1) that more people in A have control over their shared social environment
than do people in B, and/or
2) that people in A have control over more aspects of their shared social
environment than do people in B, and/or
3) that the aspects of their social environment over which people in A have
control are more important than the aspects over which people in B have
control.
There is nothing startling in this definition, and, indeed, I claim as one of its
advantages that it matches people's ordinary way of thinking about democracy. Would not
everybody agree that a university in which faculty, students and support staff all contributed
to making decisions about its functioning is more democratic than one in which only
university administrators along with some faculty have this control? Similarly, a state in
which there is effective popular input to both domestic policies and foreign policies is surely
more democratic than one in which this input is restricted only to domestic matters. The
clerks and secretaries in two office buildings may participate in making the same number of
decisions, but the one in which decisions can be made over the governing structure of the
business must be recognized as more democratic than one in which they only have the ability
to decide where to locate coffee machines.
Suppose that one social unit is more democratic than another in accord with one of
these indices but not with another of them, or that there is disagreement over what counts as
being "more important." How, in these sorts of circumstances, can one determine which
social unit is more democratic? This does not pose an insurmountable definitional problem,
though it no doubt shifts the burden to difficult tasks of empirical research. In these
situations, "progress in democracy" might be employed as a criterion. It is unlikely that a
perfect democracy will ever exist, but it can be postulated as a goal, and alternatives can be
evaluated by estimating which would best contribute to democratic progress toward it. The
definition can be tightened, qualified, and made more formal,3 but instead I turn to the
3

[Added in 2020]: In my later book, Democratic Theory and Socialism (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1987) this definition is expanded to specify that in an ideal democracy “there are ways of acceptably
negotiating disagreement, or else there is universal consensus, provided that negotiation does not block the
possibility of reaching consensus in the future and consensus is not reached in a way that inhibits future
negotiation” (p. 33). Also in this book, refined attention is paid to the notion of democratic “control,” pp.
27-29 & 301-2n.3.
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consequences of thinking of democracy in this way, in particular the merits of democracy
regarded as: a matter of degree; a process; and a pervasive aspect of any social unit.
Degrees of Democracy
An advantage of thinking of democracy as a matter of degree is that this shifts debates
about democracy away from abstract, general comparisons (Is the Soviet Union more or less
democratic than China? or Which of a parliamentary or a presidential system is most
democratic?) to considerations about practical measures to make the overlapping social units
within which one lives more democratic. I am not saying that it is impossible or that it is
always useless to make general comparisons. The task can be a useful one insofar as it helps
pro-democrats to learn from others’ successes or shortcomings. However, the more
practically fruitful task is to focus on one's own society and figure out what would need to
be done to make it more democratic.
This assumes that it is better for a social unit to be more rather than less democratic.
As a product of the democratic student and civil rights movements of the 1960s I would like
to think that everybody agrees that more democracy really is better. However, I have come
to realize that there is not universal agreement on this point. Accordingly, it is appropriate
briefly to indicate reasons why it is better for any social unit, no matter how big or how
small, to be more democratic rather than less.
Efficiency. Contrary to an often-expressed opinion, a more democratic social unit is more
efficient at addressing ongoing shared problems than a less democratic one. Paternalistic,
elitist, or, in the strongest case, autocratic measures are sometimes justified in the name of
efficiency, but the apparent efficiency of non-democratic approaches to human problems is
illusory. Especially in the case of full autocracy what are called emergency situations are
appealed to for shelving democracy.
Of course, when the "emergency" is democracy itself, this will be a trivially
substantiated claim. A counter is that emergencies are best confronted democratically, since
it is especially in these situations that cooperation is most important. Even aside from these
considerations, it should be noted that there is more to the life of human beings than
confronting emergencies. There are in addition the day-to-day, month-to-month, and decadeto-decade tasks of producing and reproducing the means of life and sustenance, of
constructing, preserving, and transmitting to the future one's culture, of protecting the
physical environment, of administrating complex tasks involving a division of labour, and
so on.
These perennial human problems are best carried out and done so efficiently if they
are democratically addressed. Democracy requires and promotes more pooling of effort,
knowledge, and imagination than alternatives, and people who have an effective say in how
ongoing tasks are to be addressed will be more committed to the efforts involved in
addressing them than those without such say. In autocratic systems, by contrast, the wisdom
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or otherwise of political decisions becomes a function of the accident of whoever the
autocrats happen to be, and mechanisms are lacking for calling decisions into question and
reversing them when it is clear they are misguided. Moreover, in this sort of system sacrifices
people may legitimately be expected to make require force if they can be extracted at all
from a populace that has no reason for active commitment to somebody else's policies.
Individualism and collectivism. In thinking about the human condition, one need not choose
between individualism and collectivism. Societies are nothing but individuals each with his
or her own aims, values, and beliefs, the conjoined product of whose actions is (whether
intended or not) the social "structure" of their shared society. At the same time, each of these
individuals is what he or she is predominately if not entirely in virtue of his or her social
interactions with others within inherited structures. When social forces are out of the control
of the individuals whose joint activity constitutes them, it is some or often all of these
individuals who suffer the consequences. But, by the very fact that it is individuals who
constitute society, there is the potential for bringing social forces under their collective
control.
Given this perspective, another reason to prefer more rather than less democracy
within a social unit is that this is the only way that the process of what might be called the
"self creation of human beings" can be pursued both socially and with deliberation, as
opposed to being undertaken either socially but in accord with blind tradition or deliberately
but in accord with the will of a few individuals. Democracy in the case of ongoing social
self-determination is the analogue of considered and deliberate activity on the part of an
individual. It is the only way that a collective of people can properly be said to be free.
Three interrelated aspects of democratic processes thus conceived merit mention:
that conflict is resolved by some form of collective decision-making procedure instead of by
force; that people are free to air their opinions and to entertain and to challenge or endorse
the opinions of others before making up their minds on what ought collectively to be done;
and that minority rights to attempt to change the minds of the majority are protected.4 To the
extent that a social unit realizes these things, it will be able to make ongoing decisions,
including ones that reverse earlier decisions, with the active participation of the individuals
that make it up, both those who agree with any one decision and those who disagree, without
degenerating either into a war of all against all, or capitulating to the Leviathan of autocracy.
Democracy as Process
Among the consequences of thinking of democracy as a process is that a social unit
is not regarded as simply democratic or undemocratic in virtue of the presence or absence of
some quality deemed definitive of democracy. Defenders of existing socialism often charge
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that capitalism is utterly undemocratic due to large and persisting inequalities; while procapitalists allege that socialism is irredeemably undemocratic in virtue of its typically oneparty political systems. To view democracy as a process admitting of degrees is to reject
both points of view. It ought to be obvious that the gross economic inequalities in a capitalist
system are a severe restriction on democracy. Similarly, uni-party systems in existing
socialism, conjoined with (at best) paternalism are demonstrable impediments to democracy.
In neither case is it a question of whether the system is either simply democratic or
undemocratic but rather of how severely these things inhibit progress in democracy.
Representation & Participation. Another example relates to a motif in the conference’s draft
discussion paper, namely, a tendency to counterpose participatory to representative
democracy. It is worth noting in the first place that both participatory and representative
democracy admit of degree. One would expect, for instance, that the involvement of
neighbourhood councils in the formation of municipal housing policies is more democratic
than the ability of citizens just to review such policy once formulated; yet both are forms of
participation. Similarly, representative democratic structures are more democratic if they
include mechanisms for accountability of representatives between elections and for their
recall than in the absence of these provisions. More importantly, it seems that there is an
appropriate domain for each of representative and participatory democracy, and that they
need not work against one another but can be mutually reinforcing.
Representative democratic procedures are not only unnecessary but likely a
hindrance in the case of collective decision making in relatively small social units or when
the decisions to be made are highly circumscribed and there are effective means of
communication among those making the decision. To insist upon representative structures
in such situations will often divert peoples’ energies and attention from the issue at hand to
details and problems of representative procedures themselves. Many of the decisions made
in my own university could be more quickly and harmoniously made in a participatory way
than by means of clumsy representative structures and the sometimes attendant
parliamentary cretinous manoeuvres of would-be Machiavellian faculty and administrators
who seem attracted to them. On the other side, it does not seem that in the foreseeable future
representative structures will be dispensable in social units of large size and great diversity
such as entire countries or regions of countries.
Interests. Yet another way that democracy constitutes a process pertains to the way people’s
interests are formed. When it is said that in a democratic society people have some degree
of control over their shared social environment, how is the word "control" to be understood?
At some point a basic decision is required about whether control (or "power" or some
comparable term) is to be interpreted by reference to people's presently motivating,
subjective wants or by reference to something else (for instance their true needs or their
objective interests). I do not see how a democratic perspective is compatible with anything
but the former of these alternatives. Otherwise one could sanction as democratic a political
state of affairs in which a putatively paternalistic autocrat did things which virtually nobody
affected by them wanted done.
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This raises the question of how, in fact, people's minds are changed democratically.
Without ignoring the importance of formal education and rational discussion and debate, it
seems appropriate here to call attention to the large body of literature that point to the
importance of direct democratic participation in collective processes as a way of selfeducation.5 The argument is that participation gives people the sort of first-hand sociological
and psychological knowledge about themselves and other people that causes them to
question and perhaps change beliefs and values that they otherwise uncritically hold and that
the act of participation itself educates people to the possibility and desirability of mutual
tolerance and respect. Tolerance, respect, and a critical frame of mind are all of them, in
turn, important for the functioning of representative democracy if it is to be democratically
progressive. Hence, participatory democracy reinforces representative democracy.
The Pervasiveness of Democracy
To say that democracy is pervasive is to say that there is no social unit of which it
inappropriate to ask about its degree of democracy or in which one cannot strive for more
democracy. Democracy should not, therefore, be thought of as pertaining only to formal
democratic realms. One reason that it has been possible to have a degree of political
democracy co-existing with, for example, slavery (as in ancient Athens or the United States
during its first century) or that today it is not uncommon for states even with rather welltuned representative democratic structures to co-exist with discrimination on the basis of
gender or race is that democracy is thought of as something inappropriate to what is
sometimes called "civil society." It is in this way that feudal and pre-feudal modes of
behaviour and attitudes can continue to exist into the late 20th century.
When democracy is thought of as a process involved in any and all domains, then the
aspects of people’s lives over which they can have ever increasing democratic control are
seen to be much broader than often conceived. Thus, to take just a few examples of things
often thought to be inappropriate to democracy, one might list: the structures and practices
of the reproduction of human life (both of the species and of each day's ability to continue
living and working), which domain is typically marked by anti-democratic patriarchal
discrimination against women; the realm of technology and the economy; foreign policy,
particularly matters of "national security," which are subject to virtually no effective popular
input in any country in the world; and the relationship between humans and nature, where
we approach a situation when a polluted planet may no longer be able to sustain life.
Kinds of democracy. The pervasiveness of democracy, like its characteristic of being a
process as opposed to a substance, also has the consequence of casting doubt on those
approaches to democracy that divide it into different "kinds." I am thinking of those
following Lenin who reflect on the fact that there are class-divided societies wherein a
5
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measure of democracy seems compatible with class oppression and conclude that therefore
there are as many sorts of democracy as there are main social classes, each kind of
democracy serving the interest of its proper class.
On the view of democracy in this paper differentiation of democracy into kinds is a
mistake. "Democracy" or rather "more democratic" is univocal. A society divided along
class-oppressive lines is, other things being equal, less democratic than one not so divided,
and, following one theme of C.B. Macpherson's thought, it can be shown that the extent of
democracy in such a system exists largely in spite of class oppression, that there has always
been a democratic impulse in human societies, and that an important reason to oppose class,
race, gender, national, and other oppressions is that they are major impediments to worldwide progress in democracy.6
Dictatorial democracy. Another consequence of the pervasiveness of democracy is that
apparently no human society can properly be said to have zero degree of democracy. When
we think of the despotic empires of ancient times or of authoritarian dictatorships, there is a
temptation to find some line dividing those societies which are more or less democratic from
those which are more or less undemocratic. However, it is doubtful that such a line can be
found. The most likely candidate would be majority rule, but, despite the crucially important
role that this holds in a democratic process, it is not definitive of their being any democracy
whatsoever. If it were then a state autocratically run by a single political party that seized
power would be no less democratic than a minority government that owed its position to an
election in which nobody was favoured by a majority. On reflection it can be seen that the
difficulty of locating some such line is not so grave.
If democracy is in some sense "natural" to the human condition, that is, the condition
of individuals collectively determining themselves, then it should not be surprising that we
do not find an example of a human society with absolutely no degree of democracy
whatsoever, be it ever so slight. Karl Marx remarked that “democracy is the truth of
monarchy,”7 thus anticipating Antonio Gramsci among others. His point can be taken to
mean that no society is dominated by a ruling clique maintained in power only because they
are feared by the entire population, but that even in the most despotic of situations there is a
certain measure of popular resignation if not full support, and that there are still democratic
pockets of life as well as some active opposition to autocracy. This generates what might be
referred to as a "paradox of dictatorial democracy" in that one is committed to
acknowledging patently anti-democratic situations to be in some ways compatible with
measures of democracy.
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The force of this paradox depends upon viewing democracy as a quality and not a
complex process. On the view prescribed here no social unit will ever be absolutely
democratic, though each will approximate an ideal perfect democracy to its own degree. By
the same token, each will also approximate absolute undemocracy. Examples of absolute
undemocracies are an ant hill or Hades, and while there may be autocrats who have fantasies
about presiding over human societies thus constituted, full success in such ignoble ventures
is probably impossible. Once this putative paradox is dissolved, there are advantages to
viewing any society as being simultaneously partially democratic and partially or even
massively undemocratic. Recognition of this fact goes some way toward explaining how
people can, with a certain legitimacy, accept things like weak representative democracy
where there is no accountability, or single-party states as democratic. It also suggests that
those who passively accept autocracy are not necessarily to be branded as irredeemable antidemocrats.
Democratic Spirals. In order to draw significant consequences from considerations of this
aspect of democracy one needs to take account of a feature of democracy that flows, not
from its definition, but from a fact about the history of democracy. It was not uncommon for
early democratic theorists, enthusiastic about the prospects of democracy, to think of the
history of the world as exhibiting an inevitable march toward enlightenment and full
democracy. If anyone laboured under this opinion in the 19th and early 20th centuries, such
an illusion was surely put to rest by the events in Europe in the 1930s and 40s. It is now plain
that there is nothing inevitable about democratic processes.
The reason for this is that democratic processes are all of them spirals which can
either move in an upward or a downward direction. As people, however tentatively and even
sceptically, enter into more democratic relations with one another in respect of some problem
in a shared social environment, they come to seek out further democracy in that environment
and to expand democracy in other environments as well. This is so to the extent that
democracy really is the most efficient means of addressing human problems and to the extent
that critical thought and attitudes of toleration and respect for others are bred in the
democratic process. On the other hand, relative undemocracy tends to breed cynicism about
people’s ability to have an effect jointly with others over their fate and to throw them back
on traditional superstitions and biases as ways of understanding themselves and their social
world.
Implications
From these features of democratic processes there follow several general
consequences, of which I shall mention two by way of conclusion: one programmatic and
one normative. The programmatic implication is that any attempt to improve the human lot
or to defend against threats to material or cultural well-being in any social unit, from the
school, workplace community or household to international relations, should be integrated
with workable proposals to increase the democracy of that unit. This is so if there is no aspect
of human life to which democracy need be foreign and if problematic tasks faced collectively
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are most efficiently carried through collectively. Moreover: such plans will always be
workable if there is already some measure of democracy in any human society.
The problem for the pro-democrat is that though democracy is a pervasive feature of
human life, there is, sad to say, still not very much of it, and people are cynical about the
possibility and even the desirability of achieving more. The solution to this problem, as I see
it, is to ascertain where people believe themselves to have some degree of control over their
shared social environments (however little and whether or not they think of this in terms of
democracy) and to propose and act to carry out reforms in such a way as to nurture the seeds
of the reality and of the idea of democracy.
The normative consequence concerns paternalism. If "democracy" is a complex
concept and if progress in democracy often requires trade-offs among its component parts
then it is tempting to try justifying paternalism in the name of democracy. Indeed, weak
representative democracy is often defended on the ground that people will have more
effective control over their lives if they are restricted to selecting others to make decisions
for them. In more extreme cases it is argued that even this form of political control must be
sacrificed at least for some period of time in the people's interests so as to avoid some alleged
chaos or to prepare people for democracy.
The difficulty with all these arguments (charitably assuming them to be sincerely
advanced) is that they overlook the spiral nature of democracy. If it is a fact of human social/
psychological/political reality that more democracy leads to yet more and less democracy
leads to less, one should be dubious about the merits of paternalism. Moreover, if the
arguments of this paper are sound, paternalism can never be justified in the name of
democracy. Not only does paternalism by definition involve restrictions on short-term
democracy, but it creates institutional and social-psychological dynamics that are antidemocratic in the long run as well.
A corollary of this view is that if in addition to being a spiral democracy is an
essential feature of the human condition, then there is no such thing as a people who are "not
ready" for democracy. To the question, "democracy, more or less?" the answer is always
"more."
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“Class and Democracy in American Politics”1
Frank Cunningham
The theorists on whom this paper draws are: with respect to class, Karl Marx;
regarding democracy, John Dewey; and the orientation toward politics of
Antonio Gramsci. Marx’s economic-based theory of the inescapable conflict
between capitalism and working-class aspirations has stood the test of time.
Dewey’s conception of “publics” provides a basis for addressing problems of
democracy that is superior to either individualistic or communal alternatives.
The centrality for Gramsci of hegemony to any large-scale political endeavour
throws into relief the importance of leadership.

Americans who visit other countries -- France, Germany, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, the
UK, India, and so on -- are often surprised at the extent to which ordinary citizens attend to
political matters and even more surprised to find that they sometimes couch political
discussions in terms of class. Words like “capitalist,” “working class,” or “socialism” are
part of everyday vocabulary in a way that is foreign to most people outside of certain
university disciplines in the United States. When shop keepers, waiters, taxi drivers,
housewives, clerks, or barbers employ such terms, this is noted and thought odd or even
subversive. Indeed, during the era of McCarthyism the Federal Bureau of Investigation
published a pamphlet entitled “How To Tell If Your Neighbor is a Communist” in which
use of such language figured as a clue.
The absence of class-infused rhetoric is both a cause and an effect of the fact that the
Democratic and Republican parties exhaust the field of organized politics in America to the
exclusion of social-democratic and much less socialist or communist political institutions of
any significance. Traditional explanations refer to the wealth of the United States, which,
thanks to its size and its freedom from the internal ravages of 20th Century wars, allowed it
to satisfy its working class, and to the fact that the country was initially settled by poor
immigrants and refugees from the rigid class barriers of Europe, whose descendants came to
believe that anyone could achieve at least middle-class status.
These factors, plus the McCarthyist assault, are clearly important parts of the
explanation for the absence of a class-related political culture in the United States. But alone
they do not suffice. The main weapon of McCarthyism was to associate people J. Edgar
Hoover didn’t like with Communism, assuming that this association was enough to expose
them as dangerous people. Many countries of South America were also largely settled by
poor immigrants. Scandinavian countries enjoy relative wealth, but class-based politics are
1
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not foreign to them. In my remarks for this symposium, I begin with definitions of the key
terms of the paper’s title -- class, democracy, and politics -- which I shall approach from the
points of view, respectively, of Karl Marx, John Dewey, and Antonio Gramsci.
First, however, a word about “America,” which I am using, as citizens of the United
States themselves do, to refer just to that country. The political cultures of Central and South
America are quite different from that of the United States. Political thinking and practice in
my own country, Canada, are also different – for instance, our Parliament includes a selfproclaimed social-democratic party, and the trade union movement is stronger than in the
United States. While I think that the political differences between the U.S. and Canada are
more matters of degree than of kind, the sources of apolitical thinking in the two countries
are sufficiently different that they cannot be treated together. As to whether Japan differs
from the United States in degree or in kind, I look forward to being enlightened by those
attending this symposium.
Class, Democracy, Politics
Class. I am using the term “class” in a Marxist sense. Whatever deficiencies Marxism has
exhibited, its characterization of classes identifies important social categories. The two main
features of this characterization are focuses on political economy and on class conflict.
Marx’s identification of classes as people sharing common relations to means of production
is centrally tied the idea to ownership. Capitalists for Marx privately own major means of
production and distribution where this means that they have the presumptive right to dispose
as they please of the profits gained from the employment of these means. Where the
presumption is defeated this is never absolute, and it typically requires that limitations are
necessary to protect the continued existence of a system of private profit. Workers, by
contrast, primarily own only their ability to work, which they rent to capitalists for wages.
This means that capitalists are in unavoidable competition with each other, and the
long-term interests of workers and capitalists cannot coincide. Due to competition,
capitalists must cut costs wherever possible, and labour costs are a ready target. Though few
workers can afford to purchase sufficient stock in a corporation to be its effective owners, if
they did, they would become worker-capitalists in competition with other firms and hence
confronted with the problem (actually faced by what few workers’ cooperatives there are)
of either diminishing their wages or losing the firms to enterprises that do cut costs.
Democracy. This term refers to ways that groups of people make collective decisions or
otherwise take collective actions. Such undertakings are democratic to the extent that all
those affected by a joint action are able to play a role in its undertaking. Voting is an obvious
example, but so is deliberation to reach a positive consensus, negotiation to arrive at
mutually acceptable courses of action, delegating decision making to a representative, or
sometimes by direct citizen action. Each of these may be more or less democratic depending
upon how many of those affected by the results of collective action have input to it, how
equally resources required for effective input are distributed, and whether collective actions
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are taken in such a way as to keep open or enhance future democratic undertakings and
progress.
A puzzle that has occupied many political theorists is how democracy can ever get
started. Some have argued that it must be the result of a contract made among individuals
who agree to submit themselves to democratic procedures. However, if such a contract is
prompted by self-interest, there will always be a temptation to defect whenever democratic
decisions do not serve one’s particular interests (that is, democracy confronts a “prisoners’
dilemma”). If moral commitment to democracy is the source, then a contract is not needed
at all, but perhaps neither would democracy itself be needed, since democratic decision
procedures are typically called for when there are different opinions about what collective
actions to take and these often involve conflicting values.
One virtue of John Dewey’s 1927 tract, The Public and its Problems,2 is that it
resolves this puzzle. The starting point of democracy in traditional approaches is individuals
confronting each other. For Dewey, the starting point is publics confronting problems. A
public for him is made up of any constellation of people whose actions mutually affect one
another over protracted periods of time – states are obvious examples, but so are sub- and
super-state entities such as cities or global regions. Publics face a multitude of problems
common to all their members ranging from meeting subsistence needs to the provision of
cultural amenities or the deployment and containment of technology. Publics are not
homogenous and may include groups with conflicting interests, but the problems they face
are common to all their members, and they call for collective action effectively to be
addressed.
Viewed this way, there is no theoretical problem about how democracy gets started
or can persist in the face of conflicting values. Publics in the Deweyan sense stand between
fully cooperative or coordinated collectives and wholly uncoordinated individuals. Dewey’s
main intent was, with respect to those places where it is important for there to be selfconscious publics, to identify opportunities for and obstacles to achieving them. A challenge
Dewey identified for all publics is to recognize themselves as such. This is essential for
engaging in joint activities. As to just how a public should democratically comport itself,
this depends on the nature of the problems a public confronts and the inherited cultural and
institutional resources it brings with it to them. Like all Pragmatists, for whom means and
ends interact, Dewey saw the coming into being of a self-conscious pubic as something that
itself takes place within the process of democratic problem solving.
Politics. Politics in a generic sense refers to contests over access to the resources and powers
of the state or to state-like entities (schools, hospitals, business or labour organizations,
religious bodies, and the like). Political contests can be undertaken in a variety of ways. If
they are to be pursued democratically, this rules out violence. Further, if democracy is
2
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practiced in the way Dewey prescribed it will require leadership with some of the
characteristics Antonio Gramsci described as hegemony.
Hegemony is sometimes defined as gaining “consent” as opposed to imposing one’s
will simply by force. Gramsci’s notion is compatible with this but is more nuanced. An
aspect of hegemonic politics on his view which most clearly resonates with Dewey’s notion
of a public is that a hegemonic leader (for instance a political party or a social movement)
must contribute to forging a collective will within a population as a whole: “An historical
act,” he writes, “can only be performed by ‘collective man,’ and this presupposes the
attainment of ‘cultural-social’ unity through which a multiplicity of dispersed wills, with
heterogeneous aims, are welded together with a single aim, on the basis of an equal and
common conception of the world….”3
Gramsci makes reference in more than one place to Marx’s comment in his “Preface
to the Critique of Political Economy” that: “mankind always sets itself only such tasks as it
can solve; since, looking at the matter more closely, it will always be found that the task
itself arises only when the material conditions for its solution already exist or are at least in
the process of formation.”4 Applied to hegemony, this means that a hegemonic leader
participates in creating a collective will, but elements of such a will, taken to be a selfconscious public in Dewey’s sense, are already found within the latter’s cultures, practices,
and institutions.
The hegemonic project is therefore both continuous and discontinuous with the past.
It is in people’s shared traditions that one finds aspects of a collective will transcending
individual interests or, looked at from another direction, provides a common background
against which individuals pursue their particular life aims. Attention to these traditions is
required both for presenting the hegemonic agent as a champion of some of their aspects (in
Gramsci’s case of pan-Italian values favouring national unification) and as an agent for
challenging other of the aspects (an example for Gramsci was the transfer of political
loyalties from the church to the state).
Gramsci’s concern was not about individual political leaders but groups.
Specifically, he maintained that leadership is exercised by one of a society’s dominant
economic classes, in his society either by the bourgeoisie or by the proletariat. A crucial
thesis – and the one that drew the strongest criticism of him and subsequent Italian
Communists by Soviet and other Second International Communist parties – is that class
leadership for Gramsci did not mean leadership in the interests of a class narrowly conceived
but leadership of the large bulk of a society, working class or not, made possible by forging
3
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a popular will in such a way that the values and aims of the working class had become
congruent with those of the society as a whole. Post Gramscians today (such as Chantal
Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau) agree with this general characterization of hegemonic politics,
but do not see economic classes as the only possible hegemonic agents. 5 One might also go
further than these post-Gramscians to allow that hegemonic leadership does not need to be
exercised by a single group, but can be a coalition undertaking,6 though from a Gramscian
point of view working-class organizations should play an important role.
Class Politics
Against the background of these definitions, two alternative approaches to the
introduction of class into political contests can be identified. A “Leninist” approach models
politics on warfare in a way that Gramsci labeled a “war of movement” where the massed
armies of combatants seek to confront one another in direct battle. Gramsci contrasted this
to a “war of position” which is fought on a variety of fronts – political and cultural as well
as military – and crucially involves efforts to erode the social bases of support for continued
warfare on the part of an enemy. In class struggle on the war of movement model the political
world is seen as divided into two opposed camps, bourgeois and proletarian. These are
regarded as the only important political forces, and other segments of a population are sorted
according to whether they support one or the other of them. The world views of the two
camps are incommensurate and entirely opposed to one another.
Democracy in this perspective cannot be conceived in the manner of Dewey. As
Lenin put it, “we cannot speak of ‘pure democracy’ as long as different classes exist; we can
only speak of class democracy.”7 From this perspective hegemony means imposing
proletarian democracy on an unwilling bourgeoisie, and if consent enters into the picture at
all it is to persuade minority classes, such as farmers or the petite bourgeoisie to side with
the working class. It was this conception of class politics that prevailed in the Russian and
Chinese revolutions. Despite Lenin’s claim that a post revolutionary proletarian democracy
is “a million times more democratic” than the most democratic bourgeois democracy,8 the
result was the authoritarianism that eventually undid the Soviet Union and one can predict
will put increasing strains on China.
One alternative way of interjecting class into politics was exemplified from the mid
1960s to the late 1980s by the Eurocommunists (misleadingly named because they included
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Communist parties from Japan and South America as well as from Italy, France, Spain, and
Great Britain). They maintained that national projects to protect and extend democracy could
be jointly conducted by coalitions of representatives of otherwise conflicting groups in a
population within which working-class based Communists would play a leading role. Like
Gramsci, they undertook to persuade the people of their nations that promotion of workingclass interests in government was essential for full realization of their aspirations.9 Due to
the demise of Communism beginning in 1989, we shall not know how the Eurocommunist
efforts would have fared. The Gorbachev reforms were moves in this direction within the
Soviet Union, but the hostility of the populace to anything socialistic was evidently too
strong for democratic socialists there to overcome.
Another way of relating class and democratic politics is through social democracy.
Social-democratic political parties can be sorted into three broad categories. One is
essentially the same as Eurocommunism (and Leninist critics of the Eurocommunists often
charged them with being no more than social democrats). In a second category, social
democrats see themselves narrowly focused as the political arms of trade unions, whose
specific interests they try to advance within electoral politics. These are the two categories
pertinent to this paper. They are both to be distinguished from a third category where
political parties calling themselves social-democratic in fact pursue policies only marginally
different, if different at all, from explicitly pro-capitalist parties. (Blair’s “third way” Labour
Party in the UK is an example.) One feature of both third way and narrowly focused forms
of social democracy is that the Marxist notion of class conflict is either denied (in the former
case) or reduced just to labour/management relations (in the latter).
Leninism is explicitly premised on denial of common ground with any social sector
not prepared to subordinate itself to what the Leninists take as true working-class interests.
Social democracy insofar as it sees itself as an arm of organized labour does not look for
such subordination, but it also does not see itself as a leader, hegemonic or otherwise, of
society-wide projects, such as strengthening democracy. In the United States there has never
been an analogue of the Eurocommunists. The Communist Party of the United States has
been characterized by Leninism. Insofar as the mainstream of the Democratic Party can be
called social democratic, it is of the capitalist accommodating variety, and when the tradeunion movement has included social-democratic leaders, they have narrowly occupied
themselves with specific issues of organized labour.
The U.S. Public
To understand why an alternative to narrowly focused social democracy has not
developed in the United States, I think it necessary first to take account of the relation
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between Deweyan publics and Gramscian hegemony. The two essential aspects of a public
are that their members face common problems and that they recognize themselves as facing
them. Hegemony, for its part, also has two sides: it forges new collective wills (let us call
this the “revolutionary” side of hegemony) but it does so by drawing on pre-existing values
and identifications conducive to this end (its “reformist” side).
As a revolutionary exercise hegemonic leadership attempts to put the goal of
addressing problems specific to it on a public agenda and to lead self-conscious public
campaigns to this end. At the same time, the public it is leading must already have sufficient
consciousness of itself as a public to be able potentially to take collective action, and the
problems that partially spark this self-consciousness must be such that the would-be
hegemonic agent can integrate these with its primary goals. This is the reformist dimension
of hegemony. By contrast, Leninism tries to force revolutionary, class-specific goals on a
population; while narrow social democracy makes no effort to transform public thinking.10
The principal hypothesis of this paper is that two features of popular culture in the United
States have created a public especially inhospitable to progressive hegemonic politics. These
are racism and a certain kind of nationalism.
Nationalism has a harmless or even positive sense and a pernicious, chauvinistic one.
Benignly regarded, nationalism involves the feeling of being comfortable (“at home”) in the
physical and cultural environments of a person’s nation. It also involves taking pride in the
positive accomplishments of one’s nation or of fellow nationals and feeling shame for
negative elements within the nation for deeds destructive of other peoples. Dewey
recognized this positive aspect of nationalism, but perceived as well its negative side:
As “intense loyalty to the good of the community of which one is a
member national patriotism surely deserves all the eulogies and reverence
bestowed upon it.” But this patriotism degenerates into a “nationalist
religion” where “a mark of public spirit becomes intolerant disregard of
all other nations. Patriotism degenerates into a hateful conviction of
intrinsic superiority .”11
Chauvinistic nationalism involves the attitude that someone’s nation is superior to
other nations and that duties to nation override the dictates of ordinary morality – “my nation
right or wrong.” Moreover, nationalist identifications of this sort override other
identifications. For instance, while in principle and often in fact religious views might
conflict with national ones, for this sort of nationalist, religion must justify itself in
nationalistic terms. The power of the fundamentalist religious right wing in the United States
10
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is largely due to its playing on American nationalistic sentiments to identify being a true
Christian with being a true American and vice-versa.
Nationalism in either of its varieties can figure in the efforts of would-be hegemonic
political leaders to forge a collective will. However, in the United States such efforts are
foiled largely due racism. A collective will in the case of chauvinistic nationalism involves
forging a sense of a national public united against the rest of the world. For periods of time
British, French, Japanese, and other imperialist powers actively fomented this project with
certain measures of success. However, in the United States (and no doubt elsewhere) this
unity is undermined by equally strong and pervasive attitudes of racism, largely against its
internal Black population (that is, its erstwhile slaves), but also against the Indigenous
peoples displaced by American colonialism, and generalized to all visible minority
communities.
The state of Texas offers an instructive example. In 1949 the Texan political scientist
V.O. Key wrote a book called Southern Politics12 in which he addressed the question of
whether or how the complete domination of politics in Texas by the Democratic Party might
give way to the competitive two-party system prevalent in the rest of the United States. He
predicted that as Texas became more industrialized, class conflicts between its capitalists
and a growing working class would force a division of politics into two political parties
along class lines. Forty years later another Texan, the sociologist Chandler Davidson,
conducted a study to ascertain why Key’s prediction of sharpening class divisions had not
materialized. His conclusion was that whatever differences Texan workers had with
capitalists, these were overridden in their priorities by a racist antipathy they shared with
their employers against Blacks and Hispanics.13 Though Texas is unique in America in many
ways, in this respect it is not qualitatively different from the rest of the country where racism
is still a pervasive phenomenon. Black people in particular constitute a permanent underclass
in the country, disproportionately living in slums, subject to violent crime, unemployment,
and imprisonment.
Racism makes even trade union-centred politics difficult, since it divides white from
non-white workers, and to the extent that the latter cannot get union protected jobs and are
accordingly obliged to work for substandard wages, they become similar to workers in poor
countries to whom jobs are out sourced, thus compounding hostility toward them. While the
infusion of racism into U.S. nationalism in its negative sense creates a public that is
recalcitrant to class politics, racism also impedes the formation of a national public –
negative or positive – at all. As one militant movement of Blacks in the United States, Black
Nation, exemplifies, it is as if there were two nations in that country, Black and White,
relating to one another in a war of movement.
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In this circumstance a point of entry into a unified American public by hegemonic
political leadership is elusive. It might be countered that racism itself can be a unifying force
in creating a collective national will. That this is one way that right-wing political leaders
consolidate a base of support there can be no doubt. The result, however, is not a unified
national public, but a fragmented society. The effort of Nazi Germany to construct a racist
collective will based on anti-Semitism required Storm Trooper violence and a police state,
that is, the exercise of brute force, which is out of keeping with Gramsci’s conception of
hegemony.
Is There Hope?
The aim of this paper has been to address the question of class and democracy in
America, not to make recommendations about how democratic politics might be advanced
there, and I must confess that I do not know whether or how hope for this achievement might
be justified. Thanks to the spectacularly inept and brutal activities of the current federal
administration in the United States – a reckless war in Iraq inflicted largely on innocent
civilians, torture of prisoners, massive deficit financing for an overblown military, savage
cuts to social services, policies that degrade the environment -- a public united around a
power-centred nationalism is weak or non-existent, as voting patterns in the last elections
showed sharp regional divisions. If it succeeds, the recent bi-partisan effort to normalize life
for Hispanic people in the United States, could have the effect of challenging at least some
racist stereotypes, provided this population (hard-working, God-fearing, family-oriented) is
able to interact with the white population on equal terms, though it is just this interaction
that racism inhibits.
[Note added in November, 2008: Much more significant is the truly historic
event that transpired since this paper was prepared for presentation at Nihon
University, namely the election of an African-American to the U.S. Presidency.
Few people, including myself, thought that this could happen in our lifetimes.
Of course, the election of Mr. Obama will not by itself end racism in the United
States, and polling results indicate that the country is still sharply divided. Still,
that a Black man could be elected to this office in a country that included slavery
less than 150 years ago is most certainly a cause for hope. Further note of 2020:
the election eight years later of Donald Trump, in a campaign with racist
overtones dampens this hope, as does the large popular support he garnered in
the subsequent election.]
One prerequisite for democratically hegemonic class politics in America is that
chauvinistic nationalistic sentiments and racist attitudes within the working class and the
population as a whole must be eroded. If the theses of this paper are at all on target, then
nationalism and racism represent major obstacles to the formation of a self-conscious
American public. It is up to Americans themselves to overcome these obstacles, and there
are slight opportunities for those of us from Canada or Japan effectively to contribute to such
a task. Besides, from the Canadian side and no doubt in Japan there is no lack of problems
confronting our own publics.
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CANADA
I don’t know when I got the idea that philosophy and political theory should
be “embedded,” that is, that they should strive to relate to social and political
circumstances. Perhaps this conviction dates from my having been among the
Americans who moved to Canada. These can be sorted into two categories:
carpetbaggers who never try to address Canadian concerns and those who
recognize unique and attractive features of Canada as well as threats to them and
look to defend its positive features. I landed in the latter category and undertook
to engage specifically Canadian issues in my scholarly as well as in my politicalactivist ventures
In light of my adopted country being a union (albeit an “unequal
union” as the Marxist historian Stanley Ryerson put it) between Franco-Québec
and Anglo- Canada, beginning in the 1970s I undertook to learn French on the
supposition that to be an engaged political theorist here, one needed this facility.
Only later did I discover that very few of my colleagues were current with the
thought of Québec political theorists or activists, whose language they did not
speak, that is, that the country really was, as in the title of Hugh MacLennan’s
novel, “two solitudes.” I found, however, that my language study could be put to
use as a quiet revolution in Québec started to get loud with the 1976 election in
that province of the separatist Parti Québécois and its referenda in 1980 and in
1995 to authorize movement toward separation, each of which was defeated by a
very small margin.
In 1979 I proposed to the Canadian Philosophical Association that it hold a
conference on this situation bringing together Franco and Anglo philosophers from
across the country. Later, as chair of my department (from 1982 to 1988 and again
in 1991-92) I embarked with François Duschesneau, my counterpart at the
Université de Montréal, upon a project to bring together colleagues from our
respective departments on an annual basis. Our inaugural event was in Toronto,
where we sponsored a Québec Philosophy Day with speakers from each
department. The Toronto participants were surprised that the Montréal
philosophers addressed neither Thomism nor Existentialism; while the Montréal
philosophers were equally surprised that none of those from Toronto was a logical
positivist -- more evidence of the two solitudes.
This then sparked an annual exchange of lecturers, later carried on by the
University’s Centre for Ethics, of which I was interim director in 2011. In 1990 I and
Louise Marcil-Lacoste, who sadly died shortly thereafter, taught a course together
on equality, meeting in alternate weeks in Toronto and in Montréal. For its last
session we brought students from both universities together. My impetus for these
projects was as much political as academic, motivated as they were by the
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conviction that progress in breaking down mutual ignorance and promoting
cooperation between Québec and Anglo-Canada requires such "micro"
associations.
The first paper below is taken from a Canadian Forum publication of
reflections on the massive defeat in 1992 of the Federal Government’s attempted
Charlottetown Accord to forge unity in the country. The other contributors were
Duncan Cameron, Kari Levitt, Mel Watkins, Stephen Clarkson, and Philip Resnick.
The second paper is my Presidential Address to the 1998 annual meeting of
the Canadian Philosophical Association. In its preparation I pursued “field trips” in
1996/7 to places where ethno-national conflicts had turned violent. In Jerusalem,
Ramallah, Karachi, Belfast, and (earlier) the former Yugolslavia. I met scholars and
activists concerned with this topic, and I also talked with ordinary citizens. The
address was well received at the session but, still a bit to my bewilderment, it has
the distinction of being the first Presidential Address of the CPA rejected for
publication in the Association’s journal, Dialogue. The closest I got in the way of an
explanation by Dialogue’s (Anglo) editor was that it was not sufficiently
philosophical. This experience, plus the fact that I had found myself interacting
mainly with colleagues in Political Science, led to my increasing research and
teaching involvement with the Political Science Department at the University of
Toronto and to my cross appointment to it.
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“Democracy and Three-Nation Asymmetry”1
Frank Cunningham
This intervention proposes a nation-centric orientation as the best focus for
Constitutional debates over the distribution of rights and responsibilities in
Canada. It is taken that the country is composed three nations: predominantly
Anglo, a Franco nation centred in Québec, and the ensemble of Aboriginal
nations. While any constitutional arrangements should recognize the rights of
all citizens and be in aid of democracy, they should also recognize that there are
national differences about how rights are interpreted and protected and how
democracy is pursued.

The notion that constitutional renewal should begin by recognizing a country
composed of three nations with asymmetrical allocations of powers and entitlements was
no doubt bound to flounder when deliberations passed from public forums to negotiations
among provincial premiers. Provinces are at once too large (in that each is a complex of
differing components) and too small (in dividing regions) to facilitate attention to
specifically national issues. Indeed, it is even difficult to articulate a three-nation
perspective in a province-centred political orientation, where, for example, Québec
distinctness could only appear to many as nothing but an arbitrary demand for special
provincial powers.
Those of us who have advocated three-nation asymmetry encountered another
source of resistance. We argued for recognition of unique national powers because people
whose identities and aspirations are linked to the futures of the nations they inhabit should
enjoy special roles in determining those futures. Some critics of the notion appropriately
replied with democracy-related objections: first, that constitutional recognition of special
national powers works against the rights of individuals, and second, that a tri-nation
perspective denigrates people of non-English, non-French, and non-Aboriginal
nationalities. Each objection identifies a real problem but does so from a point of view
that inhibits finding solutions.
The first objection usually proceeds from a perspective that pits nationalist
collectivism against individual freedom. A consistent democrat must be prepared to
honour the wishes of individuals rather than obliging them to live in a way it is thought
they ought to live. This does indeed mean that the wishes of those who feel themselves
oppressed by the traditions of a community, national or otherwise, should be respected.
The point was well and often made during the constitutional debates leading to the failed
Charlottetown Accord in 1998, especially with respect to native women. Meriting respect
as well, however, are the wishes of those people, also individuals, who want to preserve
core aspects of their communities' traditions. The challenge, therefore, is not to decide
1
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whether to sacrifice the individual to the collective, or vice versa, but to find a way, for
example, that native women can be free from sexist abuse while still accommodating the
desire of most native people, including native women themselves, to regain First Nations'
dignity and to realize a right to self-determination.
Similarly, one is not confronted with a conflict between democracy and antidemocracy, but with the fact that democracy can be pursued in different ways. In Englishspeaking Canada a high value is placed on the procedural dimension of democratic
decision-making, whereas in Québec democracy is valued for its potential to help bind
together a community in pursuit of common goals. While in each of these nations
negotiation is an important part of democracy, aboriginal peoples strive to make
collective decisions consensually. Asymmetrical federalism requires that individuals in
each nation respect the ways individuals in the other nations lead their lives, cognizant of
common commitments to democracy even while conducting democratic political affairs
in different manners.
When such respect is sincere, when, for instance, it extends to ending the systemic
and overtly prejudicial degradation of native peoples and to actively combatting antiFrench bigotry in English-speaking Canada or discriminatory attitudes toward religious
minorities in Québec, then relief from these pressures should help in combatting
oppression of individuals where it exists (and none or our nations is, let us be frank,
unblemished). Suppose, however, that this does not suffice and individuals are still
victims of sexism, racism or national chauvinism. There is nothing in the idea of threenation asymmetry that precludes joint campaigns against these things or over-arching,
enforceable prohibitions, as in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Just as an
asymmetrical arrangement should require each nation to give up some entitlements to
secure unique powers, so each should be prepared to commit itself to the promotion of
elementary human rights. On an asymmetrical model the Charter could function, not as a
substitute for nation-sensitive politics, but as a last resort for aggrieved individuals and
as an expression of shared commitments among nations otherwise addressing problems
they confront in manners appropriate to their political cultures.
Three-nation mutual accommodation, sincerely undertaken, should also help to
address the "multicultural question." To the extent that native people, anglophones and
allophones in Québec have just complaints against the dominant franco majority, these
complaints are surely exacerbated by the cynical and hypocritical appeal to the plight of
such people made by anti-Québec chauvinists in English speaking Canada. Recognition
of Québec as a national entity would foster among members of linguistic minorities
appropriate expectations regarding the language of work, education, government and
popular culture. In so far as anti-Québec rhetoric in English-speaking Canada has become
a general Anglo-chauvinist code, combatting it could facilitate tolerance towards both
francophones and other non-anglophone communities as well.
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A question of perspective is also relevant here. The idea of three-nation
asymmetry includes recognition of the difference between a nation and a state. If states
and nations were the same thing, then a multinational state would be a contradiction in
terms. Identification of these two things has been one source of resistance to recognition
of Québec as a nation, and it has, arguably, placed Quebeckers in a situation where to
assert their nationhood they must seek separate statehood. A similar identification of
"nation" with "nationality'' or "ethnicity" obscures the cohabitation of ethnic minorities
within a nation. While a nation typically possesses a common language and the core of a
common ethics and common political culture, such that along with territorial, economic
and educational integrity it can pursue collective and transgenerational goals, none of this
prohibits it from including people of several different ethnic origins.
Tri-nationalism, therefore, does not contradict multiculturalism, and each of our
nations is comprised of several ethnicities. In the case of aboriginal peoples, the situation
is more complex, since they are composed of several nations, unified in a community of
fate. The relative predominance in Québec and in English-speaking Canada of the
language and various other cultural aspects of one ethnic group is neither surprising, given
our histories, nor, in itself, pernicious. Required are shared attitudes and institutional
arrangements that promote respect for minorities and permit national self-determination,
while maintaining social and economic security. If anybody thought this was easy to
achieve, the illusion was surely dispelled with the massive defeat of the Charlottetown
Accord.
There are limited generic frameworks from which to approach the task. Unless
one wants, again, to take provinces as the basic units of analysis, I see three alternatives:
what is called Canada could be viewed as nothing but some 30 million individuals who
happen to live north of the United States, thus ignoring the way people's selfunderstandings are inseparable from, among other things, their national traditions and
visions. Or, each of the many ethnic groups could be granted a claim to nationhood, and
therefore (to preserve the power of national self determination) a claim to statehood. For
those who find each model distasteful -- vacuous universalism in the one case,
Yugoslavia-like balkanization in the other -- three-nation asymmetry offers an alternative.
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“Could Canada Turn into Bosnia?”1
Frank Cunningham
The approaches to violent ethno/national conflicts of sociobiology, rational
choice theory, and René Girard’s vengeance-based thesis serve to identify
elements conducive to violence: a culture of enmity, economic distress,
absence of channels for peaceful negotiation, and an occasioning spark. The
paper takes account of the presence of these elements in Anglo-Canada and
Franco-Québec. It concludes that resolution between the Anglo- and Franconations will be elusive until their complicity in the subjugation of Aboriginal
peoples is recognized and joint action is taken to redeem the country from
this originating transgression.

Twenty years ago, almost to this day, the Canadian Philosophical Association
undertook at its annual meetings, held at the University of Western Ontario, to convene
a conference on the Constitutional crisis occasioned by Québec’s increasingly vocal
discontent with Canadian Federalism. The event took place the subsequent year in
Montréal bringing together about 50 philosophers. Round tables were organized on
national self-determination, constitutional options, and individual and collective rights.
Papers from the conference were published by the Association.2 I moved the CPA motion
to initiate that event and volunteered to organize it, but being considered a radical and a
loose cannon, this task was instead entrusted to Storrs McCall, who co-opted me to an
organizing committee. I would like to think that occupancy of my present post reflects a
change in the Association in a radical and loose cannon-friendly direction, but I must
allow the possibility that it is I who have changed.
On the whole the efforts twenty years ago -- the first time philosophers from
across the country collectively addressed a matter of pressing national concern – hold up
rather well, despite an omission to which I shall return.3 In my subsequent remarks I shall
assume these achievements and take a run at one aspect of our current situation by
addressing the question of whether national tensions in Canada/Québec could turn
violent. Though optimistic regarding this question, I nonetheless put it at this conference.
It is of the nature of philosophical polemics to identify extreme aspects of a subject matter,
no matter how rarely they are actually encountered.
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Well, then, could Canada turn into Bosnia? In order to address this question, I
have devoted time over the last three years to studying situations where violent ethnonational conflict has been severe, including “field trips” in Jerusalem, Belfast, Karachi,
and in parts of the former Yugoslavia, and to surveying the sparse philosophical literature
on such violence. Some tentative lessons have resulted from my inquiries.
Some Theories of Human Nature
Main approaches to the question of ethnic violence at levels of philosophical
abstraction have appealed to putative features of human nature: those of the
sociobiologists, the cultural theory of René Girard, and Russell Hardin's deployment of
rational choice theory. I confess to being antecedently sceptical of these theories, due to
suspicion of any political approach rooted in a conception of human nature. Though I
learned some useful things from each of the approaches, I was not surprised to find my
suspicions borne out.
Accounts of violent ethno-national conflict on the part of sociobiologists see
threats from out groups fostering in-group cohesion which needs to be maintained to
confront the threats. A challenge to sociobiologists is to explain why the boundaries of
in-groups are located where they are and why they are so remarkably divergent in content
and extent (families, tribes, cities, nations, religious communities, global regions, etc.).
Like many other sociobiologists, Richard Alexander appeals to competition among ingroups and alleges that competitiveness requires a certain blend of hostility and
cooperativeness which defines group boundaries. Ian Vine suggests that cooperation
requires self-deceptive attitudes of altruism. To avoid being carried “too far,” these must
be tempered with "a weakly xenophobic tendency," and only certain groups can strike the
right balance. Peter Meyer argues that "affectivity is a scarce resource" which can only
extend to limited numbers of people. (He somehow picks the number 30.)4
These explanations are strained efforts at hypothesis saving. Sociobiology may
well play a role in respect of some aspects of ethno-national conflict -- for instance, in
accounting for why young males overendowed with testosterone enthusiastically take up
arms -- but I suspect that the macro phenomenon itself is too culturally infused and
historically specific to admit of useful biological explanation. Pure Laine is not easily
interpreted as pure blood, nor Old Stock as gene stock.
Core aspects of Frank Wright's application of Girard's theory of violence to
Northern Ireland and other places5 applies equally to our situation: societies on the
4
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frontiers of major world empires; historic grievances to incite revenge; the absence of
secular or religious candidates for scapegoating; and, as we see in Québec Premier Lucien
Bouchard's reaction to the possibility of Supreme Court rulings on Québec sovereignty,
lack of fear of overarching law. On Girardian theory such conditions yield a prediction
of cycles of revenge-motivated violence. A problem is that these conditions have been in
place in Canada for some time, so an explanation is needed for why they have not yielded
violence so far.
The theory of human nature underlying Girard's perceptive accounts of how
cycles of revenge take on a life of their own involves mimetic envy: I want it because you
have it. While there seems to be some evidence in experimental psychology for such a
theory, it is hard to see how it would apply holistically to large ethnic or national groups.
It is alleged by some Québec nationalists that people in English-speaking Canada suffer
"nation envy." My experience has been that those who have proclaimed Anglo-Canadian
nationhood (such as George Grant, Mel Watkins or Abe Rotstein) have usually elicited
reactions of rebuff for the pretense from their compatriots. Moreover, it is hard to think
of an analogous object of envy on the part of Franco-Quebeckers.
Russell Hardin's rational decision approach to ethnic conflict is based on a broadly
Hobbesist theory of human nature which renders cooperative behaviour problematic due
to the intractability of the prisoners’ dilemma. The dilemma is overcome when people
find themselves "coordinated" in groups, the members of which are not in competition
with one another and whose joint actions serve individual goals, as is sometimes the case
with ethnic or national groups. However, groups themselves are not infrequently in
conflict and this can result in violence.6 Hardin does not provide a general explanation
for how groups end up in violent conflict.
Instead he argues that conflicts sometimes accidently "tip'' into violence or that it
is instigated by self-serving group leaders. He is largely concerned to counter accounts of
violent ethnic conflicts that regard them as motivated by atavistic blood lust, and in this I
believe he has succeeded. Ordinary people are more often tragically caught up in violence
than willing instigators of it. But beyond this insight, his account is inadequate to account
for nonviolence. Because coordinated groups are modelled on self-interested rational
individuals, violence should result whenever there is competition between groups or preemptively when there is perceived potential competition.
Harden laments that people identify with national or ethnic groups at all, thus
devoting much attention to criticizing Communitarian philosophers. In a way that risks
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reintroducing an atavistic villain, he seems to regard group identification per se as the
root of violence. What group identifications people have or how they identify with a
group is of incidental interest to his theory. It seems to me, however, that understanding
how group conflicts can turn violent requires close attention to just what group
identifications people have. Drawing exclusively for his information about Canada on
declarations of Mordecai Richler and Stephane Dion, Hardin's main concern is to figure
out what Québec wants. He recognizes the opinion that the sovereigntists are motivated
by desire to preserve Québec’s language and culture, but he discards this view for being
irrational. His preferred explanation is that Quebeckers think they can do economically
better under NAFTA as an independent country than as part of Canada.
Elements of Violence
One feature shared by the methodologies of these three theories of human nature
differentiates them from those approaches to ethnic violence that see it as seething
beneath the surface of national life and bubbling forth unless forcibly confined. This is a
common journalistic orientation to violence in Eastern Europe (as elsewhere) in which
violent conflicts were present until and unless being suppressed, first by the Ottoman
Empire and then by the Soviet Union. An example is the “primordialist” thesis of Robert
Kaplan in his popular book, Balkan Ghosts.7 This orientation is informed by what might
be labelled a “lid on the pot” paradigm, to be contrasted with a “combustion” one
according to which violent conflicts result from the coming together of independently
innocuous elements that in combination have disastrous results. Obviously, violent
conflict cannot take place if forcibly constrained, but on this paradigm absence of such
constraint is simply one element that may or may not come into combination with others.
Assuming the combustion paradigm, I wish now to identify those combustible
elements suggested to me by examination of places where violent ethno/national conflict
has already taken place, namely:
•
•
•
•

A general culture of enmity;
Economic conditions fostering malcontent and mean spiritedness;
The absence of acceptable channels for pacific resolution of differences;
and
An appropriate spark.

I shall summarize each of these and then apply them to the current situation in Canada.
Popular culture: In reading accounts of attitudes within the populations of conflict-torn
parts of the world, and especially when talking with people on the spot, I tried to figure
out the character of ethnically hostile attitudes by identifying their phenomenological
centres, that is, the core attitudes around which people make sense of their conflictual
7
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social worlds. I found no dearth of fear, vengefulness, and attitudes of superiority, verging
sometimes on racism, but concluded that these are causes, effects, or justifications for
violence rather than organizing principles of a violence-sustaining world view. The
candidate I settled on instead is "blame." People immersed in relations of enmity view
opposing groups as morally blameworthy for misfortunes they suffer with other members
of their group such as economic hardship or erosion of their culture. With blame comes
demonization of an enemy group and depiction of oneself as a victim. It is because blame
has a moralistic dimension that people are able to sanction behaviour which in normal
circumstances would be seen as morally unacceptable.
Economic conditions. Hardin's prescription for avoiding ethnic or national strife is worldwide capitalism. Citing Adam Smith for authority he says, "we make a better world by
ignoring what kind of world we make and living for ourselves than if we concentrate first
on the ethnic political structure of our world,"8 and echoing current neoliberal sentiments
Hardin advocates downsizing government, which he thinks will both promote free
competition and remove an enticement for power hungry leaders to whip up popular
hatreds.
In my view there is some room for doubt that unbridled capitalism has the
potential currently claimed for it to create world-wide prosperity. More precisely, I see
invisible hand and trickle-down rhetoric as little more than cynical rationalization for
augmenting morally reprehensible privilege on the part of the already bloated rich.
However, if general prosperity or even just economic security could be achieved, whether
through laissez-faire capitalism or any other method, then one contributor to violence
would be eliminated. This does not mean that economic conflict is the cause of violence,
nor that religious, ethnic, national or other forms of extra-economic conflict would cease,
but only that in the absence of economic hardships the conflicts would be easier to
manage and violence less likely.
There is, however, a cultural dimension to capitalist competition which could still
have fractious consequences. This is the culture that C.B. Macpherson called "possessive
individualism" wherein people view their own and others' capacities as commodities to
be bought and sold for the sake of limitless consumption of consumer goods.9 This
culture, Macpherson persuasively argued, promotes values of mean-spirited selfishness
and greed. Such values might militate against coordination with others within a shared
ethnic or national group, but it might also encourage such identification for the sake of
competition with those in other groups with the result that the worst aspects of national
or ethnic chauvinism and aggressive capitalism infuse one another. I believe that this is
what has recently happened in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
8
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Channels for peaceful resolution of conflicts. These include an agreed upon body of law
or a mutually acceptable process of arbitration. However, they also include some
subjective factors. One sometimes hears it said that the solution to group conflicts is for
people to think of themselves as individuals and not as members of groups. While a world
of socially unencumbered individuals would minimize group conflicts, it ignores the
ways that individuals importantly recognize themselves in terms of group identifications.
However, contrary to some Communitarian pictures, no individual identifies with one
group alone. Somebody may identify with any combination of such things as an ethnicity,
nationality, class, profession, gender, religion, linguistic community, generation, region,
and so on, with varying and changing priorities. Members of groups made up of people
who share highly prioritized identifications over time may have a range of attitudes
toward other groups from friendly feelings to indifference and hostility.
On a combustion paradigm, conflicts between such groups do not automatically
turn to violence but may often be handled by peaceful negotiation. While almost any
combination of possible objects of identification may be compatible with negotiation,
certain objects must be kept out of an identifying cluster, namely those objects required
for negotiation itself, in particular geographic terrains inhabited by different groups and
political terrains wherein negotiation may take place. If the members of a group believe
that exclusive domination of a territory or that preponderance of state power is integral
to their very identities, this denies channels for peaceful negotiation, and violence is
risked.
Sparks. On the lid-on-the-pot paradigm, sparks are simply occasions for unleashing
violence waiting to happen. Almost anything can serve as a spark. On the combustion
paradigm sparks are more substantive and integral to already extant combinations of the
other elements of a potential combustion. This point might best be made by turning to the
Canadian case. Some point to such things as jokes made by anglophones and
francophones at each other's expense, jeers at the language in which anthems are sung at
sporting events, or rival flag waving and the like as dangerous potential sparks for
violence. However, though distasteful, none of these things is sufficiently integrated with
already entrenched cultural, economic, or geopolitical elements to set off a combustion.
A contrasting example of a potential spark is one that came very close to realization in
recent history.
Shortly before the 1995 Québec referendum on sovereignty, the Cree announced
that if Québec left Confederation, they would remain. What if the vote in that referendum
(recall that it was decided by around 1%) had gone differently and, failing a compromise
in the resulting negotiations (the track record of such negotiations has not been stellar),
Québec announced secession? Cree lands are so extensive and rich in resources that it is
likely the Québec government would oblige them to remain within the new country, and
if the Cree resisted, force might well have been employed. Recent violent encounters
between native peoples and governments in Canada, in and out of Québec, are not
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unprecedented. Had the Cree called on the Federal Government for help, what would
have happened then? We would all like to believe that violence would be averted, and I
remain optimistic that such a scenario would draw all parties back from the brink. But if
other elements of a combustion are present, this is the sort of thing that can spark violence,
even if almost nobody wants it.
Canada/Québec
My reading of our situation is that some measures of all the combustible elements
are present. That they are mixed with counteracting features gives one cause for hope, but
that they exist at all is worrisome. Perhaps one thing that sociobiological or Girardian
theories can help us to understand is why and how bonding rivalries involving chants,
colours and the like are so widespread and are intense even among people who have a
great deal in common (e.g., neighbouring cities or schools). More troubling are attitudes
of blame, which I identified as the phenomenological centre of parties to violent conflict.
Blame. At the core of blame in Québec is belief that English-speaking Canada is
responsible for the erosion or threatened erosion of important parts of Québec culture and
especially the French language. Canadians outside of Québec charge the latter with being
prepared to break up the country. In all situations of conflict, cultures of blame have some
objective basis. But, also as in other places, such blame grows out of proportion, becomes
more diffuse, and takes on a central place in people's phenomenological fields. Thus, in
both Québec and the rest of Canada other threats to the French language and to Canadian
unity, such as global and domestic economic threats, are often overlooked. I'm told that
the Québec license plate slogan, "Je me souviens," has come not to refer to religious and
other traditional values but to mistreatment of Québec by les Anglais in general
(beginning on the Plains of Abraham).
Economic conditions. I shall return to consideration of some matters of popular culture
shortly, but first I shall address the topic of combustible economic conditions. Behind
these conditions is a vexing problem that has plagued the country since Confederation,
namely to find a balance between centralization and decentralization. This problem is
exacerbated in Canada due to its national complexity: if Québec is treated like all the
other provinces, it will not have sufficient powers to conduct its affairs in a way that is
satisfactory to its majority Franco population, but if Québec is given special powers to
this end, other provinces demand equal special treatment.
Recently the Business Council on National Issues (BCNI), an organization of the
CEO's of the largest capitalist enterprises and a group which has given new life to
conspiracy theory in the Canadian left, entered these debates by recommending radical
devolution of powers to Québec and all the other provinces. The BCNI's intervention
reflects increasing neoliberal, deregulatory policies implemented by the Federal
Government and several provinces, including Québec under current Parti Québécois
leadership. Such neoliberal policies promote a culture of possessive individualism and
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exacerbate inter-provincial and national tensions as people come to think of the regional
or national groups with which they identify as necessarily in competition with others.
When mean-spirited and competitive economic values are linked with provincial,
regional, or national rivalries, possessive individualism feeds "possessive nationalism.''
Channels for negotiation. The remaining element to be discussed in the Canadian case
is the absence of channels for peaceful resolution. Some channels still remain, but the
traditional method of negotiation among political elites is suspect after the failures of
attempted Meech Lake and Charlottetown accords, and the rejection of submission to
Supreme Court authority by the Parti Québécois weakens the prospect for employing
legal channels. Remaining are more democratic, people-to-people encounters, in which
there may be some ground for optimism. The gatherings of academics and activists,
“Canada/Québec Dialogue,” recently organized by Michel Seymour and Philip Resnick
illustrate these sorts of contacts. A recent meeting of this group generated a set of
principles circulating as an open letter for signatures here at the Congress. I signed this
letter and urge others in the Association to consider doing so as well. If analogous
encounters were pursued between people who share interests cutting across the national
divide -- to advance the status of women, trade unions, environmentalists, religious
organizations, and so on -- perhaps several pacific channels could be secured.
Possessive nationalism. As to possessive nationalism, we are most fortunate not to
confront theocratic identifications. Nor are national identities fused with attachment to a
land, as for example in Isreal/Palestine. However, there are still exclusionary attitudes
toward territory which, while involving geopolitical calculations, go beyond these to
approach identity-determining attachments. On the Québec side this is evident in the case
of the Northern lands made objects of contest by conflict with the Cree and other
aboriginal peoples. At the recent Québec/Canada Dialogue meeting the question of
whether Québec borders could be a matter of negotiation, especially in the case of these
lands, was the major sticking point in striving to reach a consensus.
From the side of Anglo Canada an attitude of possessive nationalism is reflected
in the auto bumper sticker, "My Canada Includes Québec." Puzzlement over the meaning
of this slogan has led me to some conclusions about identity formation in Canada and
Québec. In the interrogation of such formation I am guided by the premise that national
and ethnic identities are constructed. This means they are not fixed and they are subject
to influence by active intervention. This provides grounds for hope that the specifically
cultural elements of a potential combustion can be counteracted, and it also gives
philosophers something worthwhile to do. What has been stitched together can be taken
apart and reconstituted. Something like this has happened in Ireland, where religious
affiliations have shifted from being primary components of conflicting national identities
to markers for political identifications -- Loyalist and Republican. This did not of itself
end the violence, but it meant that with changing priorities in the relevant political
"metropolises" (the U.K. and the Republic of Ireland) at least the sustaining religious
bases of antagonistic nationalisms in Ulster began to wane.
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In his contribution to the 1979 CPA conference, Francis Sparshott suggested a
line of reconstruction concerning Canada. He deplored the fusion of state and body politic
in debates over Confederation suggesting that this represents an outmoded conception of
sovereignty. With the breakup of empires, the divinely sanctioned absolute power of
rulers became sovereign state control over territory.10 Along the same lines, I am inclined
to think that a root fusion to be challenged is that between "land" (as in "homeland" or
"This land is my land" in Woody Gutherie’s song) and "territory" (as in the spaces
bounded surveyors' lines, or urine). Assumption of such a fusion means that identification
with a land requires exclusive sovereignty with respect to it. Success in prying apart the
notions of land and territory would open the door to conceptions of sharing a land or of
reconceiving sovereignty to void it of the notion of exclusive domination. (This idea was
independently suggested to me with reference to Israel by the most unlikely allies, Emil
Fackenheim and Asmi Bishara.) In the Canadian case it would create options for
negotiation foreclosed as long as national identities are territorially infused.
State and Nation. Returning to the bumper sticker slogan, it could and probably
sometimes does just mean, "We Anglo Canadians like Quebeckers and don't want them
to depart from the country." However, it is more often intended in a menacing way. In
any case it is worth trying to figure out just what is thought included in what. A simple
interpretation is that the slogan refers to the state of Canada and its substate component,
the Province of Québec. In a more statist society than Canada, such as France, where
being part of a powerful and unified state is an important component of people's identities,
such a conception might be strongly enough held to evoke passion. Such passion might
also accompany an imperial identity which retained memory of the 1759 conquest of
Québec by England, but this, too, is surely confined to very few people at least in
contemporary Anglo-Canada.
Perhaps the slogan is a declaration of Canadian nationhood. It could then be
interpreted to mean, "Québec's being a part of the country is important to my Canadian
national identity." This interpretation is also strained. For one thing it supposes a stronger
sense of Canadian nationhood than is found within the general population. Also, it raises
the question of how the Québec that is so essential to this identity is conceived. Regarding
Québec as one province among others would hardly motivate display of the slogan. We
do not see bumper stickers in Ontario saying "My Canada Includes Alberta." Recognition
of Québec as a nation is also unlikely if those brandishing the sticker are setting
themselves against Québec sovereigntists, since admission or rejection of Québec
nationhood has become definitive of one's stand on sovereignty on both sides of the
debate.
The most likely situation is that people sporting the sticker do not know what it
means beyond either an affirmation of friendship or a threat and that one reason for this
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is that the relation between Canadian nationhood and Canadian statehood is not clearly
fixed in the popular mind. Those who level the "nation envy" charge at Anglo Canada
would interpret this as a result of nonexistent nationhood. Though the topic is too large
to enter here, I believe that such a charge is unjustified and that, broadly speaking, it
makes sense to characterize Canada as a single state comprised of three national
groupings: Québec, Canada outside of Québec, and the ensemble of aboriginal nations,
understanding that national sentiments admit of degrees of strength and that the
boundaries of nations are fuzzy.11
Conventional wisdom among theorists is that people who confuse state and nation
are either simply mistaken or are deliberately obfuscating the distinction for political
purposes. At the current juncture of Canada/Québec relations I suggest that this
convention on the part of the engaged political theorists needs rethinking, and a
dichotomy between either seeing a strict distinction between nation and state or conflating
them should be superseded. In fact, if among the criteria for something to be a nation are
that it could, objectively, be a state and that its members, subjectively, are prepared to
seek separate statehood in order to pursue large scale or transgenerational projects, then
a conception of statehood is already implicated in the idea of nationhood.
I am using the term "supersession" in its technical sense to mean retaining some
elements of each side of a dichotomized pair within a third perspective which makes them
compatible, and I confess to not knowing just what the superseded conception of state
and nation would be like. Still, I suggest that the effort to articulate one could help to
dampen a possessive nationalist attitude especially in Canada outside of Québec.
Recognition that Canadian nationhood can include association with Québec at the level
of the state would not require denial of unique Québec nationhood. In keeping with
Sparshott's distinction between the body politic and the state such a conception also
invites one to see statehood as variable and a matter of degree. This might help to turn
attention toward practical questions about what form of association can best serve all
relevant national as well as state interests. (I favour some version of asymmetrical
federalism, but recognize other options.)
Ethnic and Civic Nationalism. Another dichotomy the political philosophers might try
their hand at superseding relates to conceptions of nationalism. The journalist Gwynne
Dyer qualified his view that immigration will save Canada from turning into Bosnia to
say that this is illustrated only in Canada outside of Québec, which has lost its erstwhile
Anglo-Protestant chauvinism to become thoroughly multicultural.12 Since my next
comments are going to be addressed to some current thinking in Québec, I wish to preface
them by disagreeing with this claim and insist that multiculturalism is also precarious in
11
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my part of the country. I have found that my last name serves me well in the pubs of
Toronto (as it did in those of Belfast) but the same is not true of my wife, who, though a
third generation Canadian, born and raised in Ontario, finds that her Japanese last name
does not gain her the same ready acceptance.
After Parti Québecois leader Jacques Parizeau's referendum night comment about
allophones having defeated the “yes” vote, debate among Québec sovereigntist
intellectuals intensified over what the character of an independent Québec nation should
be like. They thus joined a world-wide discussion on the nature of nationalism. In this
discussion, theorists like David Miller and Yael Tamir have challenged the traditional
assumption that nationalism is centrally, if not exclusively, a matter of ethnic
identification, and they have articulated an alternative conception of ''civic nationalism."
This has been taken up by some in Québec to describe a form of nationalism in which,
though French would remain the common language, other aspects of Franco-Québec
culture would hold no privileged place. Loyalties of Quebeckers would be primarily as
citizens bound together by shared commitment to liberal-democratic political and legal
institutions.13
The ideal of civic nationalism is commendable, favouring as it does pluralistic
tolerance and civic virtues. From the point of view of avoiding violence, its realization in
Québec would go a long way toward countering a culture of blame. The weakness of civic
nationalism is that it risks losing touch with national sentiments altogether. Imagine a
world where everyone spoke Esperanto and adhered to the values of civic nationalism.
Neither nationalism nor nations would have a place in such a world. It is dubious that
they would have a place in a world which only differed from the imaginary one in being
divided into linguistic communities, and to say that the two worlds would be quite
different because languages carry cultural meanings would invite reintroduction of ethnic
nationalism. Ought the allophones to be obliged not just to speak French, but also to
accommodate to other aspects of Franco-Québec culture as well? Insisting on this is better
than a blood-based nationalism, but it still risks perpetuation of a group of people being
viewed with suspicion by the majority culture.
Supersession of the alternative between civic and ethnic nationalism would
contribute to solving this problem. As in the case of state and nation, I'm not sure what
the resulting conception would be, but I do think that progress in getting beyond this
opposition -- made not just by political theorists in Québec, but also in Anglo-Canada -could have several benefits, not the least of which would be to contribute toward
overcoming the combustible element of blame.
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Aboriginal Peoples
Earlier I suggested that one avenue for reconciling differences is direct interaction
between relevant groups of people in and outside of Québec. I wish now to conclude with
a prescription for what, as an essential component of any step, such groups should do.
This is to address the concerns of the third national grouping in Canada/Québec, our
Innuit, Metis, and First Nations Peoples.
Recent publication of the Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,
which recommends ways that Aboriginal Peoples could exercise appropriate self
government, offers an excellent occasion to put this question prominently on the agenda
of any such discussions. In addition to the evident moral dimensions of this issue, there
is a strong pragmatic incentive for resolving it, most vitally to extinguish the spark for
violence referred to earlier. The "Indian Question" is not going away. Land claims will
persist. It should not be forgotten, either, that Aboriginal interventions have twice had
important impacts on Constitutional debates and upset the plans of white politicians: first
when Elija Harper single-handedly blocked Manitoba endorsement of the Meech Lake
Accord and then when the Assembly of First Nations withheld support from the
Charlottetown Accord.
James Tully and John Ralston Saul have made out a good case that there exist
models within Aboriginal history and communities from which the rest of us may learn
important lessons relevant to Canada/Québec relations and from which, in fact, lessons
have already been learned, if not always acknowledged.14 The notion of shared
sovereignty is not as foreign to Native political culture as it is to those inherited from
Europe. There are also lessons to be learned from Aboriginal Peoples about ways of
regarding the relations of land and territory and state and nation.
If people from inside and outside of Québec, federalist and sovereigntist, jointly
worked for just settlement of aboriginal demands, this could help to break down mutual
suspicion. People who work together on a common project tend to grow together.15 What
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is more, we philosophers should note that this project has morality on its side. Aboriginal
peoples in Canada account for less than 3% of the population, and yet they continue to
marshal sufficiently widespread popular support and sympathy that politicians cannot for
long ignore them. I attribute this to the moral strength of their wish to extract themselves
from the terrible conditions imposed upon them.
Living up to our moral responsibilities in this matter should have two
consequences relevant to avoiding the Bosnification of the country. First, the task requires
challenging possessive individualist economic policies and culture. Ovid Mercredi was
right to announce, shortly before standing down as head of the Assembly of First Nations,
that he saw neoliberal policies of the Ministry of Finance as graver threats to Aboriginal
aspirations than those of Indian Affairs. As well, we have something to learn from
aboriginal traditions, which embody alternative values to possessive individualism, not
withstanding the sad fact that native peoples are sometimes driven by desperation to
practices in accord with it.
The effort should also help to combat intolerance generally. In keeping with recent
speculations about racism in North America, I submit that it and analogous forms of
extreme intolerance have origins in the abysmal treatments of our Aboriginal Peoples.
These set in motion psychodynamic processes comparable to sexism in their tenacity and
reach. Coming to grips with original and continuing degradation of Aboriginal Peoples
both prompts and requires a self-critical attitude which is itself essential to a culture of
tolerance and mutual respect. Working together finally to retrieve the well being and
dignity of our Indigenous Peoples is required to exorcize a demon that could otherwise
drive us down a path nobody wants to take.
I observed that deficiencies in the 1979 CPA conference were mainly of omission.
Well, this is what was omitted. Very few contributions mention aboriginal peoples at all,
and those only in passing. Perhaps it is time for another special gathering of the
philosophers.
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.
GLOBALIZATION
My engagement with the topic of globalization was influenced by my location
in the “left nationalist” camp associated with Mel Watkins, Abe Rotstein, and
others. In this engagement I found myself in accord with the perspective of John
Dewey:
Like most things in the world which are effective, even for evil,
nationalism is a tangled mixture of good and bad. And it is not possible
to disguise its undesirable results, much less to consider ways of
counteracting them, unless the desirable traits are fully acknowledged.
(“The Fruits of Nationalism,” in The Later Works, vol. 3 (Southern Illinois Press, 1984
[1927]) 152.)

In a chapter of Democratic Theory that applies the theories of C.B.
Macpherson to globalization and in several articles I agreed with the cosmopolitan
theorists of globalization who saw in it the possibility of a progressive global civil
society, but I disagreed that this required shedding national loyalties and nationbased politics. Both combatting the global dominance of big capital, which is
informed by the neoliberal version of globalization, and nurturing an alternative,
progressive global politics and culture must, I argued, start by taking advantage of the
“desirable traits” of one’s own nation.
The paper included here shares this perspective but addresses just one of its
components, namely that inspired also by Dewey of determining the conditions for a
global public. It is based on a contribution to a conference on Globalization and
Social Justice at Washington and St., Louis Universities in 2005. After the conference,
students and a few faculty went for drinks into the late evening. Being an early-to-bed
type I did not join them, but one faculty member, Deen Chatterjee, reported to me the
next morning that the main topic of energetic discussion and debate among the
students was over the question thrown into relief in my paper of whether there is a
U.S. Public.
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“The Global Public and Its Problems”1
Frank Cunningham
This paper asks whether John Dewey’s concept of a “public” can be applied
to the globe. Conditions are identified for there to be a public aiming to
address the problems of global environmental threats and inequalities:
shared touchstone values, commitment to peaceful reconciliation of conflicts,
awareness of itself as a public, and appropriate institutions.

Global democracy simultaneously involves the problems of democratizing
globalization and of globalizing democracy. This paper addresses one piece of the resulting
puzzle from the perspective of John Dewey most fully developed in his 1927 book, The
Public and Its Problems.2 Like Dewey, I shall focus on cultural rather than institutional
issues, though later an unstartling institutional prescription will be endorsed.
Dewey’s Publics
Dewey recognized that for a sustainable democracy certain public values are
required. The traditional candidates: enlightened self-interest (the Hobbesist option without
Hobbes’s antidemocratic recommendation), nationalism or some analogous communitarian
bond of citizen loyalty (J. S. Mill’s view in his polemic with Lord Acton), and the civic
republican option (for instance, Rousseau’s) where commitment to civic virtue overrides
particular interests. Dewey rejects the neo-Hobbesist picture for taking the calculating
individual as a social atom rather than as a moment within the interactions of preexisting
groups. Communitarian alternatives fail to account for the fact that individuals are shaped
by overlapping and sometimes even conflicting group identifications. If the neo-Hobbesists
expect too little of citizens in the way political values, the civic republicans ask for too much
in demanding a single menu of overriding values. It is in reaction to these deficiencies that
Dewey’s notion of a “public” comes into play.
“The public,” as he puts it, “consists of all those who are affected by the indirect
consequences of transactions to such an extent that it is deemed necessary to have those
consequences systematically cared for.”3 This characterization highlights two dimensions
of publics. Objectively, a public is made up of people beyond those who interact in face-toface contact, and whose interactions have ongoing and significant effects on one another and
1
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who face problems that require cooperation to be resolved. This might be called (in the
terminology of Jean-Paul Sartre, not employed by Dewey) a public “in itself” or en soi whose
“publicness” admits of being so deemed by an independent observer. To be a full public -a public “for itself” (pour soi) -- it must also be understood as such by its members.4
From the point of view of political philosophy, a focus on publics throws into relief
a precondition common to nearly all other approaches to democracy. The coexistence of
acknowledged common purpose, on the one hand, and persisting conflicts within publics, on
the other, provides a context for those who see rules of political interactions as products of
a social contract. It solves a puzzle in this tradition about how, if people are entirely selfinterested, they could enter into a contract in good faith, but if they can do this, a contract
would not be necessary. If people are able to contract to contract, they need not contract at
all. Dewey’s focus also helps to explain the more recent incarnations of this puzzle in social
choice theory of how coordination among self-interested voters is possible without appeal
to brute irrationality and of how constitution building can ever get off the ground.5 Publics
in the Deweyan sense stand between fully cooperative or coordinated collectives, on the one
hand, and warring or wholly uncoordinated individuals, on the other.
Dewey is sometimes adduced as a forerunner of deliberative democracy, whose
advocates confront the problem that while deliberation is best conducted in local and faceto-face forums, the theory is meant to legitimize broad social policy. This problem is less
intractable when it is taken into account that deliberation is often undertaken on the part of
people who already see themselves as parts of broader publics that address problems cutting
across local boundaries. Similarly, confrontation of persisting problems for liberal pluralism
-- toleration of the intolerant, setting boundaries to the public/private divide -- is facilitated
when these are regarded as problems encountered within frameworks of existing publics
rather than simply as brute “liberal paradoxes.”
Of course, coordination is often lacking, voting sometimes has outcomes counter to
majority will, constitutions do not get off the ground, deliberation does not translate into
respect-commanding policy, and the pluralist paradoxes continue to plague liberaldemocratic theory and practice. On a Deweyan view these things are made possible partly
because publics are not always or easily achieved or sustained and a full democratic public
4
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is usually an ideal to be approximated rather than a fully attained state of affairs.6 In the rest
of my comments I shall propose some hypotheses regarding global problems including
environmental threats and global inequalities.
Conditions for a Full Global Public
That there already exist problems calling for a self-conscious public to be addressed
there can be no doubt. The examples of adverse human effects on the natural environment
and global disparities in wealth are cases in point. Moreover, one can see the beginnings of
the formation of a subjectively recognized global public as the consequences of
environmental degradation and gross economic inequalities are being felt worldwide.
Though besieged and flawed, the Kyoto Accord and UN initiatives to redress economic
disparities are evidence of such awareness. The question to put is whether or to what extent
reactions of these sorts derives from or might prefigure a fully global public pour soi.
Extrapolating from Dewey’s treatment, four conditions seem necessary for achieving and
sustaining such a public: common touchstone values, peaceful reconciliation of conflict,
self-awareness, and appropriate institutional structures.
Values. For cosmopolitan civic republicans such as Jean Cohen, Richard Falk, and Michael
Walzer, the analogue of a global public is a global civil society whose members are bound
together by shared values: endorsement of human rights, commitment to democracy, respect
for the rule of law, an undertaking to pursue the public good, and other such civic virtues.7
In my view this condition is too strong. Even if citizens of all the countries of the European
Union (the cosmopolitans’ showcase example) can be said to share these values, it is evident
that this cannot now be generalized to the entire world.
On a Deweyan conception, however, publics are not places of homogenous values
but preconditions for addressing common problems by people who may have a variety of
sometimes diverging values. It is only necessary that members of a public share some values,
namely those required for them to take common action in the face of specific problems. To
the extent that forging a common political culture based on civic-republican ideals is a
possible or, indeed, a desirable,8 goal publics would figure, again, as preconditions for such
6
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Southern Illinois Press, 1983 [1923]) 53-64.
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For a criticism of the desirability of the global civil-societal project see Danilo Zolo’s “The Lords of Peace,”
in Holden, ed., 73-86.
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an undertaking rather than its outcome. A problem to be addressed by a public, then, might
be to forge such a culture.
At the same time a global public must be conceived of more robustly than in terms
of value-free mutual accommodation of self-interested parties. Because they face large-scale
and ongoing common problems, members of a public must see themselves as part of it for
the long haul and be prepared to make some individual sacrifices without certainty that these
will be offset by future benefits. In the absence of any common values, defection or the fear
of defection by others would make public commitment too fragile. One such value, a certain
sort of pacifism, will shortly be taken up. In addition to this, members of a public must share
some pre-theoretical normative intuitions, where this means something less than
commitment to a common foundational ethical theory.
Regarding the example of global environmental problems, some may be inclined
toward an anthrocentric others to a biocentric orientation as these are articulated in the
environmental-ethical literature, and many may be ignorant of or agnostic about these
debates. But among the things that sustain public confrontation of global environmental
degradation is an attitude of opprobrium toward individuals and institutions who knowingly
contribute to this degradation for their own short-term gain.9 Similarly, while members of a
public may give different weights to egalitarian policies and have different views about their
exact nature and limits, they must surely all share the intuition that there is something
morally skewed about a world where the combined net worth of its 358 richest individuals
is equal to that of 45% of its poorest, that is, of 2.3 billion people.10
Peace. The pacifistic condition is that members of a public rule out violence when there are
conflicts among them in addressing common problems. One motive for a determination
among otherwise conflicting members of a public to avoid violence would be moral
commitment to pacifism in general. Perhaps some do sincerely endorse such an ethic, but it
would be unrealistic and therefore risky to count exclusively on it as a general motivation.
At the same time, it is also risky to count on calculating self-interest -- I should avoid settling
conflicts by force in case I lose – since those with this mind set will be disposed to employ
force when they judge potential gains worth pursuing. Rather, commitment to nonviolence
among sometimes conflicting members of a public as envisioned by Dewey is motivated by
factors that fall between or perhaps combine morality and self-interest.
9

Dewey himself likely endorsed an environmental ethic compatible with his view about public problems
that was independent of the foundational disputes and that recognized value pluralism in this domain, or at
least this is the view of “environmental pragmatists” such as Andrew Light and Eric Katz. See their
collection, Environmental Pragmatism (London: Routledge, 1996), which includes a pertinent essay by Larry
Hickman on Dewey, “Nature as Culture: John Dewey’s Pragmatic Naturalism,” 50-72.
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David Coburn, “Globalization, Neoliberalism, and Health,” in Richard Sandbrook, ed., Civilizing
Globalization: A Survival Guide (Albany: SUNY Press, 2003) 27-38 at 31. Though I have not attempted to
update statistics on the disparity Coburn reports, I would be surprised to learn that it is anything but wider
today.
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Such a public is sparked by problems people face in common and is fully developed
when they both recognize the problems as common and also understand that these must be
jointly faced. Peaceful resolution of conflicts in such a context is recognized as a
precondition for public confrontation of the common problems. The members of a selfconscious public will see breaking ranks as destructive of it, and a sentiment against doing
so will be one of the things that holds the public together. As with any collective action,
publics confront the danger of self-interested defection – that is, they are in a prisoners’
dilemma. But contrary to those deployments of social choice theory that address this
dilemma as equally intractable in any context, from a Deweyan perspective such problems
are worthy of interest only in actual circumstances, where they will be more or less severe
depending upon real world features specific to them, which, unlike in abstract social choice
models, often permit of negotiated accord.
It should also be noted that because publics come into being to address discrete
problems, the same body of people might form a public relative to some problems but not
others. Since these are the same individuals, the pacifistic commitment must cut across
problem-relative publics Therefore, this condition provides one basis for a generalized
public. Another impetus in this direction obtains when different problems implicate one
another. The cases of world poverty and environmental crises provide a good example.
Degradation of environments is especially pronounced in the poorer parts of the world, thus
creating a mandate for environmental justice.11 Poverty prompts environmentally destructive
activities such as deforestation out of sheer desperation.
A Self Conscious Public. The third condition for a public is partially definitive of the notion
of one pour soi. “The primary difficulty,” Dewey writes, “is that of discovering the means
by which a scattered, mobile and manifold public may so recognize itself as to define and
express its interests.”12 A question posed by this formulation is how these means are
discovered and by whom. One option is that experts educate a populace to an understanding
its publicness. This option smacks of anti-democratic social engineering and elitist
paternalism. However, if it is publics themselves that engage in self-discovery, a chickenand-egg dilemma is confronted.
Dewey’s orientation helps to resolve this difficulty. Rather than viewing problems
where the means to an end presuppose that elements of the end have already been achieved
as an insurmountable dilemma, on this orientation problem solving is viewed as a selfbuilding process where some elements of a goal are among the means to its full realization:
Pragmatists prefer “pulling one’s self up by one’s bootstrap” metaphors to “chicken and egg”
ones. In the process in question, education prominently figures.
11
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The closing section of The Public and its Problems is devoted to the vital role of
education in the formation of publics, and in one of many writings on this topic Dewey extols
the public school system for “bringing a certain integrity, cohesion, feeling of sympathy and
unity among the elements of our population.”13 Dewey acknowledged the crucial role of
experts and educators, but he also held that professional intellectuals do not come from
nowhere but are products of their societies. Like Karl Marx, he acknowledged as well that
the educators need always themselves to be educated.14 So the interaction between a
populace and its expert intellectuals is part of the spiral in a public’s quest for itself.
Institutions. Though a champion of direct, participatory democracy on local levels, Dewey
insisted that the scope of problems faced by a public calls for political representation, which,
in order to be accountable and hence democratic, requires that a public’s self-recognition
gives it “weight in the selection of official representatives and in the definition of their
responsibilities and rights.”15 The necessity for representation – the fourth condition for an
ongoing public -- is clear in the case of a global public due to its scale. This, of course,
requires an institutional framework, the obvious candidate being a strengthened (and
otherwise greatly fixed up) United Nations. This is the unstartling institutional
recommendation alluded to at the beginning of the paper and responds to this precondition
for a global public.
Arguably, the formation of the UN and marshalling of public support for it, required
and reflected something like a global public exhibiting the characteristics described above.
Addressing global poverty, as called for in the association’s 2000 Millennium Declaration,
and coordinating world efforts to meet environmental crises (as in the Bruntland Report and
the Kyoto protocol) requires such a body. As to becoming more democratically responsible,
the reforms recently proposed in the UN’s self-study point in appropriate directions. In
particular, they aim to move the organization away from its originating aim to avert warfare
by giving major military powers veto power over each other to a more inclusive association.
It would also require simultaneously giving the organization more powers and, at the level
of nation-states and perhaps also regions, providing for citizen participation in selecting
delegates and setting agendas. Moreover, should the interaction of the organization with
social movements of the sort that began in the Rio and Beijing conferences be expanded,
this would open another avenue for public input.
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Reforming and strengthening the U.N. is, of course, no small challenge. But this
undertaking is made all the more difficult due to resistance on the part of its most powerful
member, the United States, which under the Bush administration even went so far as to
appoint to the U.N. an ambassador (John Bolton) who was openly hostile to it. This situation
is more than geopolitical jockeying for position but is symptomatic of the impediment to
forging a global public posed by antagonistic forces. This paper will conclude by addressing
this problem, but first it should be noted that a Deweyan perspective is not a perfunctory
oppositional one. Dewey was not a full-blown socialist, but his political-economic
orientation was in the direction at least of strong welfarism and probably some form of social
democracy. However, he was not a sectarian and was rather good at identifying points of
common interest among many including pro-capitalists.
His approach to the encouragement of publics was simultaneously to seek out and
promote overarching unity while respecting differences. The two sides of a publicencouraging project are illustrated in Dewey’s charge to the school system, where he
endorsed “the recognition that different people are going to have different ideals and beliefs,
but yet in American public and national life below all these differences …. we have enough
common work, common responsibilities and common interest and sympathy so that in spite
of all these other distinctions we can go on working together.”16 The general point is that
publics require a blend of non-homogenizing unity and anti-fragmenting diversity, which,
as Dewey recognized better than most, is no easy accomplishment.
The United States Problem
A more intractable obstacle to a global public depends today on what political
changes take place in the United States between the time these reflections are being written
(2005) and their publication. In his book on the prospects for a global civil society, whose
government he calls a “cosmocracy,” John Keane identifies as “the great if dangerous
political issue of our times” whether the United States will “play the role of a catalyst of a
more effective and democratic form of cosmocracy or instead seek world domination.”17 To
my mind and with respect to the current political administration of that country, this is, alas,
not an open question.
A Deweyan public comprising adherents of both liberal and conservative policies is
sometimes possible. However, the intimate ties the U.S. administration’s highest-placed
members have with private enterprizes tells against a picture of them as sincere adherents to
what public-friendly policies they propose. Their overriding aim seems to be to aggrandize
already unconscionable concentration of wealth in the hands of a small minority. This
manifests itself in the world domination project feared by Keane which involves attacks
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against representative global institutions and sabotaging efforts to confront environmental
threats and world poverty. The resulting orientation on a global level is marked by
homogenizing pressures toward conformity with a single world order marked by free-market
capitalism and a democratic practice and culture modeled on U.S.-style electoral politics
combined with fragmenting politics especially with respect to Islamic parts of the world.
The stance toward Islam and its relation to other world religions and cultures
promoted by the current administration is informed by a “clash of civilizations” perspective,
to use the term coined by Samuel Huntington,18 that pictures the world as being divided
between noble and ignoble populations described in inflammatory language. Meanwhile,
supporters of Al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations are examples of those from Islamic
societies who fuel this stance. Their rhetoric is echoed within religious fundamentalist sects
in the United State, which, with citizen fear of terrorism, is played to by its current
government to support reckless military actions with dubious motives. Confronting tensions
in which world religions are implicated is itself a good candidate for a problem that calls for
response by a global public, but formation of such a public is severely impeded to the extent
that divisive, demonizing attitudes are promulgated.
Though The Public and its Problems was mainly concerned to help secure a U.S.
public, Dewey was by no means an uncritical nationalist,19 and he could only be dismayed
by the way that current nationalist rhetoric in the U.S. paints a homogenizing picture of a
“true American” at the same time that the country is sharply divided along party-political
lines. Claw-backs of what public goods had earlier been secured along with tax policies,
deregulation, and selective government subsidies work so glaringly to the exclusive benefit
of the rich and the largest corporations that national projects cutting across class lines are
increasingly unlikely. Add to this, encouragement given to the fundamentalist religious
right, and the task of forging a U.S. public – now seeing its own government as a problem
collectively to be confronted – appears most challenging. Daunting as this task is, I
conclude that its successful undertaking is essential if the global problems alluded to in this
paper can be addressed by a global public.20
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EDUCATION
Nearly all my adult life has been spent as a university student or teacher, and in
keeping with the undertaking earlier described of embedding academic pursuits in the
circumstances of one’s life, this has included persisting attention to educational matters.
In 2003 I contributed to a secondary school textbook, co-edited with three high school
teachers, entitled Philosophy: The Big Questions (available for free on the web). This was
part of a long, sometimes arduous, but finally successful campaign in which I was
involved beginning in the 1980s to introduce philosophy into the Ontario secondary
school curriculum (see the web site of the Ontario Philosophy Teachers Association).
Beginning in 2003 the University of Toronto embarked on a project, initiated by
Innis College, to offer courses taught by volunteer professors in Regent Park, the secondlargest public housing complex in the country. I participated in its organization and
taught in it. During the entire period of my tenure at the University of Toronto I
intervened in campus politics and wrote articles at various levels of scholarly
sophistication on aspects of post-secondary education.
The first paper below is based on a contribution to reflections on an initiative by the
University of Toronto (the Transitional Year Program) to assist people from
educationally deprived backgrounds to gain university admission and to succeed in their
studies there. (In it I recount the second time in my academic career that I was subjected
to red baiting, the first being that of Barbara Amiel described above.) The second paper
applies one political-theoretical approach to justice-related issues and disputes in
universities.
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“University Boundaries”1
Frank Cunningham
Focusing on the sometimes turbulent history of the University of Toronto’s
Transitional Year Program, tensions between disciplinary boundaries and
boundaries between the university and communities outside it are
addressed. These pose obstacles to providing education to the
constituencies the Program is to serve, especially Black and Aboriginal
communities. Confronting a tension between teaching disciplinary
“cannons” and relating to the life experiences of those in these
communities requires that the university comport itself as an agent of
compensatory justice. Overcoming a boundary between the university and
Black and Indigenous communities requires a reorientation of university
stances toward them.

Boundaries are all double-sided creatures. On the one hand, boundaries are
touchstones. Without them people would lack markers by reference with which to focus
their daily and life activities, and institutions would lack standards for identifying their
proper functions. At the same time, boundaries are barriers. This is evident regarding social
and economic boundaries, such as of class, race, or gender, that protect privilege and sustain
oppression and exclusion. Boundaries are also barriers even when their origins are benign.
Boundaries that make possible national and life projects can facilitate national chauvinism.
Divisions of labour within a family or workplace not infrequently sustain objectionable
exercise of power.
This contribution addresses the University of Toronto’s Transitional Year Program
(the TYP) with respect to the two-faced aspect of boundaries. The program, where students
from educationally deprived circumstances may gain access to university enrolment, take a
year or two of special courses, and receive ongoing tutoring, was conceived precisely to
overcome the boundary between them and higher education. The program’s durability is
proof that such boundaries can be successfully challenged, but at the same time its success
is not final due to the nature of the boundaries it has confronted.
One boundary is disciplinary. Like most universities the University of Toronto
structures education in accord with the traditions of established, departmentally based
disciplines. These traditions determine acceptable modes of pedagogy, set methods of
evaluation and grading standards, and prescribe course content. Another boundary pertains
to the relation between the university and its surrounding community. As is generally
recognized, a university should be providing students with skills and knowledge for which
there is demand in the broader community. However, universities also insist on autonomy
regarding staffing, curriculum, and teaching methods.
1
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The alternatives to university determination of its educational affairs are for
governments to dictate curricular and staffing matters or for these to be determined by
private-sector institutions. Canadian universities have resisted relinquishing their discretion
over internal affairs to governments. Departments have continued to insist on being at least
the loci of first decision-making regarding matters of staffing and curriculum within the
university. When divisions of the university were charged with catering to private-sector
interests (as of Bay Street legal firms or pharmaceutical companies in recent cases), the
University of Toronto responded by denying external control or taking measures to constrain
it.
There are good reasons for the university to defend each of these boundaries.
Knowledge and intellectual skills take decades if not centuries to evolve, and departmentally
based disciplines are structured and practiced in the difficult art of their transmission. Even
in the 1960s when student rebellions forced curricular reforms, these typically involved
adding new courses or components of courses to existing offerings rather than completely
dismantling the "canon."
Yet, in the course of the TYP's history at the University of Toronto, it is these
boundaries that it has called into question. In the rest of this contribution, I reflect upon two
instances within this history when the program found itself wrestling with problems
generated by inescapable tensions thrown into relief when university boundaries are
challenged. The stories I select are ones in which I, myself, was involved (passively in one
case and more intimately in the other). My aim in recounting them is not historical or to open
old wounds, but to see what lessons can be learned for the continuing success of the TYP or
efforts like it.
Tensions of Empowerment
In the spring of 1997, the TYP organized a day-long workshop focusing on its
educational efforts with respect to Aboriginal peoples. Indigenous and other students in the
program and some of the (very few) First Nations university teachers and researchers from
Canadian universities were in attendance, along with TYP administrators and lecturers and
some academics from the University.
One of the topics discussed concerned the question of what skills and knowledge the
program should strive to impart, especially to its Aboriginal students. Some participants
strongly maintained that in preparing students for success in future university studies, the
TYP had been unwittingly complicit in cutting them off from their already tenuous roots in
the traditions of their indigenous cultures. It was further argued that to the extent that the
program took the current course offerings of the university as given and modelled its own
courses on them, it was forsaking an opportunity to transform an academic culture that would
profit from incorporating Aboriginal world views that were so far ignored or, worse, actively
denigrated within it. (Prominent among the examples adduced is a holistic and reverential
understanding of nature.)
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The boundary challenged in this discussion was disciplinary. The academic
disciplines had been formed to explicate, work within, and transmit theories, world views,
and modes of thought inherited mainly from European traditions, and these were thought to
be, at best, incongruous with Aboriginal traditions if not actively hostile to them. Aboriginal
and other TYP students should not be forced to accept this boundary as a way of gaining
entrance to the university, and university academic culture should be transformed so that
there would be no barrier between it and indigenous cultures.
As I recall the discussion, nobody directly contradicted the spirit informing these
sentiments, though some of the Aboriginal students allowed that they had found it rewarding
to learn subjects and theories in the mainstream traditions. This admission was taken by
some at the workshop as evidence of the dangers of cultural assimilation. Others urged that
one mandate of the TYP was to prepare students for success in the university as it is, and -assuming that it is unrealistic to transform the institution, at least in the short time frame of
TYP student needs -- it would be doing these students a disservice not to provide them with
skills and knowledge pertinent to the established courses they would shortly be
encountering.
The tension between these two perspectives was not overcome in the workshop, but
a useful intervention was made by Georges Sioui, then dean at the Saskatchewan Indian
Federated College. On a larger scale, this institution confronts the same problem, since it
aims to preserve and transmit First Nations traditions while providing a university education
to students not all of whom will be able or wish to return exclusively to self-contained
Aboriginal communities.
The problem as Dean Sioui conceived it is one of empowerment: Aboriginal students
need skills for survival in the non-Aboriginal world (one kind of empowerment) while they
also need the strengths of their own traditions (another kind of empowerment). His view was
that the tension facing an institution like his college or the TYP in providing both sorts of
empowerment cannot be completely overcome, but that one is not stuck in a strictly either/or
situation. Being aware of the tension, it is possible to educate Aboriginal students so that
they are empowered in both senses.
In addition to concrete measures of curriculum design and teaching methods to meet
this problem (curricular revision, explicit raising of the topic in classes, and so on), there are
some preconditions conducive to meeting it. These relate both to the university as a whole
and to minority student bodies – not just Aboriginal students but also Black students or
students from working-class backgrounds. The preconditions I have in mind concern the
general orientations and values that might be brought by the university and by students to
the challenge of empowerment.
The university can view itself with respect to Aboriginal students (and some others)
in two very different ways: as an extension of the residential schools with a mandate to
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facilitate assimilation of the students into Canadian life and culture as defined by its
dominant, European-inherited tradition or as an agent of compensatory justice charged with
helping to restore to students the dignity and opportunities denied them in the history of
European conquest of the Continent. Even in the most charitable (and strained) interpretation
of the motivation for the residential schools, it is generally recognized that they failed to
empower Native students in any way at all. I speculate that a main cause for this -- one that
would be at work even if the actual teachers and directors in the schools had all been well
intentioned people -- is that there is a connection between the two kinds of empowerment
under consideration.
Nobody comes to university as a blank tablet, waiting to be inscribed with useful
knowledge and skills. Instead, students arrive with values, aspirations, self-identifications,
and aptitudes shaped by many things, not the least of which are the cultures of their
traditions. This is often invisible to teachers, staff, and administrators of the university
because their own cultures already pervade it. But to the extent that students find no
resonance with their traditions, their learning experience, including to acquire the
empowerment of survival skills in Canadian society generally, will be diminished.
A university sincerely committed to compensatory justice will take account of this
and actively work to retain and restore the dignity and empowerment of their cultures to
Aboriginal students (and those of others to whom these comments apply). There is no
mystery about how to accomplish this: Aboriginal studies courses and programs should be
strongly supported; features of Aboriginal history and world views should be included in
mainstream courses wherever appropriate; efforts should be made to hire Aboriginal
professors. These measures would not require an utter transformation of the university and
to this extent would not satisfy the strongest critics at the TYP workshop, but, entered into
in the right spirit, they would help to address the tensions of empowerment.
I feel confident about the realism of these recommendations regarding the
university's orientation, having been part of it for my entire professional life. I am less
confident regarding orientations conducive to addressing the tensions on the part of students
themselves. However, I am helped by discussions at a recent conference of Canadian
philosophers, which brought together some non-Aboriginal philosophers with young
Indigenous philosophers and some elders. At this conference (held in the summer of 2001 at
the Thunderbird Friendship House in Winnipeg) there was almost as much dialogue between
the elders and the Aboriginal philosophers as between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal
participants.
All of the Aboriginal participants knew of individuals from their communities who
thought that to succeed in the mainstream society they would not only have to take advantage
of what educational facilities were afforded them but also accede to pressures for cultural
assimilation. From such an orientation it seems unlikely that any result except loss of contact
with Aboriginal traditions could result. The fear that non-assimilation would hinder
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empowerment in the sense of success in the mainstream society would become a selffulfilling prophecy.
An alternative to this orientation was expressed by an Ontarian Anishinabe
philosopher, Dale Turner, (now teaching in the United States) who called himself a "word
warrior." His aim in mastering the reasoning, theoretical, and argumentative skills provided
by an education in philosophy was not just or even primarily to gain academic employment
(though he was not at all unhappy to have succeeded in doing so). Rather, he thought that by
acquiring these skills he could, on the one hand, more effectively contribute to the continuing
struggles of his people to achieve social justice and, on the other hand, he could find potential
areas of rapprochement between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal world views, thus helping
the two cultures to understand and learn from one another. I speculate that the tensions of
empowerment that attend challenging disciplinary boundaries are best confronted when the
universities approach this task committed to compensatory justice and hires First Nation
faculty who see themselves as word warriors.
Opened and Closed Ivory-Tower Gates
The impetus for establishing the TYP came not from within the university but from
outside of it, mainly from Toronto's Black communities. That the university reacted
positively to this initiative is evidence that overcoming the boundary between it and
communities in the city is possible. However, the ambition of the program in its first halfdecade was not just to open a gate to the university but to keep it open. This was achieved
by establishing a Policy Committee that participated in program governance and included
people from the constituencies in the city whom the program was meant to serve, hence,
given its inception, largely from the Black communities.
In its first years, it became evident that the mandate of the TYP was very challenging.
Its students were not secondary school graduates from the mainstream middle classes who
just needed a bit of tutoring to gain university admission. They were from cultural and class
backgrounds very different from those of the typical entering student, and their prior
educational opportunities had not been conducive to university study. Moreover, the
teaching and administrative staff of the TYP included few who had experience with the sort
of educational task with which they were charged. The program was ambiguously located
administratively (housed at Innis College, but not under Innis direction), and its budget was
small and precarious. In these circumstances, it should have surprised no one that there were
persisting criticisms on the part of many students and some staff.
These criticisms came before the Policy Committee, which in the Spring of 1976
commissioned a review of the program. A committee, chaired by Professor Frederick Case
and of which I was an external member, interviewed students, instructors, and staff. We
heard much praise for the aims of ·the program and pleas to strengthen and continue it. We
also heard many complaints, ranging from minor administrative matters to allegations of
racist attitudes on the part of some instructors. The core grave complaints derived from
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perceptions that the teaching methods and the content of many courses were, in a systemic
more than in a deliberate way, ill attuned to the racial, class, and ethnic backgrounds of
students in the program. This concern was also expressed by members of the Policy
Committee. Publication of our report in which the complaints were recorded and
recommendations were made for how to address them prompted a consternated university
administration to commission its own review of the program. It was chaired by the late Harry
Crowe, then dean of Atkinson College at York University.
His report lambasted the program, focusing on what he saw as the pernicious efforts
of the Policy Committee which, he alleged, had been infiltrated by "Moscow-oriented
Communists” to turn the program to a Marxist agenda. In fact, the only Communists in any
way associated with the Program were myself, as one external member of an ad hoc
committee, and a junior staff employee. (Crowe urged the University to consider firing
myself and Professor Case.) The vehemence of his criticism of the community members of
the Policy Committee later prompted me to speculate that they were, however improbably,
associated in Professor Crowe’s mind with the United Church lay members of the Board of
United College in Winnipeg (hardly a Communist body) that eighteen years earlier had
dismissed him from that college in a high-profile case, not without its own political
overtones.
The Crowe Report's conclusion that the TYP should be abolished generated a lively
and sometimes acrimonious debate in the university and, in the heady days of campus
politics of the times, found its way into the popular press, as all three major Toronto
newspapers endorsed closing the program, mainly citing the Report's depiction of the Policy
Committee as irresponsibly radical and Communist infested. The result was a decision by
the university to retain the program, but to disband the Policy Committee and place
administration of the TYP in the hands of a centrally appointed director, advised by a small
group of other academics. In making this decision, the university distanced itself from the
extreme attacks on the Policy Committee, citing instead "administrative chaos."
In effect, non-university communities opened a gate to the university, which then
closed it. That the university has maintained the TYP is certainly to its credit, but to my mind
something valuable was lost when the Policy Committee was dismantled. In support of this
view, one might appeal (hoping it is not too risky in light of the 1976 charges) to the authority
of Karl Marx, who challenged a dominant, unidirectional view of education by insisting that
the "the educator himself needs educating."2 Marx was referring to social theorists
advocating reform of society by educating working-class people about their theories, but
who in an elitist way fail to understand that they themselves stand in need of education by
these very people. The implication is that this education must derive in part from insights
gained in the political, work and general life experiences of those the theorists aspire to
educate.
2
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Despite denunciations of the TYP's Policy Committee, the university did learn quite
a bit from it. Prior to complaints by community members on the Policy Committee the TYP
focused on the canon of topics traditionally offered in university courses. After 1976,
however, the program increasingly integrated material into its curriculum of the sort the
Policy Committee had been prescribing. For instance, its core literature courses feature
works by and about people from communities the program addresses, and staff from First
Nations were employed to address special needs and interests of Aboriginal students. Today
it is fair to say that courses oriented in these ways are at the centre of the TYP's offerings
and to all accounts this has had the effect desired by the Policy Committee -- namely, to
facilitate student acquisition of academic skills and aptitudes by relating their work in the
program to the world as they have experienced it.
As in all educational undertakings, that of the educators must be an ongoing process,
which therefore requires continuing exposure to the values and ideas of the communities the
TYP is meant to serve. This can be partly achieved through feedback from students in the
program, and partly through informal contacts in the relevant communities enjoyed by some
in its teaching and administrative staff. More ambitiously, I wonder if enough time has
lapsed since the 1976 Spring of the Long Knives to allow for reconstituting an analogue of
the community-based Policy Committee.
It might be objected that to allow members of non-university communities to
participate in curricular and staffing deliberations threatens university autonomy. We resist
this in the case of the business community and the government at the level of faculties and
departments, so why allow it in the case of the TYP? One appropriate observation is that
government and business representatives are included, specifically in the university's top
governing body, its Governing Council. It should also be noted that among the courses in
which TYP students must succeed for entry to university are those offered by departments
and subject to approval by standard departmental and faculty procedures. A more general
reply is suggested by reflecting on the limits of university autonomy, which is less absolute
than it is sometimes portrayed.
Though its closed gates block participation of external community representatives on
such things as faculty curriculum committees, the walls surrounding the university are low
enough to be seen over. This provides divisions of the university with knowledge of what
sorts of education are in demand by the constituencies about which they care and to make
academic decisions accordingly. Whether this is objectionably autonomy threatening
depends upon why the divisions care about such constituencies. It is one thing if the concern
is just to make potential funding sources happy but another if the aim is to provide an
education useful for students in their post university pursuits. In the latter case,
responsiveness to the needs of extra university constituencies is objectionable only if the
constituencies are narrowly selected and if the university attends only to their needs in its
academic planning.
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Knowledge of the needs of most of the constituencies with which the university
interacts is probably well enough acquired in informal and indirect ways. There are ongoing
associations between it and them, as, for example, through the university's professional
faculties, and of course there is a multitude of personal connections due to shared class and
ethnic origins and common social and family circles. It is partly because these opportunities
for educating the educator are lacking in the case of the TYP's constituencies that direct
community involvement is called for. Such involvement is appropriate since in, so to speak,
straddling the university and certain target communities outside of it, the TYP's offerings
and modes of delivering them are already in a certain sense joint projects of these
communities and the university. Also, as in challenging the disciplinary boundary discussed
above, much depends upon the attitudes the university and community bring to a joint
undertaking.
From the perspective of the communities that the TYP aims to serve, it is likely
that, in part because the program heeded advice of the earlier Policy Committee,
sufficient trust exists that a new association could be entered into in a nonconfrontational spirit. From the university's side, it is to be hoped that its professional
educators are open to being themselves educated.
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“The University and Social Justice”1
Frank Cunningham
Debates in general theories of justice over what constitutes a just allocation of
university resources are displaced to examination of alternative visions of the
proper goal of universities -- away from technocratic goals to ones of developing
students’ potentials to the fullest as urged, among others by Aristotle and
Dewey. The paper takes as examples measures to address reserved spaces for
applicants from disadvantaged groups, targeted hiring, differential student fees
or faculty workloads and salaries, and similarly contested matters relevant to
justice in universities.

Universities are ambiguous places with respect to social justice. On the one hand, the
idea of the public university was to make higher education available to a society's population
as a whole. On the other hand, public universities, like their private counterparts, are elite
institutions, admission to which is still limited to a minority, and a university degree affords
one a privileged vantage point for future status and income. This Janus-faced feature of
universities makes it difficult to determine what justice requires with respect to them. A
thesis of this contribution is that there is no unique answer to this question. Instead, positions
on a variety of issues related to justice are generated by interrogation of what is taken as the
paramount goal of the modern university.
Justice & University Disputes
"Justice" is taken in an Aristotelian sense: treat equals equally and unequals
unequally in proportion to their relevant differences.2 Though such a concept is broad
enough to apply to any specific interpretation of justice, the concern here is with justice in
the distribution of university-related benefits. The challenge to a theorist of justice is to
specify with respect to such benefits what constitutes equal or unequal treatment and to
justify claims about relevant differences.
For example, justice in university admission might be said to require that anyone
with a specified secondary school grade-point average or university entrance test score
merits admission. In this case equal treatment means attending only to academic ability
measured in these ways, and failure to meet the measures constitutes a difference sufficient

1

Edited from the Journal of Academic Ethics, vol. 5 (2007) 153-162. Also in French translation in
Penser les institutions, Patrick Turmel, et. al., dirs. (Québec: Presses de l’Université Laval, 2012)
163-184.
2

This formulation (sufficient for present purposes) is a gloss commonly given by Aristotle
commentators of his more extensive treatments, e.g. in the Nichomachean Ethics, Book V, see
1131a.
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to deny this benefit. A justification for this principle is that only those with strong enough
academic backgrounds as evidenced by the grades or test scores have the ability fully to
profit from a university education. The principle itself might be challenged by those who
maintain that a just admission policy must include reserved places or differential entry
requirements for people from groups traditionally underrepresented in universities.
Controversies over justice with respect to universities may, then, be categorized by
identifying contests over whether some difference is appropriate for justifying unequal
treatment. In addition to the controversy over admissions, other contests concern:
•

Targeted hiring (should the demographic background of job applicants make a
difference in their prospect for university employment from the point of view of
justice?);

•

Differential fees as between students from a university's home province, state, or
country and students from other jurisdictions;

•

Different salary levels depending upon academic fields (humanities, sciences,
professional faculties);

•

Differences of faculty salaries and work loads between high-profile scholars and
others;

•

Distinctions regarding financial support, for example, provision of grants or low
tuition, on the one hand, or loans, on the other.

Examination of disputes over admission policies highlights some complexities common to
all such controversies.
The justification for the grades/exam score criterion admits of two interpretations,
normative and pragmatic. The latter supposes that it is a waste of resources to admit students
who are unlikely to take full advantage of a university education. This interpretation looks
at the justice of admissions from the point of view of the institution. Looked at from the
point of view of the student, by contrast, a normative argument might be sought in a principle
of merit: those who succeed in pre-university academic work or on admission examinations
are meritorious in the academic achievements for which these are evidence and deserve
admission to university in recognition thereof. An alternative normative appeal is to the
principle of equality of opportunity that those from groups traditionally excluded from
higher education ought to have access to the opportunities afforded by it.
Deciding what justice requires in this case, then, involves adjudication among:
different principles of justice; normative versus pragmatic justifications; and alternative
interpretations of principles. In addition, the scope of justice is sometimes limited to the
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university as in one of the defenses of grade-based admission, or the scope may be broadened
to pertain to the society in which the university finds itself, as in the defense of privileged
admission. Similar adjudication is required regarding all of the other debates over differential
distribution listed above, though those who engage in the debates do not always make clear
what combinations of principles, interpretations of principles, and scope are being employed.
To take another example, proponents of targeted hiring sometimes base their
recommendations on equality of opportunity to rectify the under representation of women
or racial minorities in the academy. This is a society-wide, normative justification. An
alternative justification may be made on the university-specific and pragmatic grounds that
a better job of education will be performed when a university’s professoriate
demographically mirrors its student body. One counter argument appeals, again, to merit.
Another common counter is that being hired under an affirmative action program casts a pale
over those hired. From the point of view of justice this argument against targeted hiring is
an appeal to society-wide equality to suggest that affirmative action raises doubts about the
ability of people who profit from it to succeed on their own thus reflecting badly on their
entire group.
Policies that have aims unrelated to justice are sometimes accompanied by (cynics
say masked by) appeals to justice. One example is differential fees for local students and
others. Though almost always prompted as a way of raising revenue, it is sometimes
maintained as a matter of principle that it is unfair to the taxpayers of a province or country
that students from other jurisdictions should pay the same levels of tuition as those from
their own. In debates over whether need-based financial aid should be in the form of loans,
it is argued that in addition to these being less costly to the university, students individually
profit from their education so they ought to pay for them as a matter of fairness. Differential
teaching loads or salary levels as between staff from professional schools or high-profile
scholars have as one aim to attract and retain professors from these groups, but they are
sometimes also justified in terms of merit.
The Function of a University
It is not necessary to treat all these objects of controversy in detail to illustrate that
determining what justice demands of a university will always be complex, appealing to
contested principles often involving cross-purpose argumentation. One response is to adopt
a general theory of justice, say that of John Rawls, and to draw criteria for justification
among conflicting principles and interpretations from it. I suspect that in such an undertaking
the same sorts of contested alternatives would reappear (and certainly in the case of Rawls)3
but the effort may be worth undertaking. The tack taken in this paper is different. It begins
by sketching a viewpoint on the central function or goal of a public university and then
3

As in debates over whether Rawls’s “difference principle” most conveniently justifies trickledown
economics or affirmative action.
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applying it to justice-related policy alternatives. Whether the resulting prescriptions
articulate a unique theory of justice in general is taken as secondary to whether it motivates
defensible stances on university policy alternatives.
In this exercise no claims are made about the intent of those who founded public
universities. Instead a viewpoint about what overriding goal a university ought to serve is
prescribed. Any such viewpoint will be no less contestable than a general theory of justice,
but, it is maintained, the resulting perspective will provide a focused basis for motivating
stances on justice-related issues and framing debates about them. Also, it is recognized that
there may be times and places other than contemporary North America where some other
function might plausibly be seen as the most important.
Thus qualified, the paramount function of the university prescribed in this paper is
that most famously proposed by John Dewey, who saw universities along with other
educational institutions as playing a crucial role in enabling individuals to develop their
talents to the fullest.4 The following specifications will help to explicate this viewpoint,
which will be designated “developmentalist” as this term is employed, with reference to
Dewey, by C.B. Macpherson.5
1. Contrary to a negative image of Dewey's educational theory, it does not ignore or
denigrate training in basic life and professional skills (literacy, numeracy, technological
aptitude, etc.) or highly specialized training in the natural and social sciences. Rather it
insists that talents in these domains not be developed in isolation from one another and
from literature, history, philosophy, and the arts. Dewey’s curriculum bias is in favour
of a liberal-arts education, including the teaching of broad and transferable skills in the
approach to every discipline. This is crucial both to assist students in discovering their
talents and to guard against the one-sidedness entrenched in isolated disciplines.
2. The theory presupposes a view on the development of potentials with pedagogical
implications. Consistently with Dewey's appropriation of aspects of Hegelian dialectics,
means and ends for him interact in such a way that whether skills and knowledge are
empowering depends on how they are acquired. It is not that first these are imparted and
then put to use. Educational empowerment requires active engagement with a subject
matter from the start. This means relating even very abstract material to current life
problems and involving students in practical exercises in and out of the classroom.

4

Set down, among other places, in Democracy and Education, John Dewey: The middle works, vol. 9
(Carbondale, Ill.: Southern University Press, 1980 [1916]) see chap. 7. There he describes what is here called
developmentalism as “the growth of experience.”
5

As in his Democratic Theory: Essays in Retrieval (Don Mills, Ont. Oxford University Press, 2012 [1973]) essay
I and passim. Macpherson shares Dewey’s view in this matter and often credits him.
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3. Dewey's educational theory is thoroughly integrated by him with his defense of a strong
theory of democracy, that is, a theory which sees democracy as more than just a method
for making collective decisions, but as a way of life appropriate to all venues where
people interact in ongoing ways. Education for him is a life-long project undertaken in
both formal and informal settings with the overarching aim of facilitating people 's
development of their potentials in a spirit of cooperation.6
One consequence of this perspective is that the talent-developing mandate is viewed as
a society-wide injunction within which universities are important moments. Universities
are not the only places where the development of talents is nurtured, and some people's
talents are best developed in institutions other than universities, such as trade schools. A
university that takes the role ascribed to it seriously will not be indifferent to extrauniversity venues, which it will play active roles in encouraging and in facilitating the
right kind of pre- and post-university education in both formal and informal venues.
4. The normative underpinnings of Dewey's educational theory are broadly Aristotelian
where a meaningful life is seen as happiness or the development of one 's proper
potentials in a balanced way, involving the whole of a person 's life and his or her
relations with others.7 It is thus a species of what is sometimes called a perfectionist
approach to ethics focused on the characteristics of a good life; though in Dewey's case
the term is misleading. Like Aristotle, the perspective recognizes differences among
people's potential talents, but unlike Aristotle he does not see people as locked into a
narrow a range of talents.
These differences are important for the democratic dimension of Dewey's view. While
for Aristotle democracy was the least objectionable alternative from among a flawed lot of
realistic forms of governance, for Dewey democracy is a valued goal to be approximated.
This means that universities should be training grounds for the skills of collective self
government.
Short of explicating a general, neo-Aristotelian ethical theory, philosophically
defending it against critics, and deriving the developmentalist prescription about the function
of a university from it, arguments for this orientation are inductive and intuitive by drawing
out implications of a developmentalist perspective and contrasting them with those of
alternative orientations. As I see it the dominant alternative viewpoint on the goal of the
University is, within the peer institutions where a university locates itself, "to be the best."
This means to hire and retain star scholars, to be comprised of departments and faculties that

6

Dewey’s theory of democracy is elabourated in The Public and its Problems, in John Dewey: the later works,
1925-1953, vol. 2 (Carbondale, Ill.: Southern Illinois University Press, 1984 [1927]) 235-371. I summarize his
theory of democracy in Theories of Democracy: A critical introduction (London: Routledge, 2002), chap. 8.
7

Explication of this concept of “happiness” is the main undertaking of Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics. The
relevant principle of Dewey’s ethics is in his Ethics, in The Later Works, vol. 7 [1932], see 348-350.
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place highly in educational reviews and media evaluations of universities, and to attract
students with high grade-point averages from top-ranked secondary schools.
This view is obviously incomplete unless conjoined with a specification of what the
best universities are supposed to be best at, and in their vision statements all the universities
do produce appropriate rhetoric. In varying language the most common goal is to produce
knowledge (through research) and pass it on to future generations (in teaching). Now these
are clearly important goals and ones that all universities do in fact pursue. The question to
ask is whether they can serve as a satisfactory paramount aim of higher education.
Articulation of such an aim is meant to provide an orientation for unifying the various
functions of a university and general criteria to guide the ways these functions are performed.
Many institutions pursue research in a variety of ways, and there are many venues
for passing on knowledge. Yet in official university literature more developed visions are
hard to find. Instead, this literature reiterates the point about being excellent. No doubt major
impetuses for this are to attract money from private donors and to make cases for special
treatment by governments, which is why statements of universities' aims are increasingly
prepared by their public relations or fundraising organs rather than issuing from more than
perfunctory campus-wide deliberation. Without a more robust articulation of the goal of a
university the excellence-achieving goal, ultimately measured by success in fund-attracting
efforts, becomes the de facto paramount one.
Application to the Disputes
Teaching and Research. As between teaching and research, on the developmentalist
perspective, teaching is dominant, since it is primarily by teaching that potential-developing
skills and knowledge are imparted. This does not mean that creative research ought not to
be pursued. Rather, it means that teaching should not be sacrificed for research and that
researchers should all of them be active teachers at all levels and show evidence of ability
and enthusiasm for teaching as criteria for being hired and promoted. Provided teaching is
undertaken in accord with the pedagogical orientation referred to above this will bring the
fruits of research to the classroom in a way that makes them meaningful and useful to
students and, at the very least, it will foster excitement about and skill in research itself.
A striving-to-be-best orientation is biased toward research over teaching. One reason
for this is that the research abilities of a professor or job applicant and the research output of
an academic unit are easier to measure and publicize than teaching ability. Also, private
donor funding sources are usually more impressed by high-profile research than by teaching
skills. Universities informed by an elite-aspiration perspective are prone to favour research
over teaching by reducing undergraduate teaching loads and placing greater weight in hiring
and promotion on research than on undergraduate teaching, often delegating a large
proportion of teaching to staff specifically employed for this purpose and in categories less
well remunerated, secure, or respected than that of professors pursuing research.
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Differential treatment of scholars. Applied to justice-related issues, the considerations above
recommend against differential salary levels or work loads for high profile scholars. Put in
terms of proportional justice, the developmentalist perspective denies that being a highprofile scholar marks a relevant difference in terms of the distribution of salaries and work
loads. If teaching-only staff are to be employed, they should receive the same remuneration
and be accorded the same status as those also expected to pursue research.
On the assumption that teaching and research are potentially mutually reinforcing, a
better general policy is to avoid creation of teaching-only streams. This calls for hiring only
faculty who have proven themselves or demonstrate clear promise of being outstanding
teachers. Perhaps there are people who lack an aptitude for teaching but are possessed of
extraordinary research skills; ought they to be shut out of university employment? My
intuition on this score is in the affirmative and alternative venues for such researchers' talents
should be sought, for example, national research institutions such as France's Centre
National de Recherche Scientifique.
Admissions. Those informed by a developmentalist orientation will not be troubled, as the
elitists are, by the prospect of admitting applicants from other than top secondary schools or
lacking very high marks. As noted earlier, they see universities as part of a society-wide
project to develop everyone's potentials, and reserving places for people who might
otherwise not gain university admission is one way to contribute to this effort. Coming from
an educationally deprived background thus does not constitute a difference that justifies
exclusion from university. As to the problem of admitting people who, in virtue of prior
educational deficiencies, are not equipped to succeed this perspective suggests putting in
place special programs of the sort some universities now have and could expand to
compensate for the deficiencies by developing learning capacities.8
Hiring. Both the pragmatic and the normative considerations in support of affirmative action
in hiring are pertinent to a positive stance toward this policy from a developmentalist point
of view. A teaching staff including people from backgrounds reflecting those of a student
body provides students with role models and with the confidence that their professors
understand their backgrounds. When the aim of education is taken to be the full development
of students' talents these features are, arguably, more important than when the only aim of
university education is to transmit knowledge (though even in this case they might help to
inspire trust in a professor regarded as an authority).
From the point of view of a university's place within society, affirmative action is
important for the development of those hired from groups traditionally underrepresented in
educational and other professions and for inspiring confidence and encouragement for
8

As described in the previous paper in this section of the present collection, the University of Toronto’s
Transitional Year Program is designed to provide just such assistance.
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people in the same groups outside of the university as well. From the point of view of justice,
demographic background is relevant to hiring policies.
Student support. The tendency of many universities to shift the balance of student support
from scholarships and tuition reduction to loans must be looked on with suspicion from a
developmentalist point of view even when conjoined with "income contingent loan
repayment" provisions. These schemes are always coupled with a policy of raising tuition
for most students to market levels and is out of keeping with a Deweyan perspective, which
sees higher education as a social investment: people in one generation subsidize the
education of the following one through taxation. If the tax system is progressive, justice is
served, since affluent families put more into a tax pool, as do those who subsequently
economically profit from their education.9
Differential treatment among disciplines. The usual justification given for paying higher
salaries to faculty in professional schools or in certain science disciplines is the pragmatic
one that this is the only way to attract them away from employment in the private sector, and
the same justification is often given for lower teaching loads. A developmental orientation
prescribes against seeing skills suitable to these schools and disciplines as relevant to salary
and workload allocations. Just as in hiring faculty a university informed by this orientation
will search until it finds applicants who are both productive scholars and enthusiastic
teachers so should it look to employ staff into its professional schools who are similarly
motivated and who are more concerned to participate with other teachers and researchers in
university life and work than to reap private-sector levels of remuneration.
This prescription is based on the democratic dimension of Deweyan
developmentalism. Democracy functions best in a culture where people respect one
another’s contributions to their common community. Higher salaries and lower work loads
for some simply in virtue of being able (or claiming to be able) to attract these elsewhere
strains this culture. Similarly to be resisted is the practice in many North American
universities where faculty negotiate special arrangements for themselves by threatening to
leave for better deals in other universities. While such behavior is sanctioned on the elitist
viewpoint, on a developmentalist one, it should be resisted for undermining the community
spirit essential to the aims it favours.
Jurisdictional fee differentiation. One can imagine a developmentalist holding that the aim
of institutions of higher education is to contribute to the development just of those in its
9

A major section of the proceedings of a conference at the University of Toronto is devoted to papers
defending income contingent loan repayment: Taking public universities seriously (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2005). The dissenting voice at the conference was my own. My contribution was not
included in the proceeding’s publication but is available on the conference’s website:
http://www.utoronto.ca/04 conference, then Conference Agenda and Presentations, Session 6, Frank
Cunningham.
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national (or subnational) jurisdiction. Denial that this difference is relevant might start from
the egalitarianism of developmentalism: its claim is that the potentials of all individuals are
to be equally developed.10 The question to ask is whether, regarding higher education,
individuals being from outside the nation, state, or province of a university constitutes a
relevant difference such that the university's obligations toward them are diminished. A
consideration that sways cash-hungry administrators is that many out of jurisdiction
applicants are willing and able to pay high fees. But this is not relevant to the question at
hand, since there is no shortage of other out of jurisdiction applicants who lack this ability,
such as from the majority in the developing world.
A more pertinent difference is that in the case of public universities, higher education
is subsidized by the taxpayers of their jurisdictions. This situation invites deliberation by
these taxpayers about the role of local universities in country-wide and global contexts. An
approach supportive of equal fees for students from no matter what jurisdiction would be for
governments to undertake negotiations for reciprocity among public educational
jurisdictions (in Canada, provinces) and on the part of countries from relatively affluent parts
of the world, to include access to higher education in foreign aid programs for the less
affluence countries.
****
To summarize, universities have been viewed in terms of the ways that benefits and
burdens are distributed within them and of their roles in the societies they inhabit. This
makes universities appropriate sites for distributive justice and thus calls for defensible
principles of distribution. In the contribution, recommendations for university distributive
policies have been advanced from a viewpoint of the most important function of the
university as explicated by John Dewey with overtones of Aristotelian ethics. One way to
challenge the paper's recommendations is to accept its endorsement of a developmentalist
goal of universities but deny that the recommendations follow from it. Another, of course,
is to defend an alternative guiding purpose. These challenges would be within the spirit of
the contribution. A third sort of challenge is to shun (non-perfunctory) attempts to formulate
and defend normative goals for universities. This stance -- unfortunately not a merely
hypothetical one today -- constitutes rejection of a role for ethics in general and justice in
particular with respect to the universities.

10

Dewey’s egalitarian approach to education is explicit in Democracy and Education, chap. 8, section 1.
Similarly, Aristotle insisted that for those eligible for formal education (thus, alas, excluding girls and slaves
for him) “there must be one and the same education for all citizens, and that care of this must be public and
not private.” Politics, 1337a.
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RACISM
My anti-racist sentiments date from my departure from my racially
homogenous and culturally racist small town for university. The total dearth of actual
contact with Blacks and other visible minority people in this town did not at all inhibit
its residents from harbouring racist opinions, and I was not myself immune to them.
When, in 1958, I left it to attend Indiana University I found that the contrast between
the stereotypes I had grown up with and actual visible minority students there was too
stark to ignore. Most influential was that I fell in with people who shared my interest
in reading and in general intellectual pursuits – largely Jewish students from the U.S.
East Coast – and anti-racism was a central value of theirs.
This is not to say that this university was free of racism. The barber shops and
some of the restaurants then were segregated, and in my first year there was a
campaign to remove a rope in its main dining hall separating Blacks from Whites. In
my home town there would have been no need for any such divide, and if there had
been it would not have prompted a campaign against it, much less one that succeeded.
The University president, Herman Wells (later a U.S. delegate to the United Nations)
first ordered the rope’s removal and then personally tore it down. Later I learned
more directly what it is to be a member of a visible minority from the experiences of
my Japanese-Canadian wife, Maryka Omatsu, and from stories of her community’s
mass dispossession and incarceration in WWII. Beginning in my student years,
especially in Chicago and Toronto, I joined anti-racist activities (and I was briefly
jailed pursuant to my participation in an anti-Apartheid demonstration).
The first contribution below was a response to my own entreaty in the 1998
CPA Presidential address for philosophers to engage with the situations of Aboriginal
Peoples in Canada. Some reacted to this entreaty by organizing a conference on
Aboriginal rights, which was held in Winnipeg in 2001 at the city's Thunderbird
Friendship Centre. It was attended by prominent Canadian political philosophers plus
the (very) few young Indigenous philosophers who held academic positions and by
several Aboriginal Elders. I had prepared the paper below for this event, but there
was insufficient time to present it, mainly because the Elders spoke at great length to
explain Aboriginal world views. It became apparent that they were primarily
addressing the young Aboriginal philosophers, whom they feared would be corrupted
by non-aboriginal theories and lose sight of their heritage. The conference was thus
an education in more ways than one as we non-Indigenous philosophers found
ourselves witnesses to a drama quite beyond our own professional experiences.
The paper does not address the nature or causes of racism in general or in
abstract terms. Instead it confronts one dimension of the most pervasive, long89

standing, and widespread effects of systemic racism in Canada. This dimension is the
largely understudied but reprehensible situation of Indigenous people and particularly
those who live in cities. At one of the academic book fairs I asked a publisher why
there were almost no books on these urban residents even though a majority of
Aboriginal people in Canada live in large urban areas. His explanation was that it is
relatively easy to get government aid for publication of works about Aboriginal land
claims, territorial governance, or life on reserves, but difficult to get aid for proposals
to address urban aboriginal issues. Perhaps, with (belated) attention by Canadian
political theorists to things urban, this will change.
The second paper is an intervention at a session at the University of
Toronto Centre for Ethics on racism and philosophy. The origin of it and of other
attempts I made to enlist philosophy in anti-racist efforts dates from a 1992 workshop
on racism in the U. of T. Philosophy Department where a student, Martha Ayim,
recalled her first course in philosophy:
In a lecture my professor said: “John Locke is perhaps the greatest
philosopher that ever lived. By the way, Locke didn’t have a problem
with slavery.” When I heard this I shrank in my chair and stared at a
white man I had come to like and respect. Nothing further was said
about how it was possible to be a proponent of slavery and a great
philosopher. So I put my pen down and looked around. White students
were busy writing. Another Black woman in the row behind me stared
into the drapes.
One outcome of the workshop for me was to mount a course on Philosophy and
Racism in the subsequent academic year. The course was popular among the students,
who, with me, urged the Department to make it a regular part of the curriculum,
which unfortunately it never did. Another outcome was to urge my colleagues to
address racism in their scholarship in part by attempting to apply theories of a
favoured philosopher to this topic. In 2003 David Theo Goldberg devoted an issue of
the journal he then edited, Social Identities, to papers by philosophers attempting to do
this. My contribution applied Macpherson’s views to this topic and formed the basis of
a chapter in my later book on Macpherson’s thought. The paper below suggests how
elements of Edmund Husserl’s philosophy can be put to anti-racist use.
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“Urban-Dwelling Aboriginal Peoples: Oeuvres & Homefulness”1
Frank Cunningham
According to the 2016 census, of Canada's nearly 1,700,000 Aboriginal peoples
(First Nations, Métis, and Inuit), just under 52% live in cities with populations of over
30,000.2 Despite the preponderance of Indigenous people living in cities, where, moreover,
they are greatly over-represented in terms of poverty, homelessness, and unemployment,
very little scholarly attention is paid to them by comparison to that devoted to native
reserves or land claims.
An exception is in the impressively researched and comprehensive 4,000 page
study of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, commissioned in 1991, composed
of leading academic researchers and Aboriginal representation, and issued in 1996.3 This
Report devotes detailed attention to the current state of urban Aboriginal peoples and offers
concrete guidelines for policies. My remarks are intended to strengthen the Commission’s
recommendations by proposing some morally normative guidelines.
Prominent among the Report’s recommendations are:
1. Reform of existing institutions. Examples include ensuring that there is
Aboriginal representation on bodies like hospital and education boards or
police commissions and establishing Aboriginal affairs committees to
advise city councils and public bodies.
Prepared for a conference on Aboriginal Rights held in Winnipeg in 2001. An expanded published
paper, “Urban Aboriginal Sovereignty and Homelessness,” is in Philosophy and Aboriginal Rights, Sandra
Tomsons & Lorraine Mayer, eds. (Don Mills, Ontario: Oxford University Press, 2013) 272- 282. That paper
responded to an original mandate of the editors that a focus of contributions to the collection be on
Aboriginal sovereignty.
1
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These numbers are updated from those available when preparing this paper for the 2001 Winnipeg
conference. Subsequent to it aboriginal populations, both on and off reserves, have grown. A succinct
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3
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2. Delegation of decision-making to "urban communities of interest." These
entirely Aboriginal-constituted communities could, the Report suggests,
manage such things as schools or health services. The idea is in keeping
with the prescription of contemporary Associative Democrats that
governing powers be delegated as far as possible to associations of people
directly affected by a policy or agency.
3. Extending powers of Aboriginal nations into cities. This would include
making treaty rights of nations portable so they may be enjoyed by those
who have migrated to cities and extending the jurisdiction of an Aboriginal
nation to apply to off-reserve Aboriginal persons living in cities. Depending
on the demographics involved, this could make a nation a "host" for the
Aboriginal inhabitants of a nearby city who originated from that nation.
The Commission advances these measures in part as ways to meet the vital needs of urbandwelling Aboriginal peoples, such as housing, employment, heath, and education. It also
responds to a strongly expressed desire for self-government or autonomy in the conduct of
their affairs on the part of nearly all the Indigenous individuals and groups who appeared
before the Commission.
Autonomy and Needs
These two injunctions – to meet vital needs and to provide for self-government –
are intimately related. Populations descended from European colonizers and their
governments have given Aboriginal people little reason to believe that fundamental goods
will be adequately provided unless Indigenous people themselves at least participate in
their designation and distribution. The desire for autonomy was surely in great part a
reaction against a paternalism seen as an extension of the domination of Indigenous peoples
by European settlers. Even in the rare cases when paternalism was sincerely meant to serve
Aboriginal peoples’ interests, it has had the deleterious effect of treating them as incapable
of making their own decisions.
An advantage of the Commission’s report is that it ties its recommendations to
concrete measures. While recording the plea in several submissions to it for Aboriginal
sovereignty, the report does not confine itself to this concept, which is notoriously vague.
To the extent that the notion retains core elements of its genesis in European thought -when political sovereignty was modelled on that of God -- it describes an ideal where a
sovereign entity is the sole master of all its affairs, neither dependent on nor responsible to
anything outside of it. One problem with applying this idea to the self-understanding of
Aboriginal peoples is that the element of irresponsibility conflicts with their world views,
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which centrally feature responsibility of peoples to one another, to future generations, and
to the natural world.
Instead, the Commission focusses on autonomy in the sense of self-government.
The Report thus echoes the principle of an "inherent right to self-government" for
Aboriginal peoples entrenched in Canada’s 1982 Constitution Act (section 35: 1). One
virtue of entrenchment is in combatting those who maintain that Aboriginal peoples had
abrogated any such rights in signing treaties with the European colonizers. However,
campaigns for Aboriginal self-government framed in these terms can take the form of
legalistic, state-centric contests where, as Taiaiake Alfred argues, fundamental Indigenous
aspirations get lost.4 To avoid such problems, ways that self government can be exercised
need to be specified. This is just what the Royal Commission strives to do. The three sorts
of measures reported above operationalize the notion of Indigenous self-determination in
urban domains.
The Commission does not rank the modes of self-determination it identifies, but
appeal to either or both autonomy and need suggests that one of the second two of the three
general forms described above should take precedence over the first (reform of existing
institutions). This is not to say that such reforms would not be valuable, but their protection
of autonomy and ensuring need satisfaction are less secure than in the second two modes
of self-determination. Aboriginal advocates on school boards or police commissions, for
example, would provide just one voice among others, and advice is too easy to ignore.
Later, I shall suggest that nonetheless participation of this sort can be important, but when
pressing vital needs are in question, the surest measures are required. As between the
second (community of interest) mode and that focused on Aboriginal nations, the
Commission Report notes that much depends on whether the Aboriginal population of a
city is adequately represented by a nearby nation.
Even when there could be adequate representation, this model assumes that the
governing practices appropriate on reserves are all appropriate within cities and that there
are no uniquely urban Aboriginal political exigencies. In any case, in most Canadian cities
the national heterogeneity of their Indigenous populations would make this scheme
problematic. For the same reason the "host nation" form of self-government is problematic,
especially when considerations of autonomy and of need conflict. Since First Nations, at
least in Canada, have access to federal resources denied to cities, this form might be best
placed to serve the needs of city-dwelling Aboriginal people, but unless a First Nation was
prepared fully to involve its urban members in deliberation about the distribution of these
resources, the autonomy of the latter would be diminished.
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Taiaiake Alfred, Peace, Power, Righteousness: An Indigenous Manifesto (Toronto: Oxford University
Press, 1999) 72. A useful discussion of both the strengths and limitations of recognition of an inherent
right to self-government may be found in Bradford Morse, "The Inherent Right of Aboriginal Governance,"
in John H. Hylton, ed., Aboriginal Self Government in Canada (Saskatoon: Purich, 1999) 16-44.
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Political theorists are divided on the question of whether, when two or more policyguiding norms conflict, appeal should be made to some general principle that ranks them
or it should be taken as a fact of political life that such conflicts sometimes arise, and it is
a political, rather than a philosophical, task to facilitate negotiation between or among
them. My reason for favouring the second approach is partly motivated by misgivings
about foundationalism in normative theory and partly by conviction that those who
sincerely appeal to a norm such as autonomy or need satisfaction will be amenable to
seeking ways of accommodating those with alternative value commitments. For instance,
it is not unrealistic that the autonomy of urban Aboriginal communities could be preserved
by involving them in meaningful ways in making decisions about their needs. The Nisga'a
treaty provides for Nisga'a people residing in Vancouver and other places to participate in
their nation's governance, and this includes deliberation about meeting needs.
An approach at the opposite extreme of invoking foundational ethical theory is
appeal just to what is taken as practically realistic. Citizens of capitalist countries like
Canada, and in particular its Indigenous peoples, may be forgiven for scepticism about
claims to practicality, where, for instance, it is deemed realistic to devote tens of millions
of dollars to corporate bail-outs but devoting small amounts of money to Aboriginal
housing or medical needs. In the rest of this paper. I summarize additional norms which
are more urban-specific than autonomy and need satisfaction and are short of basic ethicaltheoretical considerations. From a suitably abstract perspective the norms described below
could probably be assimilated to those of self-determination or need satisfaction. I treat
them as unique since they are not just instances among many of one of these abstract norms,
but respond to challenges that permeate all aspects of Indigenous life.
Participation in the Oeuvre of a City
The first of these norms is that articulated by the French urbanist, Henri Lefebvre
in his seminal monograph, The Right to the City.5 Cities on his view are works in progress
(oeuvres) and to have a right to one’s city is to have the ability, in substantive, ongoing,
and effective ways, to participate with other urban citizens in the work of making the city
what is can best be. Lefebvre took it as essential to cities that they both create and provide
the means to meet an array of complex and (in a dialectical way) contradictory needs: for
enjoying both privacy and community, work and play, stable security and risky adventure,
anonymity and connectedness, and fostering both city-wide and community-specific values
and attachments. The on-going challenge to those who inhabit cities is to make them
conducive to negotiating these tensions to the enrichment of all their citizens.
It is in keeping with this perspective to see meeting basic needs and achieving
autonomy as among the elements of such enrichment. But there are obstacles, some of
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Henri Lefebvre, "The Right to the City," published in English translation in Eleonore Kofman and Elizabeth
Lebas, eds., Henri Lefebvre: Writings on Cities (London: Blackwell, 1996 [1968]), 147-59.
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which Lefebvre identifies, the chief one for him being the subjugation of urban politics,
planning and daily life to the exigencies of a capitalist market. The obstacles also include
bureaucratic and other impediments to full political engagement at all levels, from the
neighbourhood to city council, and economic barriers to meeting basic needs. If such
obstacles are impediments to the bulk of an urban citizenry enjoying a right to their own
cities, they are even more destructive with respect to urban Aboriginal communities, since
these are integrated with and supported by racist attitudes and systemic racial exclusions,
discrimination, and not infrequently brutality.
It is not hard to identify what is needed to overcome the obstacles. Politically, the
Aboriginal citizens of a city need channels for effective voice and involvement in urban
affairs and for shaping their city's future. In terms of meeting needs jobs, education, and
housing are basic prerequisites. Overcoming racist barriers is necessary for participation in
meeting overarching urban needs, such as for housing, transportation, education, and health
care. Some of these tasks can be taken on by Aboriginal urban citizens alone, but most
require cooperation with other city inhabitants. So here is a place where the first of the
three modes of Aboriginal self-government identified by the Royal Commission –
participation in city boards and commissions – assumes an important role.
One drawback is that these boards and commissions are usually already structured
and populated, so what is needed if there is to be significant Indigenous participation in
them is critical evaluation with Aboriginal input of how they should be restructured. It is
also appropriate to note that Aboriginal participation in the oeuvre of a city need not
accommodate to pre-existing arrangements, but can be uniquely Aboriginal. John Ralston
Saul makes the case that with respect to important aspects of its political culture and
democratic institutions, Canada owes debts to the First Nations it found at settlement.6 I
see no reason why analogous influences could not function in cities, one of which is already
in evidence. In several cities, criminal law courts have been introducing "alternative dispute
resolution" procedures aimed at “therapeutic justice.” These explicitly emulate the
Aboriginal "sentencing circles" wherein questions of appropriate punishments are
deliberated and ways of heading off recidivism are sought.7
Two domains for which Aboriginal peoples living in cities are especially well
suited for constructive urban contributions are those of nature and art. Lefebvre notes that
inhabitants of cities have increasingly recognized the importance of their natural
environments. He also notes, however, that this is not typically due to conversion to an
environmental ethic but thanks to the aspiration of urban leisured classes to avoid noise
and other impediments to their personal enjoyment. The result is that “Nature enters into
exchange value and commodities to be bought and sold” and “the ghetto of leisure
6
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pursuits.”8 By contrast, from century-long traditions Aboriginal peoples have valued
nature, not as a personal convenience, but as something with which humans are intimately
integrated and as meriting respect. In these traditions, humans are dependent on nature,
both as it exists in cities and in their surrounding settings, and they bear a relation to nature
as trustees for its preservation. This means that they have the talents and aptitude to play a
leading role in this aspect of the oeuvre of a city.
Similar considerations pertain to the role of art in a city. Art, Lefebvre argues,
“brings to the realization of urban society its long mediation on life and drama” since
artistic creation and appreciation are important parts of the oeuvre of the city.9 A
contribution that Indigenous people have already been making to urban culture is in their
artwork. In all cities with Aboriginal populations Indigenous artists have produced works
of art enjoyed not just in galleries dedicated to them but in public and other spaces of all
kinds. These contributions are already far out of proportion to the sizes of Aboriginal
populations. When Aboriginal citizens are able to interact with their urban fellows on a
basis of equality, one can imagine many more such contributions to city life.
Homefulness
A second benchmark value that is as important as the right to participate in the life
of a city, but different from it, I label “homefulness.” This norm stands in contrast to the
originating and persisting wrong inflicted on all Indigenous peoples by the European
colonizers and their descendants, which was to deny Aboriginal peoples their "homes."
That a large percentage of Aboriginal people in major cities are living on the streets and
are thus literally homeless is a distressing example of the general phenomenon. But even
when Aboriginal city dwellers have roofs over their heads, they still lack many of the
qualities of homefulness. Cities, like nations, regions, and, of course, family residences are
homeful places to the extent that:
Relations among their inhabitants are motivated by an ethic of mutual
concern (as opposed to such as competitive market relations); they
constitute communities valued for their own sakes (as opposed to being
bound by mutual advantage or entirely reactive communities of fate); and
they provide inhabitants with "life bearings," where this means the rituals,
celebrations, folk wisdom, and daily, weekly, and yearly organizations of
time and work by virtue of which people see themselves as participating
with others in structured and satisfying collective lives.
As deployed here this concept is prescriptive, not descriptive. That is, it is not
ascertained by referring to the physical qualities of actual homes. For both Aboriginal and
8
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non-Aboriginal people these existing sites may either succeed or fail to be homeful. An
especially debilitating consequence of colonization and its legacy has been exactly to
undermine homefulness in those domains of Indigenous life where it should be a prominent
feature. Also, homefulness may be more or less present in any of its possible loci and is
seldom completely realized in any of them. But its structural and, as in the cases of
displacement to residential schools or the outlawing of the potlatch ceremony in northwest
Canada, intentional erosion is especially pronounced. This erosion has been particularly
destructive in the cities.
The norm of homefulness supports the Royal Commission's endorsement of
Aboriginal friendship centres. These provide gathering places and include cultural
amenities, language classes and other educational functions, counselling services, meeting
places, and ceremonial facilities. Though the Commission broaches the idea that friendship
centres could serve as "communities of interest" and in this capacity play a political role in
Aboriginal self-government, it is clear that the commissioners regard the centres as
valuable independently of this role. They provide Aboriginal people with a partial home
within often inhospitable cities.10 But these are not the only sites that can be conducive to
homefulness.
Parks and other public spaces are traditional places for people to gather and
intermingle without any other motive than to enjoy the spaces' amenities and each other's
company. It is a grotesque and shameful distortion of such spaces in my city and others
that some parks have become places of congregation for the most marginalized of
Aboriginal urban people. Severely damaged by prejudice, unemployment, abusive
treatment, and alcoholism, they are reduced to begging and trying to make physical homes
of these spaces to the chagrin of those good citizens who are more concerned about making
their cities comfortable for the middle class and attractive magnets for tourist dollars than
about addressing a glaring injustice. However, city spaces accessible to urban Aboriginal
people need not be of this negative sort.
Public spaces like parks, squares, boardwalks, and public gardens have the potential
to enhance the homefulness of urban dwellers from many different sectors, as sometimes
do those private spaces, such as malls or local pubs and restaurants that do not restrict
public access and activities.11 When these spaces are predominantly made use of by
specific communities, they facilitate fellow feeling and places for sustaining the values and
loyalties of those communities themselves. This is true even when a community is
10
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dispersed throughout a city, but the spaces are even more homeful when located within
neighbourhoods heavily populated by single communities. Either alternative offers ways
beyond friendship centres and other formal places for promoting urban Aboriginal
homefulness.
Making centres and other urban spaces homeful is a task for those who administer
and make use of them, but there are also obligations for cities and their citizenry as a whole.
The more that friendship centres can devote themselves to proactive measures of education
and cultural life rather than having to react to problems caused by unemployment or lack
of shelter the more homeful they will be. In addition, though the point may seem obvious,
centres and public spaces must be accessible, which requires that they be appropriately
located and convenient to affordable public transit. One cannot force communities to
congregate in neighbourhoods (or rather, when this happens the result is a ghetto), but if
people can afford housing and if pressures of gentrification that limit full access to a city's
residential potentials can be successfully counteracted, Aboriginal city dwellers will at
least have the choice of living in proximity to one another in common neighbourhoods.
Friendship centres, clubs, political groups, and public spaces where Aboriginal folk
congregate are "homes" exclusively of and for this population, while broader urban publics
are (potentially) homes that Indigenous people might share with other citizens. A question
then arises regarding whether the exclusively Aboriginal places could not suffice. They
might be seen as islands of homefulness within an otherwise non-Aboriginal setting. Of
course, one limitation of friendship centres, sports clubs, or political associations is that
they are not residences or commercial facilities, but the growth of Aboriginal
neighbourhoods that provide housing and support Aboriginal-owned or managed shops and
market- places could be more or less socially and culturally self-sufficient. The formally
constituted "urban reserves" in some Canadian cities are primarily dedicated to Aboriginal
commercial enterprises, but they could also serve as nucleuses for neighbourhoods.12
The result would be akin to something that already exists in some of the larger,
multicultural cities. In the 1960s and 1970s almost a third of the population of Toronto, for
example, comprised people of Italian descent. They predominantly lived in one part of the
city, which also contained their churches and community centres, shops, and recreational
facilities, and were served by Italian-language newspapers, radio, and television. A similar
situation had existed earlier with respect to Jewish and other European immigrant
communities and currently exists in the city and some of its suburbs for Far and South
12
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Asian, Middle Eastern, and other residents. Attractive as such a model might seem for
achieving homefulness for urban Aboriginal people, I do not think it either feasible or
desirable.
The self-created Italian urban island existed in its pristine form for not much more
than a generation. Social, economic, cultural, and educational forces combined to pull
members of the Italian community into other parts of the city and to draw non-Italians into
the predominantly Italian neighbourhoods. At the same time, elements of non-Italian
culture became part of Italian-Torontonian life, while aspects of the Italian culture were
exported. This intermingling was not on balance negative. It would have been if the
alternative to an insulated community was complete submersion into some sort of melting
pot, but this is not what happened. In terms of homefulness, meaning-conferring patterns
of life and rituals brought with them by the original immigrants came in succeeding
generations to be supplemented in varying degrees with new ones, but these patterns have
not been obliterated. The Toronto experience shows that a large measure of multicultural
retention of ethnic identification can be sustained in a large city and that one need not
choose between cultural homogeneity and mutually isolated heterogeneity.
The implication for urban Aboriginal people is that in the right urban circumstances
they could simultaneously dwell in two homes: one specific to them, one shared with other
city citizens. Indeed, in defiance of the total assimilation strategy behind such former
government policies as the residential schools, Aboriginal culture, within and outside of
cities, has been remarkably resilient. Coexistence of this culture with a broader urban
identification need not, any more than in the Italian Jewish, Chinese, South Asian, etc.
situations, be a case of leading double lives, since these two sorts of homefulness can be
mutually reinforcing. Mutual respect and accommodation are and can potentially be seen
as prerequisites for joint participation in a city’s oeuvres.
The Royal Commission emphasizes the importance for Aboriginal people of
participating with each other in the traditional rites and ceremonies of their nations and,
central to this, of orienting themselves by reference to the land. Guided by urban-residing
Elders and taking advantage of meeting places like the friendship houses, contact with
traditions through ceremonies need not be forsaken. To the extent that cities are embedded
in natural environments and include nature within them, as in their parks and tree canopies
urban Aboriginal inhabitants are at least not completely cut off from the land. Moreover, it
should be made easy for them to visit the lands of their national origins, as many now
regularly do, but often with difficulty.
The Right Not to Live in a City
Perhaps these things will suffice for many Indigenous people to find their cities
homeful places. For others, however, it may not be enough, and they will want to leave a
city or refrain from migrating to one in the first place. Aboriginal people should therefore
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have the realistic right not to live in a city. If migration to a city is due, as it often is, to
economic necessity, and if this same necessity keeps one from migrating out, then an
Aboriginal person is a captive of a city -- hardly conducive to its being a valued home. To
this end there is an obligation of regional and central governments to enable the nations of
Aboriginal peoples to sustain as many of their members who wish it on their own lands
and with dignity. I recognize that this is no small challenge, especially in heavily populated
parts of a country.
It is not the aim of this paper to evaluate claims about feasibility. Its intent, rather,
has been to make out a case for what morality demands in respect of urban Aboriginal
people. None the less, some comments are appropriate about whether Aboriginal people
must be urban captives. First, scepticism is in order regarding claims about the quantity of
land available close to cities. The phenomenon of urban sprawl has illustrated that for some
purposes land can be freed up, often with the aid of municipal or provincial governments.
How land is to be used is in no small measure a matter of political will. A second
observation is that not only is the quantity of reserve lands in question; its quality also is
an important issue. Existing lands can often accommodate larger populations and at the
same time enhance their quality of life in part by taking advantage of contemporary
technology, in particular the new green technologies that mesh well with the environmentfriendly traditional practices of Aboriginal peoples.13
A final point pertains to the likelihood of a mass Aboriginal exodus. If all the
prerequisites were met to make self-government, need satisfaction, full urban participation,
and homefulness possible in cities, it could still transpire that almost no Indigenous persons
would choose to live in a city, thus voiding our cities of Aboriginal presence. This result
would be greatly lamented by many, myself included, but I think such a scenario unlikely.
Just as in the case of immigrant communities, a significant number of urban-dwelling
Aboriginal people could come to find their cities satisfyingly homeful. But if they don’t
and if exit is a realistic possibility, then the decision should surely be freely theirs.

13
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"Husserl’s Phenomenology and Racism”1
Frank Cunningham
This précis pursues Edmund Husserl’s call for philosophers to engage “the true
struggles” of their times by applying his own theories to racism. Appealed to for
this purpose are Husserl’s theory of “intentionality” and his focus on “life
worlds.” The first mandates identifying what race is conceived to be by the
racist. The second suggests interpreting people’s understanding of races by
reference to a distinction between their own and foreign “homes” and to his
treatment of an interplay between traditional “grounds” and future “horizons.”
Philosophers should interpret racism in these terms and defend anti-racist
horizons.

Edmund Husserl’s The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental
Phenomenology, published in 1936 and based on a lecture given in Vienna the previous year,
censures the sciences and philosophy for ignoring the “most burning questions” of “the
meaning or meaninglessness of the whole of human existence."2 The sciences had gotten
lost in uncritical empirical data accumulation (one thinks of today's craze for Big Data), and
the philosophers had forsaken their role as "functionaries of mankind" to interject critical
and visionary thinking into the sciences and engage "the true struggles of our time" between
"humanity which has already collapsed and humanity which still has roots but is struggling
to keep them or find new ones."3
The task of this workshop is to explore ways that philosophy can engage one of the
true struggles of our time, namely to understand and combat racism, and the paper suggests
ways that Husserl's deployment of phenomenology in The Crisis might contribute to this
undertaking. Husserl himself did not systematically address racism, though at the Vienna
conference and in the Crisis he denounced what he called "the zoology of peoples," and the
major crisis he unquestionably had in mind in the 1930's was prominently marked by brutal
racism.
Much of the current philosophical literature on racism relates it to debates over the
value and role of Enlightenment Rationalism, where many consider it a contributor to or
1
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even major cause of racism (e.g. as in David Theo Goldberg's seminal text, Racist Culture,
and in contributions to a collection edited by Emmanuel Eze). 4 These philosophers would
no doubt agree with Husserl’s challenge while negatively reacting to his call for the
"Europeanization of all other civilizations" which was also expressed early on in the book,
perhaps to the extent of simply putting it down. They would, however, be well advised to
continue reading. Specific themes in the Crisis and in phenomenology generally have an
important role in an anti-racist project.
That role is to figure out the world view or, as Husserl prefers to put it, world
representation of racists -- how they experience the world in such a way as to sustain immoral
brutality and dehumanizing characterizations directed against whole populations identified
on the most superficial of grounds.
The Intentional Object of Race
Two broad aspects of Husserlian phenomenology bear on this topic. The first, shared
with all in this tradition since Franz Brentano’s contribution, is intentionality. What is the
intentional object of “race” for the racist? Husserl’s zoology reference suggests one answer
to this question. People constitute a “race” on this interpretation of the racist perspective
when they possess obvious physical, behavioural, and perhaps cultural features in virtue of
their ancestry in a common breeding pool. That race is tied to blood lines helps to explain
why ideas about it are tied to eugenics. It might also explain one source of an association of
racism with sexism, namely the universal and neurotic conviction of racists that “their”
women must be protected from sexual encounters with men of the denigrated race. That the
external markers are obvious is in keeping with the extraordinary superficiality of racist
designations. That completely unique breeding pools have not existed since early prehistoric
times illustrates how race is a constructed concept.
In Husserl’s earlier discussions of experience one finds the most extended treatment
of its general contours. For him as for all phenomenologists it is misleading to think simply
of a subject that experiences and an object that is experienced. Rather experience is a
complex process stretching from what in Ideas Husserl called noetic to noematic poles (his
alternative to a subject/ object distinction) where these two dimensions inform one another.5
With respect to the current discussion this means that the representation of the intentional
object of race in blood-line terms is partially constitutive of the intending racists; that is, they
think of themselves as descendants of an alternative breed. If so, it can be speculated that
there has been a transformation of racist experience from a theological orientation, where
those of the putatively superior race considered themselves as akin to the divine while other
4
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races were beasts, to one where races are regarded secularly as superior and inferior peoples
in antagonistic relations to one another.
Such a transformation may be historically located in the 15th Century during
accelerated European colonization when, gradually and with controversy, it came to be
granted that indigenous peoples, initially of South America, could possess souls. Noteworthy
is that even as this view gained increasing adherence in subsequent centuries racism was not
at all dispelled but its form of god’s agents versus ungodly animals got displaced by a
conception of one species of humans looking to subdue a rival species, where both species
were conceived of in terms of blood. Belief in the putative inferiority of a disparaged race
was retained but now thought of not in religious terms but a secular one wherein its members
were regarded as lacking essential features of human personhood, such as full rationality.
Many current theorists of racism agree that modern racism is coterminous with and
informed by the subjugation of Indigenous Peoples, whose inferiority is exhibited by their
having stood in the way of colonial expansion, which expansion was typically portrayed as
a key part of the progress of civilization (as in the contributions to Robert Ross, ed., Racism
and Colonialism).6 Perhaps some of the Christian missionaries sincerely regarded the contest
between European conquerors and conquered populations in terms of this portrayal, but if
the suggested hypothesis about the intentionality of modern racism has any merit, racist
images and self-images have a more animalistic basis, one that sustains raw violence in
colonizing subjugation.
The Lifeworld of the Racist
The other relevant aspect of Husserl’s phenomenology, prominent in The Crisis, is
found in his discussions of a Lebenswelt (a notion he likely appropriated by him from Georg
Simmel). The key elements of Lebenswelten are common to all lived worlds though the
specific forms they take may be benign or, as in the case of racism, otherwise.
•

People experience the world simultaneously, but with different weights, in
particularistic and in universalistic ways, that is as a world of unique concern
to oneself and to one’s more or less immediate communities but also as
implicating a world of concern to indefinite others, or as Husserl puts it as a
world “for me” and a world “for all.” As a champion of Enlightenment
Rationalism he was concerned to encourage the latter emphasis. This stance
would also be attractive for someone who sees overcoming racism as mainly a
matter of supplanting local identifications with universal ones (for example,
Kenan Malik’s The Meaning of Race). 7
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Of course, if a universal perspective is seen as embodying moral values
incompatible with racist attitudes, it would follow that complete success in this
venture would eradicate racism, but the venture will not be attractive those who
see a world of Montesquieuist individuals as impossible to attain and even, to
the extent it could be approximated, pernicious. In any case, as I read him
Husserl did not think that the particularistic dimension of a life world could or
should be completely eradicated. I shall shortly return to this question.

•

•

Another essential feature of one’s Lebenswelt is “communalization”
(Vermeinschaftung or Wirsubjektivität). The world is always experienced from
within and through the optics of the communities within which one dwells,
and, one might add, though Husserl does not emphasize this, people typically
if not always inhabit overlapping communities. So to understand the racist is
to understand his or her racist-supporting communities. The point is an
elementary sociological one, but understanding it recommends against an
approach to racism that sees it as mainly a matter of individual bias or
psychosis. To grasp the world within which the racist lives, Durkheim is more
useful than Freud. Moreover, if among the overlapping communities that
inform a person’s experience are some that are at odds with or at least are not
convenient to racist attitudes and behaviour, there may be at least points of
entrée to weaken community-supported racism.

•

A related dimension of life worlds for Husserl is that a person’s intimate
community attachments constitute a “home” standing in contrast to what is
outside it: a “Heimwelt” and a “Fremdwelt” For some, in particular the racist,
an outside community is a hostile one. However, on a Husserlian account, and
in keeping with the meaning of the German term, this need not be the case. A
Fremdwelt might be a strange, or an alien, or simply a different community.
So, again, there is the possibility of nurturing a Lebenswelt composed of homes
and non-hostile neighbours. A depressing negative example will help to make
the point, namely the Israeli “settlements,” which both forcibly expel some
from their homes and create homes for others and that, largely in virtue of these
very expulsions, are in fact beset by hostility from without.
Lived worlds are always historically embedded. They include past traditions
(Grunden) and visions of future purposes (Horizonen). This means that a
sociological approach to racism, however rich, is insufficient unless conjoined
with an historical one. Racists, like anyone else, take their bearings from
inherited traditions and sometimes also see themselves as destined to perpetuate
them. Evidently, this aspect of a Lebenswelt implicates the other aspects:
historical missions may be limited simply to preserving one’s particular
traditions and communities or be more radically universalistic. Husserl sees this
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interplay of ground and horizon as present in all societies, including primitive
ones (as interestingly, if ambiguously, discussed in a letter by him to Lévy
Bruhl). Sometimes he seems to see the horizon-expanding, universalistic aspect
as progressive, but evidently this need not be the case, as in Nazi-like aspirations
to rid the world of a hated race.
Combatting Racism
From the late 1980’s anti-racist philosophers have usefully addressed questions
about modern conceptions of race, linking them to racism in the secular sense. Examples,
of many, are Theodore Allen’s The Invention of the White Race,8 Robert Miles’s Racism,9
and Charles Mills’ Blackness Visible.10 Building on this work, philosophers might well
delve into the phenomenology and the social-psychology of racism, in particular to identify
social, cultural, economic, and political conditions that either facilitate or potentially
undermine the construction of racist self-identifications and values as experienced thus
challenging both the noetic and the noematic poles of a racist world view.
Attention to the related aspects of a Lebenswelt – that it is embedded in an
historically inherited community standing in relation of home/non-home to other
communities – suggests ways that negative elements of people’s particularistic
identifications might be exposed without striving somehow to eliminate such
identifications and replace them with universal ones. The task suggested is one that nearly
all those engaged in anti-racist endeavours strive to advance, namely to de-demonize the
domains seen by racists as threatening to them.
For instance, the dangers to their home communities that many, both racists and nonracists, perceive coming from Black ghetto’s in the larger cities of North America, are not
entirely imagined to the extent that crime and attendant street violence thrive within them.
Few deny that this, in turn, is largely created by such as unemployment, lack of social
services, homelessness, and the like – all conditions subject to remedy. There are other, more
direct, measures. Many have noted that children are more likely to be colour blind than older
people and possess an intuitive sense of elementary justice. This suggests such measures as
providing high quality, public day care facilities in which children from different home
worlds interact or twining schools from different neighbourhoods. Urban planning that
includes community centres and public spaces conducive to interactions among diverse
peoples is also possible.

8

Theodore Allen, The Invention of the White Race (London: Verso, 1994).

9

Robert Miles, ed., Racism (London: Routledge, 1989) chap. 3.
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Charles Mills, Blackness Visible (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998) chap. 3.
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Regarding racist life worlds, a primary task of philosophers is to assume their roles
as functionaries of humanity and, drawing on aspects of a tradition, to identify, defend, and
expand humanistic horizons. In the case of Europe at Husserl’s time this meant for him to
retrieve “the primary establishment of modern European humanity itself – humanity which
seeks to renew itself radically as against the foregoing medieval and ancient ages” (12). For
the Rationalist Husserl this entails retrieving and buttressing Rationalism, though he
specifies without elaboration “not in its 18th Century naïve form.”11
Aside from its specifically pro-Enlightenment aspect, the charge Husserl assigns to
philosophers is to reveal "possibilities for a complete reorientation of view [where] questions
never before asked will arise, fields of endeavour never before entered, correlations never
before grasped or radically understood will show themselves."12 This is exactly the horizonexpanding task philosophers today should be setting for themselves, whether from within
the Phenomenological tradition or otherwise, with respect to racism.

11

Husserl, Crisis, 16.

12

Ibid., 18.
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CITIES
One of the interruptions of my formal education was devoted to living for a time
in New York City (in 1960 if I recall correctly). At the same time, I was coming out of a
period of immersion in mystical literature and had tried to divest myself of material,
earthly concerns. I can date the abandonment of this aspiration to a specific time and
place, namely dusk walking one evening on the Brooklyn Bridge. Surveying the
Manhattan cityscape, I was awestruck by the lights, sounds, movements, and buildings of
its magnificent materiality -- all things mystics are especially counselled to avoid. This
sparked in me an attraction to metropolises that stuck with me in the ensuing years and
finally found its way into my academic pursuits in the Spring of 1993.
Then chairing the Philosophy Department, I was phoned one evening by the U.
of T.’s President, Rob Prichard, telling me that I would be contacted by one Joseph
Rotman (after whom the University’s business school was later named) and that I was to
accommodate him no matter what he wanted. (President Prichard energetically pursued
donations.) Mr. Rotman’s proposal was that the Department, in which he, like nearly all
Jewish U. of T. students of his generation, had taken courses with Emil Fackenheim, join
in some project with his Reform synagogue, Holy Blossom Temple. The Chief Rabbi of
the Temple, Dow Marmur, and I struck it off, and decided to hold a two-day conference
with keynote speakers and workshops on the topic of Cities, then little attended to either
by contemporary theologians or philosophers. We entitled it “The City: Philosophical
and Theological Perspectives.” Enthused by the success of this event, Joseph Rotman
supported and participated in planning three more cooperative conferences: “Walls
Within Cities,” “Race and the City,” and “Virtue and the City.”
That Innis College at the University of Toronto housed the university’s
undergraduate Urban Studies Program was a major incentive for me to take on the
position of its Principal in 2000, and I began fully integrating urban issues into my
teaching and research. In addition to Aristotle, Dewey and Jane Jacobs, I found some of
the utopian and European theorists, in particular Charles Fourier, Henri Lefebvre, and
Walter Benjamin, of most use in these undertakings. As well, I participated in an active
downtown Toronto neighbourhood association (the Annex Residents’ Association)
serving for a time as chair of its Planning and Zoning Committee. This experience partly
compensated for my lack of formal training in urban planning by affording me streetlevel understanding of my city.
After my Innis position, I moved to a University of Toronto research centre, which
had recently been renamed the Cities Centre, as its resident Humanist. (My office
overlooked the historic corner of College St. and Spadina Avenue.) I was especially
attracted to the Centre’s involvement with the local politics, culture, and governance of
the city. However, the University administration was not enthusiastic about this
involvement (unless it could identify potential big-buck donors) and precipitously closed
the Centre in 2013 after its 49 years of existence. Shortly thereafter I left the University
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and Toronto and moved to British Columbia, where I was appointed as an Adjunct
Professor of Urban Studies at Simon Fraser University. It maintains engagement with
local urban issues; so I have been able to recoup the sort of scholarly life I had enjoyed
in the dismantled U. of T. Cities Centre, as well as involving myself again in
neighbourhood activism in the West End of Vancouver.
The first paper in this section was given at the 2008 World Congress of
Philosophy meetings in Seoul. It is based on an introduction to my approach to cities
prepared for the Bulletin of the Centre (then called the Centre for Urban and Community
Studies). Thanks to the reputation of its editor, David Hulchanski, this garnered attention
from the few philosophers in North America then concerning themselves with things
urban. The second paper addresses the much-discussed topic of urban public spaces from
a heterodox point of view.
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“Urban Philosophy: A Pragmatic Perspective”1
Frank Cunningham
Pragmatism focuses on persisting problems for urban governance and
planning These include: balancing planning with neighbourhood initiatives;
promoting urban sustainability in the face of urban flux; accommodating
multicultural diversity while avoiding auto-ghettoization; promoting
creative cities while avoiding “golden Disneyworlds;” recognizing urban
anonymity while encouraging community spirit; and respecting both local
and global needs. The civic virtues defended are concern, toleration, and
trusteeship.

This paper outlines ideas about how to think of cities in the manner of philosophical
Pragmatism. A starting point is suggested by Immanuel Kant, who posed as the three
fundamental question of philosophy, What can I know?, What ought I to do?, and For what
may I hope?2 Urban philosophy can be thought of as posing the analogous questions, What
is a city?, What is a good city?, and What is the ideal city?
Most philosophers addressing social or political comportment focus on good (i.e,
“ought”) questions, but with respect to cities, the “ideal city” question has historically taken
pride of place. This is because the most prominent philosophers from Plato through Thomas
More, Tommaso Campanella, and Francis Bacon to Charles Fourier and extending into
modern times, have been the utopians. Moreover, the stand one takes on utopian cities has
defined a major fault line in urban philosophy, planning, design, and politics.
Thus, in the introduction to her text The Death and Life of Great American Cities
Jane Jacobs criticizes Le Corbusier and Ebenezer Howard whose legacy she sees as
dominant in contemporary urban planning and thinking and whom she correctly places in
the utopian tradition.3 Le Corbusier's Marseille showcase, l'Unité d'Habitation, almost
exactly embodies the forms and functions prescribed by Charles Fourier, for his Phalanstery.
Howard's Garden City plan and the more recent New Urbanist thinking that echoes it are
prefigured in the views of More and the other early utopians, whose ideal cities were
centrally planned and rigourously ordered. This antagonism has ancient roots:
When the institutions of a society make it most utterly one, that is a
criterion of their excellence than which no truer or better will ever be
found. Plato, The Laws [739d]

1

Prepared for the World Congress of Philosophy meetings, Seoul, August 3, 2008

.
2

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (New York: Macmillan, 2003 [1787]) 635 (A805).

3

Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage House, 1992 [1961]) 17-25.
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Is it not obvious that a [city] state may at length attain such a degree
of unity as to be no longer a state? -- since the nature of a state is to
be a plurality …. So that we ought not to attain this greatest unity
even if we could, for it would be the destruction of the state. Aristotle,
Politics [1261a]

We shall shortly return to this opposition, but first a Pragmatic point of entry to cities based
on the first of the three questions appropriated from Kant will be constructed. Arguably,
“what” questions are the most challenging philosophical ones, and answers to them implicate
stances toward the other questions as well. For instance, Socrates’ question put to his friends
at the beginning of The Republic, what is justice? launched an inquiry of 300 pages which
continues to this day.
John Dewey’s The Public and its Problems4 provides one way of answering the What
is a City? question that goes beyond the genus of this term (as a large built form for human
habitation, employment and recreation) to identify cities as one sort of a “public.” Dewey
conceived of publics as constellations of people who interact through time and who, despite
differences in their interests and values, face common problems that require joint action to
be addressed. Dewey had in mind the United States, which, when he wrote this tract in 1927,
certainly faced such problems. His plea was for Americas to recognize that they constituted
a public and to take collective measures to address national problems. But nations are not
the only kinds of publics, as schools, work places, families, regions of nations or, indeed,
the world are also publics, as are cities. From this point of view a city is:
an urban-dwelling public confronting persisting quotidian problems of living,
work, and leisure the solutions to which extend beyond custom and face-to-face
negotiation.
That the problems facing an urban public are daily differentiates it from a national public.
Solutions to urban problems also cannot usually be solved by custom or direct negotiation thus
differentiating cities from villages.

Urban Problematics
In addition to the problems for cities of providing water, transportation, security, and
the like, there are also large-scale urban tensions, or “problematics,” that pose persisting
problems. Five examples (recognizing that they are likely specific to my part of the world)
are:
Steering/Accommodation. The problematic here is that the sustenance and
growth of cities require planning, but cities are inhabited by people with a large
variety of established patterns of life and work of their own to which planners

4

John Dewey, The Public and its Problems (Denver: Swallow Books, 1927).
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must accommodate unless they are to abuse the very citizens they are charged
with improving cities for.
Environmental Systematicity/Urban Chaos. Cities are built environments
located within natural environments on which they can have detrimental
effects. All environmentalists today recognize that environmental problems
must be addressed on a large scale, taking account of the way that aspects of a
natural and built environment systematically interact, that is, in a holistic,
ecosystemic manner. However, in the flux of urban life and work there is an
element of unpredictability (chaos) that inhibits their being understood or
manipulated in this way.
Diversity/Auto-Ghettoization. This is a problematic that pertains especially to
multicultural cities like my home, Toronto. The life of cities is made vibrant
by the diversity of multiculturalism, but in the interests of preserving their
unique cultures, there is a tendency for ethnic groups to localize themselves in
sectors of a city, cutting them off from other parts of the population and thus
diminishing the interactions required if multiculturalism is to enliven the city.
Similar points can be made about gentrified and other class ghettos.

Creative Cities/Golden Disney Worlds. Cities in North America are
increasingly presenting themselves as “world class” in order to promote
business and tourism. Many think the way to do this is to attract to their cities
“creative class” people in the urbanist, Richard Florida’s term5 such as
dynamic entrepreneurs and to promote high-end condominium development
and cultural facilities to this end. But to the extent that this effort succeeds, the
costs of housing, restaurants, and shops in city centres increase to the point of
displacing local inhabitants, increasing homelessness, decline of independent
businesses, and disappearance of artists’ communities. These and other
problems make cities less equitable as well as more homogenously boring.

Communities/Anonymity. Dewey emphasized that an important prerequisite for
publics effectively to address problems is that they recognize themselves as
publics. This both requires and breeds a certain sort of community. However,
unlike villages and other smaller publics, cities are places where most people
are anonymous to one another, and anonymity strains community sentiment.
Local/Global. Cities are made up of internal sectors – centres of commerce,
manufacture, and neighbourhoods – and are themselves located within larger
regions. This is problematic when the needs of cities as a whole or of city
5
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regions conflict with local needs. For example, to prevent urban sprawl,
housing must be intensified within cities, but this creates crowding which
negatively impacts on residents, or neighbourhoods resist the disruption and
dislocation of expanded transit systems.
The Nature of Cities and Civic Virtues
Before surveying reactions to these problematics from the point of view of Deweyan
Pragmatism, it will be helpful to return to the What question, this time from the point of view
of Walter Benjamin. In his reflections on the modern metropolis, specifically Paris, and
taking that city’s Arcades as encapsulating both the positive and the negative potentials of
cities, Benjamin draws on a mélange of Marxist, Phenomenological, and Surrealist concepts
to defend the point of view of Aristotle regarding urban unity. 6 To this extent, Benjamin’s
stance is anti-utopian. He has little but scorn for the massive, centralized restructuring of
much of Paris by Baron von Haussmann, and he celebrates the “flâneur” as one who “walks
long and aimlessly,” his daydreams prompted by the sights and sounds of the city, which
celebration does not fit well with utopian cities where everything is to have a rational
purpose. But at the same time, Benjamin sees merit in utopianism for breaking the hold of
stultifying tradition, and he extensively draws on the views of Charles Fourier.
Benjamin’s descriptions of cities in his Paris Arcades Project evoke a traditional
contrast between Jerusalem and Babylon, taken as archetypical cities that symbolize, in the
one case, divinely-supported order or coherence and, in the other case, secular chaos or
incoherence. (This contrast ignores the fact that Jerusalem has been a site of violent conflict
throughout its history, while the Western world’s first comprehensive legal order, the Code
of Hammurabi, originated in Babylon, and that both cities have always been marked by
secular/divine tensions.) A more nuanced image is conveyed in Benjamin’s conclusion to a
prequel to the Project where he extols “not the divinities of Olympus … but the Dioscuri.”7
These were Castor and Pollux, sons of Leda, the first fathered by a moral, the other by Zeus.
Thus, the Dioscuri taken together are three-fourths secular (incoherent) and one-fourth
divine (coherent). One might, then, take it that for Benjamin cities are both coherent and
incoherent, weighted toward the latter.

6

Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999 [1927-1939]). A
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The Routledge Handbook of Philosophy of the City, S. Meagher et. al., eds. (New York: Routledge, 2020) 6575.
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Cities
Coherent

Incoherent

Community

Anonymity

Tradition

Innovation

We are now in a position to address the “What is a good city?” question. Cities contain and
constitute communities, but they are places where anonymity is both prevalent and accepted.
They are safe for the flâneur. Cities have tradition-infused characteristics unique to them but
they also facilitate and demand innovation. A city that was entirely coherent would be frozen
or dead -- a homogenous unity instead of the multiplicity that Aristotle identified as essential
to cities. Moreover, each of the coherent and the incoherent dimensions of cities can have
undesirable characteristics.
Negative City Characteristics
Incoherent

Coherent

Economy:

Consumerism

Stultification

Culture:

Anomie

Closedness

Politics:

Apathy / Self-Centredness

Conservatism

To favour a city that is partly incoherent is not to invite consumerism, anomie, and
apathy or self-centredness, but to see these as capable of being tempered by appeal to
tradition and community when anonymity is protected and innovation encouraged. By
contrast, countering stultification, closeness, and conservatism in a society where tradition
and community overwhelm innovation and anonymity is difficult if not impossible.
Like any other public in Dewey’s sense, an urban public cannot address common
problems if all that holds it together is self-interest. But if a city is not rooted in a common
tradition, then values are required appropriate to city life which are strong enough to unite a
public while not overwhelming urban diversity. These are the civic virtues, thus putting two
more problems on an urban agenda. One – not addressed here – is to know how appropriate
values can be instilled in a city’s urban population.8 The other is to identify the appropriate
values. The characterization of cities as combining incoherence and coherence, suggests at
least two such values: toleration and concern.
8

I address Aristotle on this question in “The Virtues of Urban Citizenship,” City, Culture and Society, vol. 2,
2011, 35-44
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Acceptance of incoherence

-

Toleration

Commitment to coherence

-

Concern

If urban populations exhibit a multiplicity of life styles and values and people are
mostly anonymous to one another, they must at least be tolerant of each other. An ethic of
“live and let live” is essential to city life. But if the city is to cohere in confronting common
problems, this ethic must be supplemented by a virtue of concern so, for example, people in
need are not just tolerated but actively cared for, and self-interest does not overwhelm the
provision of public goods.
Recognition of long-term, trans-generational effects of urban structures and
institutions and the vital role that cities must play in addressing environmental problems
prompts adding a third virtue, namely seeing oneself as a trustee of the city in which one
resides as opposed to its exploiter.
Concern for the future

-

Trusteeship

Civic trusteeship involves taking responsibility for the preservation of public places.
Building projects and architectural design from this standpoint are undertaken with an eye to
future generations and environmental impacts. Infrastructural and future maintenance costs are
built into planning and budgeting. An ethic incorporating trusteeship can be integrated into
a wide variety of cultures, and in this way it is compatible with urban diversity.
Pragmatism and the Problematics
Pragmatism does not promise to “solve” major problems, but to facilitate working
away at them by prioritizing their alternative dimensions and suggesting measures, if not to
eliminate, at least to ameliorate tensions between them. For example, to indicate without
elaboration some salient considerations regarding the problematics listed above:
Steering/Accommodation. The Pragmatic perspective outlined here prescribes a
bias toward accommodation against steering (Jane Jacobs over Robert Moses).
However, since local urban constituencies in their ensemble themselves
constitute an urban public facing problems calling for joint action, a measure of
central steering is unavoidable. This will certainly confront tensions, but these
will be easier to deal with if both central steering, as by municipal governments
and planning agencies, and localized initiatives of the sort pursued by
neighbourhood associations or local businesses are undertaken in accord with
the urban virtues.
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Environmental Systematicity/Urban Chaos. Keynsean economic regulation
offers a model of how this problematic can be addressed that is in keeping with
a Pragmatic orientation. These regulations retained room for individual market
exchanges, that is, they did not constitute economic planification. Negatively
expressed, they put limits on what individual transactions could be, or positively
considered, they provided guidance and benchmarks for such transactions. Just
such environmental regulations are called for in cities. For them to gain citizen
compliance, the regulations also should be developed in consultation with
members of an urban public, and one, moreover, whose members exhibit the
virtue of trusteeship in deliberating about environmental regulations.
Diversity/Auto-Ghettoization. Pragmatism recommends against policies that
inhibit ethnic enclaves, as for example, taxation and regulations that displace
local shops and restaurants with mega stores and chains or gentrification of
neighbourhoods that drive inhabitants out of them. At the same time
preservation of local cultures should be complemented with measures to
encourage city-wide identifications and values. This might be especially
important in the case of education, where segregation of schools by religion or
economic class should be avoided.
Creative Cities/Golden Disney Worlds. In this case it is appropriate to challenge
a problematic itself. The “creative class” problematic is generated by the
overriding aspiration of some to turn their cities into successful global
competitors. On the version of Pragmatism deployed here, this aspiration derives
from a view of cities as primarily economic engines embodying what C.B
Macpherson called a “culture of economic growth.”9 Richard Florida himself,
though he coined the term “creative class,” has come to reject this aspiration. In
a recent book describing a “new urban crisis” he decries “the concentration of
talent and economic activity in fewer and fewer places not only divides the
world’s cities into winners and losers but ensures that the winner cities become
unaffordable for all but the most advantaged.”10
Communities/Anonymity. Because publics are not regarded as tradition-bound
communities in this perspective, the fact that in cities most people are
anonymous to each other is not negatively regarded, and can be seen as liberating
individuals from the pressures of small-town conformist pressures. At the same
time measures should be encouraged that temper mutual indifferences among
anonymous citizen and facilitate taking actions in the common interest. One of
9
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these is the ample provision of quality public spaces. Another, is the promotion
of a sense of civic pride, as, for instance, in celebrating the past (virtuous)
achievements of one’s city.
Local/Global. Pragmatic encouragement of people who constitute objective
publics to perceive themselves as such figure in addressing this tension. When
neighbourhood preservation collides with city-wide needs, or when city and
regional efforts conflict, this is not always because a public is threatened by nonpublic forces, but because there are overlapping publics (as opposed, for
example, to situations where developers aim to force through projects of their
own with no public bases and charge opposition with NIMBYism).
Tensions between genuine local and trans-local public needs calls for
dialogue and negotiation. In some city regions, mayors of constituent cities in
the regions regularly meet to identify common problems and to seek accord.
Within cities, well-functioning city councils comport themselves in the same
way. Such efforts do not always succeed, but it is surprising to some urban
planners and politicians how often agreement can be reached.
****
As noted, a Pragmatic orientation does not aspire to ultimate solutions. Also,
Pragmatism avoids universal models. For example, whether or where urban development
should be primarily left to market forces or be centrally directed is not a matter that can be
decided for all possible urban challenges: the utopianisms of both state plannification and
free-market libertarianism are suspect. Such “How” problems shade into “By Whom” ones,
and this includes philosophers. One thing they are supposed to be good at is developing
orientations toward complex and elusive subjects. It has, therefore, been the main aim of this
paper to outline a concept of the city as simultaneously coherent and incoherent and as a site
of certain sorts of problems, requiring civically virtuous values for their solution and best
approached pragmatically.
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“Public Spaces and Subversion”1
Frank Cunningham
This paper joins contemporary celebrations of the potentials of urban public
spaces as subversive of an oppressive status quo (e.g. providing for radical
protest or promoting democratic deliberation), and it highlights two
additional potentials: facilitating fun instead of work (homo ludens vs. homo
faber) and nurturing habits of trusteeship. Together these challenge a
possessive-individualist culture focused on productivism and private
property. The paper concludes by identifying conditions for securing these
features of public spaces.

The foyer of the central arts and social sciences building at my university is full of all
manner of public activity: students talking, reading, dozing, playing cards; tables representing
a wide variety of clubs and ethnic communities; and most directly related to the topic of this
paper students advocating political causes, passing out material denouncing putative (and
more often than not correctly imputed) wrong-doings by authorities ranging from the
university administration to the federal government and beyond. Encroachment on the foyer’s
public activities has, however, begun creeping in. A commercial coffee counter takes up some
of it, and periodically the entire space is rented out for the sale of posters. While normally it
is almost unthinkable that police would evict people or even enter the foyer, it is not at all
unthinkable that they should intervene if student activities disrupted the sale of coffee or
marketing of posters.
This foyer could thus serve as a model for a number of critics of contemporary cities
who see conservative political consequences in the erosion of public spaces. Critics decry this
on the political grounds that a vibrant democracy requires the ability of people effectively to
challenge or, indeed, to subvert a status quo. One way that public spaces are supposed to
facilitate such subversion is by providing loci for protest.2 Less directly, public places are seen
as forums for democratic debate and deliberation as alternatives to anemic forms of democracy
where citizen activity is limited just to voting.3 Finally, in public places people encounter
1

Edited from Mark Kingwell & Patrick Turmel, eds., Rites of Way: The Politics and Poetics of Public Space
(Waterloo, On.: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2009) 85-99.
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of the Association of American Geographers, vol. 85, no. 1 (March 1995) 108-133.
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those who are less fortunate than themselves, thus calling their attention to poverty and other
social problems in need of solutions.4 This paper supports the opinion that public spaces are
potentially subversive of objectionable features of society; however, the potentials it sees are
different from these three.
Public Spaces
Parks, building foyers, boardwalks, plazas, sidewalks and other such spaces are public
if they are demographically accessible and open. They may, therefore, include people from a
wide range of backgrounds (ethnic, class, embracing different values, etc.), and occupants are
largely anonymous to another. To accessibility must be added two more characteristics of an
urban place to make it a public space. One of these is that it is multi-functional and among its
functions are some that are valued for their own sakes. While a sidewalk is a facility for a
pedestrian to get from one point to another, it can also be a destination sought for itself, e.g.,
as in a place for indulging in the pleasures of the flâneur. A second characteristic is that public
spaces possess their own identities. A long sidewalk may traverse many parts of a city -residential, commercial, faced by small homes or shops or large ones, well treed or not,
accessing a variety of amenities, and so on, each segment with characteristics unique to it.
Similarly, parks, plazas, etc. have unique qualities.
Sometimes public spaces with these broad features promote one or more of the
subversive functions often claimed for them (radical organization and protest, democratic
deliberation and debate, opening the eyes of the affluent), and for those who aspire to subvert
a conservative status quo there are these good reasons to protect them. While sharing this
aspiration and therefore favouring the preservation and expansion of public spaces in the
hopes they will sometimes perform the aforementioned functions, I nonetheless doubt that
there is an essential connection between the functions and public spaces as such. Some public
spaces sometimes figure in radical protest-- streets and sidewalks for marches, parks for rallies
-- but they do not participate in any intimate way in engendering them. The times must be
ripe, and the impetuses for radical activity come from different sources. What is objected to
is that denial of these spaces impedes radical activity, as when demonstrations are banned in
front of consulate or government buildings, but this is different from seeing the spaces, qua
public spaces, as essential to acquiring radical sentiments.
Christie Pits, a park in Toronto, was a site in 1933 of a violent race riot when a baseball
team of Jewish locals was attacked by members of a Swastika Club. For several decades
thereafter annual demonstrations against racism were held in the Pits, and marches for this
and similar causes originated there. During these years the Park’s identity was tied up with
4
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anti-racism. But while some historical memory of the riot remains (as in the song
“Bobcaygeon” in a 1999 album, Phantom Power, by the rock band The Tragically Hip),
Christie Pits itself is not a wellspring of anti-racist sentiment. Public consciousness of its
identity as a place for protesting racism waxes and wanes with the rise and fall of anti-racist
movement activity in the city as a whole, and other, non-subversive, functions that originate
in it, for example, as the anchor of an annual Santa Claus parade, displace its radical
associations.
A similar point can be made about democratic debate and deliberation. Sometimes
events designed to facilitate these things are organized in public spaces, as with the teach-ins
held during the Vietnam War on the grounds of universities. But, again, this is no more than
making use of the places, for which alternatives such a church or union hall are also available,
and the spaces themselves do not prompt the deliberation and debate. On the contrary, places
like sidewalks, parks, plazas, boardwalks, and squares are not especially conducive to these
activities by virtue of the multiplicity of their uses, the diversity of their occupants, and their
anonymity. Champions of deliberative democracy see it as taking place among people with
diverse views while insisting that all participants must be motivated to engage in the
deliberation. But those who are in a place for a purpose other than political deliberation can
only view attempts to engage them in such as annoyances or even assaults by cranks (not, let
us face it, utterly foreign to public spaces).
The thesis about public spaces educating people to injustices comes the closest to
establishing an intimate connection between the spaces and subversive attitudes. However,
there is no guarantee or even probability regarding this result. Also, experience of widespread
poverty in public places can even counteract radical activity. When, in my city, homeless
people began to appear begging on the streets and sleeping in parks there was indeed outrage
that the city could have come to this. But as the number of the homeless and the begging
escalated, there were too many to help personally and people began to ignore and literally step
over the homeless. When the numbers of homeless people expanded to the point that some
downtown parks became unusable by ordinary citizens, they were either abandoned or
measures were taken to exclude the homeless by such means as removing or redesigning
benches or even by police action.
Homo Ludens
In the rest of this essay two ways that public spaces are more intimately potentially
subversive are advanced. The first is suggested by Constant Nieuwenhuys and other members
of the avant-garde urban design and architectural movement of the 1960s and 1970s, the
International Situationists. Drawing on a celebrated work by anthropologist Johan Huizinga,5
they lamented the way that cities are organized to facilitate work. Cities, they complained, are
informed by an image of a human as producer – Homo Faber -- rather than as a seeker of
5
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creativity, pleasure. fun, and play – Homo Ludens. Nieuwenhuys proposed a model for a city,
“New Babylon,” designed to facilitate the latter activities.6 Whether it is realistic for an entire
city to be built on this model (and he did think this realistic), there are now places in all cities
reserved for fun and play, some publicly administered (exhibitions, fairs, public sports venues)
some private (theme parks, stadiums, bars, and the like).
A city devoid of any such places would be a dreary place in which to live or work, but
public spaces as described in this essay have characteristics not shared by these other venues.
Fun in a public space is typically spontaneous and opportunistic. By contrast, in what might
be labelled quasi public spaces, such as a theme park, museum or sporting event, one budgets
time and usually money for admittance and has specific recreational activities in mind. In a
fully public place people find themselves stopping at a bench to rest and watch the passing
parade, enjoying urban artists’ murals, listening to music, engaging in unchallenging
bavardage with strangers, perhaps joining into impromptu sporting activities. Quasi public
spaces can still be venues for fun, though in them everyone is recreating with reference to the
same thing, like watching the game, taking the same rides, or drinking beer.7 In a full public
space a variety of activities are taking place: passing through, caring for children, sitting about,
playing chess, walking dogs, eating a snack, sketching, playing musical instruments, and so
on.
A champion of Nieuwenhuys’ New Babylon vision might note that sometimes
organized and planned fun is not fun for its own sake but something that functions to enable
people to continue working in the future and to reward them for past work. This brings us to
what it is about public-space fun that is potentially subversive of a status quo. The Situationists
retrieved some revolutionary themes of Paul Lafargue, who (in distinction from the view of
his father-in-law, Karl Marx, that in communism work would be "life's prime want") regarded
all human woes as "due to man's passion for work” and urged the proletariat to “proclaim its
right to idleness.... refuse to work more than three hours a day, and spend the rest of the
twenty-four hours in repose and revelry.”8
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The point of the Situationists, like that of Lafargue, is not just or primarily to endorse
one sort of life style: it is political. A culture of work is seen as growing from and sustaining
an oppressive society, namely that described by another of the Situationists, Raoul Vaneigem:
What spark of humanity, of a possible creativity, can remain alive in a being
dragged out of sleep at six every morning, jolted about in suburban trains,
deafened by the racket of machinery, bleached and steamed by meaningless
sounds and gestures, spun dry by statistical controls, and tossed out at the end
of the day into the entrance halls of railway stations, those cathedrals of
departure for the hell of weekdays and the nugatory paradise of weekends,
where the crowd communes in weariness and boredom? …. From the
butchering of youth’s energy to the gaping wounds of old age, life cracks in
every direction under the blows of forced labour. Never before has a
civilization reached such a degree of contempt for life.9
The political dimension of the Situationist critique fits nicely with the orientation
of their contemporary, Henri Lefebvre, for whom people's "right to a city" centrally
includes the right to live in a city the design, architecture, governance, infrastructures,
and landscapes of which are not subordinated to capitalist economic needs.10 Many
things impede the realization of this right, but among them is a culture of Homo Faber
harboured by the very people – that is, nearly everybody – whose lives are regimented
by the exigencies of a mass-market, industrialized economy.
Not all public spaces prompt or sustain the fun-for-its-own-sake activities that run
counter to this culture, and how powerful tendencies in this direction are is no doubt a matter
of degree. An important quality of public spaces that helps is their multi-functionality. That
the very same plaza or sidewalk that one walks through or on to go work (school, shopping)
are also places in which one can stop and enjoy oneself inhibits ghettoization of playful places.
The cultural revolution sought by the Situationists is not one where people are workaholics
during weekdays and celebrants of life in the evenings and on weekends. It is a transformation
of one’s view of life priorities, as well as support for appropriate social, economic. and builtenvironment transformations.
It should be emphasized that the Situationists were not arguing in Luddite fashion for
dismantling the instruments of model industry, but for changing priorities such that the
9
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economy should serve lives of repose and revelry, rather than undermining them. Nor is it
suggested that a proliferation of public spaces will of itself engender a cultural revolution.
Rather, their claim is that in offering invitations to spontaneous, free, and rewarding
enjoyment not implicated in the mandates of work, public spaces, if there are enough of them
and if they genuinely exhibit the characteristics ascribed to them above, have the potential to
help erode a culture geared to work in favour of one for fun. This, in turn, is a precondition
for taking concerted and political action to transform a society the overriding aim of which is
to reproduce industrial and market-driven cycles of work. That is, to take subversive action.
Trusteeship
For Lafargue’s father-in-law work in a future communist society would not need to be
coerced. Rather, it would be undertaken in a willing spirit of cooperation. While from a
Situationist perspective, this does not justify promotion of Homo Faber, and may even
perniciously sugar coat it, in capitalist society a culture of work is conjoined with another
component of popular culture, also supportive of an oppressive status quo, namely “possessive
individualism.” This term was coined by the Canadian political theorist C.B. Macpherson.
Key components of this culture are self-centredness, consumerism, fixation on private
property, and greed. When these attitudes are dominant, they describe the world view and
endorse the economy of a “market society.” “Consumerism” is used by Macpherson in its
ordinary sense of putting excessively high priority on acquiring consumer goods, but it takes
on the further meaning for him of a thirst for indefinite consumption, thus shading into greed.
Being self-centred carries the usual meaning of indifference to the needs of others to which
Macpherson adds that in a market society people place a very high value on possessing private
property. This value becomes a fixation when virtually everything is thought of as a
commodity.11
Coexisting with this world view, though overwhelmed by possessive individualism in
a market society, is a view elements of which were foreshadowed by Aristotle in his
conception of a fulfilling life and found in some liberal-democratic thinkers, notably John
Stuart Mill and John Dewey, where humans aim to develop their “truly human potentials” to
the fullest, and a robust democracy is achieved to the extent that all are able to do so.
Macpherson’s aim was to undermine the culture of possessive individualism and to retrieve
the idea of what he called “developmental democracy,” where people co-operate to achieve a
society where everyone has the opportunity and the resources to develop his or her proper
potentials.12
11
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Of the several things that must be accomplished to make progress toward
developmental democracy, the key cultural component is to overcome a fixation on private
property. Macpherson’s notion that people have a right to dispose of their possessions and of
their own talents as they please needs to be supplanted by a stance toward these things where
one is seen as their trustees. It is very rarely, if ever, that a person's possession of something
results entirely from his or her personal effort. Luck plays a big role, and in any case, things
possessed are usually the product of histories of social labour. The same thing can be said of
people’s talents. Still, the notion that possessions and talents are the property of individuals
who accordingly can make use of them with or without consideration of consequences for
others or for the future is deeply engrained in a market society. Some now all-too-obvious
results are environmental crises and urban decay and sprawl.
Securing a culture of trusteeship is no small feat, but public spaces offer one potential
venue for nurturing such a culture. To the extent that people who make use of a public space
take some responsibility for it, for instance, by helping to keep it clean and defending it from
encroachment by private development, they may begin to learn and inculcate a habit of
trusteeship generally. Of course, there are other venues where people act collectively to protect
something, most notably their homes, churches, clubhouses, etc. But these cases still have
possessive dimensions. By contrast, the collections of people who make use of a public space
are largely anonymous to one another, and most realize that in protecting the space they are
doing so for an indefinite number of also anonymous present and future occupiers of the space.
Hence, taking responsibility for a public space involves a measure of trusteeship, where this
has the potential of generalization to other venues, such as the city as a whole, regarded as a
public space writ large.
Not everyone who makes use of a public space adopts a stance of trusteeship toward
it, but certain features of public spaces encourage one to do so. One of these is that public
spaces can be places of Homo Ludens. Threatened loss or degradation of such a place is more
likely to call forth determination to protect it than threat to places that are nothing more than
instruments for achieving some goal outside of them. An example at the University of Toronto
are the stairs leading up to its main research library (built in the 1970’s on Brutalist
architectural principles) which are inconvenient for sitting on, thus making them nothing but
means to get into the building. By contrast, the open spaces and entry stairways of many
university libraries are used by students as enjoyable public gathering places. Similarly, the
feature that public spaces share, or can share, with homes, churches, or club houses that they
have identities of their own comes into play. Insofar as the unique character of a public space
contributes to its enjoyment. something is lost if the space degenerates or disappears.
Just as not all public spaces realize a potential to engender a culture of Homo Ludens,
not all nurture trusteeship. Conditions conducive to this must be right. In order for public
spaces to have the desired consequence they must retain an element of anonymity and
openness. The swimming pools of gated communities or the back lawns of condominiums do
not foster a general ethic of generalizable trusteeship since they are demographically confined.
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At the same time, a public space so open that there are no "regulars" to form the nucleus for
its care will not offer opportunities for trustee activity.
Most public spaces are owned by government agencies.13 However there are usually
opportunities for people who use these spaces to improve and protect them, but this, too,
requires a balance. If a governmental agency completely abdicates its responsibilities, this can
discourage such action, in part by making the task too daunting, in part by deflecting
enthusiasm for public trusteeship to anger ("Why should we do the job of a derelict
government for it?”). At another extreme, a city agency that insists on complete control over
all aspects of a public place does not leave tasks for ordinary citizens to perform. (This
scenario is not imagined: a committee in my neighbourhood that wanted to help clean up a
local park was initially denied permission by the city to do so, claiming fear of liability and
reactions of the union representing park workers.)
Urban Challenges
Considerations about openness and publicness throw into relief some problems. If one
of the requirements for a public space to foster a culture of Homo Ludens and encourage
trusteeship is that people not feel threatened by others using the space, and if they find the
presence of homeless people or those they fear out of racial or other prejudice threatening,
they will be tempted to abandon the space or exile the threatening others from it. In addition
to the morally objectionable aspect of such attitudes, an effect is to turn places to play into
places to hide. The potential advantages of public spaces are diminished. In particular their
potentials for nurturing progressive subversion are undermined by prejudice and paranoia. A
problem regarding trusteeship and government action or inaction is that whether governments
are prepared to take responsibility for a public space while facilitating citizen involvement in
its care is usually a matter of serendipity. Proactive measures are impeded by the weak form
of democracy current in most cities.
Protecting and multiplying public spaces are not in any direct way sufficient to address
these sorts of problems. Rather, successfully combatting racism, dealing justly with
homelessness, and achieving integration of government and citizen action are themselves
preconditions for public spaces to realize their subversive potentials. Concerted and societywide efforts around these issues are in order. Political policies to deepen and extend citizen
input to the governing of their city (as in effective community councils), economic and public
health measures to address the sources of homelessness, structural and educational campaigns
against racism and prejudice -- these efforts are clearly important to pursue in their own right.
If success contributes to public space-based subversion, so much the better.
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CRISES
The papers in the concluding section of this book address two of the three
major crises currently confronting Canada and the rest of the world: right-wing
populism and the Covid epidemic. The third crisis is, of course, the threat to the world’s
environment, aspects of which are addressed in other of my writings (e.g. chapter seven
of The Political Thought of C.B. Macpherson).
I and all my fellow Torontonians, including colleagues at the Cities Centre,
directly experienced right-wing populism with the distressing 2010 election of a
reactionary, populist buffoon (Rob Ford, described in the first paper below) as mayor.
This caused us at the Centre to realize that serious thinking about the nature and
challenges of our city was in order. Moreover, we wished such thinking not to be left
just to professional academics, but to be a collaborative effort including as well elected
city officials, students, civil servants, social movement activists, and cross sections of
city citizens. Accordingly, beginning in 2011 we launched a public series, Toronto in
Question, where people from all these constituencies convened to discuss challenges
such as transportation, urban governance, gentrification, arts and culture, and other
topics.
Each session was introduced by an academic and a non-academic animator
followed by general discussion. Richard Stren and I from the Centre organized these
sessions which were attended by around 100 people and were marked by stimulating
cross fertilization among those in attendance. The series was terminated when the
University closed our Centre. We were told by one dean then that its lecture series had
a dangerous left-wing bias which could turn off potential donors. One of the animators
of a recent session was former Toronto mayor David Crombie, who had been a minister
in the conservative federal government of Brian Mulroney thus, contrary to the dean’s
apprehension, exhibiting the political as well as other diversities of the Series. (Though
it should be allowed that Crombie is generally thought to be a Red Tory.)
When I moved to Vancouver and joined Simon Fraser University’s Urban
Studies program, Peter Hall from the program and I approached folk from Douglas
College in neighbouring New Westminster and officials of that city’s government to
launch a series calling it The Urban Challenges Forum, modelled on the U. of T.
venture and hosted at the College. From 2017 it has held regular such sessions
(including on housing, the Fentanyl crisis, truth and reconciliation, inclusive
communities, systemic racism and several other challenges). These have been met with
the same enthusiasm as in Toronto.
While the immediate context of the second paper is the Covid epidemic, its
wider and personal context is the influence of C.B. Macpherson on me. As alluded to
earlier in this narrative, I did not abandon a commitment to liberal democracy as I
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entered the world of Marxism in the late 1960’s. This made Macpherson, by then one of
the leading political theorists in the University and far beyond it a welcomed source of
support in an atmosphere where socialism and liberal democracy were considered by
many, both from the left and the right, to be as oil and water. Macpherson’s cogent
exposition of liberal-democratic socialism, supported by impressive scholarship,
afforded me a defensible theoretical home as an alternative to a socialism / democracy
dichotomy.
I spent a fair amount of time with Macpherson, or Brough as he preferred to be
called. In addition to learning much from him, I truly enjoyed his company and that of
his activist wife Kay. He was of a generation of left-wing academics marked by their
refinement and civility (not withstanding his talent for pointed criticism of opposing
theories and on occasion caustic wit.) His demeanor contrasted with the relentless
acerbity of some of his critics.
In 2012 I participated in a conference on Macpherson’s Possessive Individualism
held at the University of London and dominated by Quentin Skinner, one of the noted
critics of Macpherson’s book, and some of his former students. Never before or since
have I felt so alone, as I presented the only paper taking a positive view of
Macpherson’s views. My paper was on intellectual property and became a chapter of
my later book on his political thought. All the other papers began with cavalier
dismissals of Macpherson’s scholarship. My presentation is the only one that did not
receive even polite applause. It occurred to me that it was in fact a tribute to
Macpherson that he could prompt such a strong reaction some 25 years after his death.
On his death, in 1987, Alkis Kontos and I helped Kay to move Brough’s
scholarly materials to the U. of T. Library’s Archives. Among them is an audio tape of
his lectures in the Political Science Department’s core graduate course on democratic
theory. Macpherson was by no means a dramatic or rousing lecturer, but these lectures
captivate by their erudition and lucidity. His department asked me to take over this
course, which I taught until close to my retirement in 2009. It was my favourite course,
though I did not dare to try carrying on Macpherson’s erudition. (Nor did I try to rouse
or excite rather leaning heavily on organized student input.) I believe that the last thing
Macpherson penned was an endorsement for the back cover of my Democratic Theory
and Socialism.
The interview below with Macpherson’s ghost was remarkably easy to write. I had
the impression that his actual ghost was helping me.
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“Combatting Right-Wing Populism”1
Frank Cunningham
Measures advanced for combatting right-wing populism are reviewed, including
confronting its preconditions, such as bigotry, thin citizenship, and lack of critical
thinking skills. Also essential is addressing economic and other sources of anxiety and
offering alternative visions to those of the populist. All these measures are endorsed,
though another -- embracing left-wing populism -- is criticized. The paper develops
Jürgen Habermas’s theory of democratic legitimacy as an example of an anti-populist
vision, and it concludes by identifying things that academics can do in addition to
their scholarship and formal teaching to combat right-wing populism.

An early version of this paper was prepared on November 9, 2016 (that is, the day
after the presidential election of Donald Trump) to replace a scheduled talk for that year’s
Philosophy in the City conference held two weeks later in San Francisco. The ensuing
discussion reflected the fact that American like Canadian philosophers are in a state of
shock at the election result. I had already experienced an urban version of populist politics
in the Toronto mayoral campaign that in 2010 elected the infamous Rob Ford. Like Trump,
Ford ran on anti-elite rhetoric, and he drew on a constituency with many of the same
features as Trump’s core voters. That this indicated a trend is evidenced by Ford’s brother,
Doug, winning the Ontario provincial election eight years later employing similar rhetoric.
These successes mirror the strength of right-wing leaders and movements globally.
Populist Characteristics
Most in and out of the media have described the appeals of the Fords, as of Trump and
ultra conservatives in other parts of the world, thriving, as they have, on bombastic rhetoric
and emphatic repetition of demonstrable falsehoods devoid of reasoned argumentation, as
populist in nature. In lieu of engaging detailed definitional discussions about populism, this
paper looks at its right-wing versions. The definition of populism in the Free Online
Dictionary captures what most agree is the notion’s core feature: “A political philosophy
supporting the rights and power of the people in their struggles against the privileged elite.”2
Of course, the specific nature of populist politics differs among its instances; however, three
generic characteristics, in addition to varieties of anti-elitism, that stand out are that populism
is homogenizing, simplistic, and agonistic.

1 Full version is in The Journal of Social Philosophy, vol. 50, no. 4 (Winter, 2019) 447-460.
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To describe populism as homogenizing is to say that it employs blanket and ill-defined
categories, such as “the ordinary people” and “the elites.” Trump’s campaign also well
illustrates the simplistic dimension of populism, as in his claims that economic prosperity
will directly follow from dramatic reduction of taxes or that unemployment will be reduced
by shutting the door on immigration. The agonistic dimension of populism (as this term is
employed in political theory to refer to acutely conflictual and antagonistic rhetoric and
policies) is exemplified by Trump’s demonization of his opponents, by his fear-inspiring
depiction of immigrants, and by his thinly disguised expressions of, especially, anti-Black,
racism. Together, these features are essential to the way that right-wing populists invoke
scapegoating of supposed enemies of “their” people.
Viewing the world in these ways populists both play to and help instil attitudes of anxiety
and resentment, and they sometimes have a certain basis. Many of those who supported
Trump are justly anxious about keeping or finding a job and providing for their families. The
bulk of his voters were also aware of the inequalities that have grown to giant proportions in
the United States, and, though lacking more than superficial understanding of its sources and
apparently ignorant of ways that Trump’s policies support it, they are diffusely angry. At the
same time many of those with comfortable or extreme wealth also support Trump, as they
did the Fords, due to self-interested enthusiasm for their neo-liberal policies, even if they
recoil from Trump’s and (Rob) Ford’s clownish and brutish behavior. As in the Toronto case
and in that of every other right-wing populist movement, populism draws on both these
sectors of a population for support.
Anti-Populist Strategies
Here are six possible strategies for reacting to or heading off right-wing populism.
1. Remove the Deep Bases of Populism. It is doubtful that populist messages could take hold
in a population without certain favourable conditions already in place. In addition to
sometimes justifiable sources of anxiety and resentment, three more such conditions come
to mind.
Bigotry and prejudice. Nearly all populists draw on racist, homophobic, sexist,
national chauvinistic or other such viewpoints. These sentiments are themselves
paradigms of homogenizing and simplistic thinking, and they lend themselves to
agonistic hostility if they can be associated by the populist with whoever the enemy of
the people is supposed to be. Trump’s appeal to bigoted and prejudicial attitudes is
shocking in this regard.
Thin citizenship. Aristotle described a citizen as one “who shares in governing and
being governed. He differs under different forms of government, but in the best state he
is one who is able and willing to be governed and to govern with a view to the life of
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virtue” (Politics: III.13.1284a). This is a robust sense of citizenship. In anemic forms of
citizenship where people are denied channels for taking control of their lives in concert
with others, they feel isolated from their fellow citizens and retreat into self-regard and
aggrandizement. When civic virtue is lacking, people are concerned just to lead their
private lives being left alone to do so. Such citizenship is ripe for populism. Enemy forces
are seen as interfering with one’s personal aims, and easy solutions to problems not
requiring much effort on the part of the thin citizen are attractive.3
Insufficient information and deficient critical thinking skills. Simplistic policies
appeal to populations lacking the information and critical skills to see through them.
Trump’s endorsement of trickle-down economics as the way to create jobs and enhance
incomes is a case in point. His supporters are oblivious to the shortcomings of this neoliberal scheme or they take criticisms of it as evidence of hostility toward working people
by agents of elite enemies of the people (a category in right-wing populist thinking which
overlooks those holding major economic power and the club of the very rich.)
These considerations suggest as an anti-populist strategy: exposing bigotry; helping to
empower people and to provide forums to nurture robust citizenship; and engaging in
formal and informal educational campaigns.
2. Informed Targeted Campaigning. Foes of right-wing populism.sometimes suffer
themselves from their own homogenizing and simplistic thinking. It was not uncommon to
hear critics of the Fords writing off all the residents of the suburbs as irredeemably
susceptible to their approach. In such large and diverse populations, however, this cannot
be accurate. Analysis of poll-by-poll voting in the Toronto election revealed opposition to
Ford by not insignificant numbers of outlying voters. Similar observations apply to regions
of the United States either written off or complacently counted on in the 2016 election by
the Democrats, who seemed uncritically to rely on outdated and otherwise flawed opinion
polls. This suggests that while targeted campaigning makes sense in electoral politics, it
requires informed identification of targets. This is facilitated when less reliance is put on
past voter history and polling and more on information garnered from ground-level
activism.
3. Address Sources of Anxieties. Earlier it was noted that populism plays to people’s anxieties.
Sometimes such anxieties derive from concerns about insecure employment and the like.
So an anti-populist campaign might identify and address such sources with realistic
proposals. Fear of crime is high among many city dwellers, and this is often exaggerated
by populist rhetoric. In reaction, one might recognize that crime is a problem in some
jurisdictions and propose ways to address it as alternatives to those of the populist (which
3
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are typically to mete out strong sentences and relax constraints on the police). Mayor Ford’s
predecessor, David Miller, identified thirteen “priority neighbourhoods” marked by
persisting crime, and he struck task forces to address the economic and other sources of
their problems. This policy received popular approval across the city and was starting to
show results when, in one of his first acts after being elected, Ford cancelled this program.
4. Treat People as Publics. Yet another possible strategy is to conduct politics in a way that
encourages citizens to think of themselves as “publics” rather than as homogenous masses
of “the people.” This was a main effort by John Dewey who, confronted with debilitating
divisive politics in the U.S. of the 1920’s, urged that his compatriots regard themselves as
a public. A public for him is any group of people whose actions affect one another through
time and that, despite different values and world views among its members, confronts
common problems.4
A limitation of this strategy is that the more antagonistic a situation, the harder it
is to induce people to set aside their differences in order to address problems in a spirit of
cooperation, and it is just these divisive stances that right-wing populism preys on and
fosters. This does not mean that constructive dialogue across divides can never succeed.
However, it must be undertaken in such a way as to acknowledge that, in addition to
sharing common problems, publics also confront irreconcilable oppositions. Required is
a politics, no doubt difficult effectively to pursue, that recognizes what might be called
“oppositional publics.”
One could address this problem by identifying antagonistically conflicting forces
or groups sorting them into “bad” and “good” (capitalists / workers, patriarchs / women,
religious fundamentalists / ecumenicists etc.), and seeking conditions for the creation of
self-conscious publics for those deemed good. Or attention could be paid to smaller
groups or even individuals, similarly sorted. In any case, criteria are needed for the
classifications, which criteria have to be defended and deployed in ways that do not
undercut the project of encouraging publics.
Dewey’s approach is to draw criteria from his notion of a Great Community as
opposed to a Great Society. The latter is marked by the simultaneous submersion of
individuals in impersonal economic, technological, and organizational forces and the
emergence of isolating and competitive individualism. By contrast, a Great Community
is one that releases and fulfills personal potentialities “in rich and manifold association
with others,” enables people equally to share “in the consequences of associated action,”
and is valued for these qualities by its members.5
4
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This provides Dewey with a way to identify foes of a public. Enriching
community life “demands liberation of the potentialities of members of a group in
harmony with the interests and goods which are common” and among other things this
requires that “different groups interact flexibly and fully in connection with other groups”
(147). Taking as his negative example robbers, Dewey notes that while there may be
action on common interests within a robber band, its members are not only impoverished
by isolation from other groups but “must prevent the operation of all interests save those
which circumscribe it in its separateness” (148). The conclusion is that one can strive to
encourage vibrant publics while opposing such as the robber bands. (Too bad Obama did
not take this stance with regards to his most obstructive Republican opponents.)
5. Alternative Visions. Populist simplisticism extends to the articulation of visions. Such
visions are usually negative, asserting that foiling scapegoated enemies will relieve the
anxieties of the people. When they do have positive content it is in the form of easy
solutions to complex problems: cut taxes, build a wall, privatize social services. This
suggests as another strategy articulating positive and realistic visions that have the
potential to appeal to large portions of the population. In contrast to the Bernie Sanders
campaign, which advanced a vision drawn from protests against gross inequalities and
was mainly directed to young voters, the 2016 Democratic campaign was notably
deficient in this regard. In Toronto a vision advanced by Mayor Miller proposed achieving
urban environmental sustainability as a city-wide task. This proposal was well received
across the city, and in his two terms he and the city council implemented significant,
multi-pronged policies to this end. It is noteworthy that polls at the time of the 2010 city
election showed that had Miller been running he would have bested Ford.
Still, visionary politics is a tricky matter that requires no small measure of
leadership ability, and, of course, good communication skills and public presence. More
profoundly, the nature of visions stands in need of examination. In current political
discourse the term has started to lose meaning and has come to refer just to the platforms
of competing political parties engaged in electoral campaigns. The vagueness, lack of
realism, and hypocrisy (usually apparent shortly after an election) of these political
“visions” have contributed to cynicism on the part of voters and helped to undermine a
culture of robust citizenship. Philosophy, as will shortly be urged, has a role to play in
articulating viable visions.
6. Left-Wing Populism. Some, emboldened by what are sometimes called populist
movements against inequalities, see left-wing populism as a way to fight fire with fire.
An influential text defending this viewpoint is Chantal Mouffe’s Toward a Left
Populism.6 Given the wide support for this strategy by theorists of the left, it merits
extended attention.
6
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Often the movements are not properly classified as populist as defined here.
“Populism” is used by many of its enthusiasts just to mean encouraging public protest by
large numbers of people with a wide range of concerns (environmentalist, against sexism,
racism, and homophobia, in defense of immigrant rights, and so on). Conservative and
centrist political parties have been dismissive of or hostile to such movements, and socialdemocratic parties have typically been wary of coordinating efforts with social activists.
If by left-wing populism is meant following the lead of the social movements and
integrating them with political campaigns by traditional political parties that wish to
situate themselves on the left or by new parties, then there is much to be said for the idea.
But in the climate of the contemporary world (all its continents) populism is of the rightwing variety, and it is characterized by the features described above.
Mouffe refers to Sanders as a populist of the left, but campaigns in his home state
of Vermont and in his run at the 2020 Democratic nomination for president have neither
been homogenizing nor simplistic but incorporated policies attentive to social and
political complexities. They are, indeed, rather more refined than the hackneyed 2016
presidential campaign of Hilary Clinton. Sanders’ nomination campaign put at its centre
an antagonistic stance toward large capitalist enterprises, just as the Trump campaign
played to hostility to “elites” including Wall Street business. But what made Trump’s
appeal agonistic in a populist sense is that, in addition to his stance being patently
hypocritical, it actively prompted vehement hostility to putative enemies depicted as the
sources of people’s discontents – Muslims, Mexicans, and others, as well as the
Washington elites. This underlines a general difficulty with a left-wing populist strategy.
It can be illustrated by considering the anti-1% occupations and demonstrations.
The pro-equality movements are, to be sure, antagonistic toward moneyed
powers, and if their slogans expressing this antagonism were taken as components of a
political program, they would be subject to critique for being homogenizing and
simplistic. Their demonstrations, however, are not full-blown political movements but
expressions of extreme discontent with gross and growing inequalities. Should the
movements become fully political, they would need to articulate specific goals beyond
just highlighting the inequalities. If they spawned an actual political party, as happened
in Spain in the case of Podemos, they would enter mainstream democratic politics. An
attempt to convert discontent into a political party that (unlike Podemos) was populistic
in the sense here described would confront political opposition supported by right-wing
populism with little hope of prevailing. Those who are most susceptible to populist
mobilization are also those most likely to be attracted to the rhetoric of the right.
Moreover, to the extent that populism caters to a following that lacks or has suspended
reason, a politically successful left-populist movement would be open to subsequent
demagogic subversion.
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Mouffe does not advocate setting aside reason, though she rightly sees a vital role
for an “affective” dimension of left-wing politics, and she depicts the participants or
potential participants in a left-wing opposition as heterogeneous, thus distancing herself
from the homogenization typical of populism. Her defense of retaining the term
“populism” is to claim that its negative connotation is specific to contemporary Western
Europe, and to observe that it is used pejoratively by conservatives to label the
progressive social movements as “a danger to democracy.”7 This presupposes that social
movement-based politics are in fact populistic. Mouffe’s confidence on this score is likely
based on the thesis of Ernesto Laclau, to which she frequently appeals, that populism is
at the heart of democracy per se and even of politics in general: “There is no political
intervention that is not populistic to some extent.”8
Laclau's elabouration of this thesis rests on his theory that in contests for
leadership among groups opposing a common foe, the one that achieves hegemony
thereby becomes the "signifier" of the ensemble of oppositional groups, thus constituting
them as "a people."9 In this paper the less theoretically contentious and complex idea of
encouraging Deweyan publics is taken as more fruitful for countering right-wing
populism. On Dewey's view, such publics may contain groups with differing particular
aims, but these can be tolerated if they do not impede collective action in addressing
common problems. It is not essential to a public that any group strives for or achieves
hegemony over the other groups comprising it.
****
Setting aside the left-wing populist alternative, this leaves five candidates for
combatting populism: one long range effort to get at its deep preconditions, another of
forging publics, and the three shorter-term strategies of informed targeted election
campaigning, addressing sources of concern, and articulating visions. No doubt other
strategies are conceivable. Populism is turned to by conservative forces because it is
effective and resilient, so it is doubtful that any one of these strategies can decisively head
it off, but perhaps a combination could.
[Here a section of the original paper on combatting right-wing populism in cities is
omitted.]
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Philosophy
There is conceptual work to be done of the sort at which philosophers are supposed
to be good, one of which is the critique of right-wing populist visions and articulation of
alternatives to them. Several political-philosophical approaches are possible, one of which
will be addressed here, namely Jürgen Habermas’s theory of political legitimation. In the
subsequent five pages his approach is summarized in sufficient detail to illustrate the sort
of philosophical sophistication I think this problem requires.
Right-wing populists portray the institutions, policies, and cultures they oppose as
having been delegitimized by the elites and their allies and portray themselves and their
policies as the essential remedy. In Legitimation Crisis Habermas specifies that legitimacy
or the lack thereof is most importantly ascertained with respect to democracy, which is
central to the legitimacy or illegitimacy of all the structures he addresses: economic,
political, and socio/cultural. In this treatment Habermas is not referring to the ideal of
democracy but democracy, for better or worse, as it actually functions in current, developed
liberal democracies. He thus identifies the following features of what might be called “real
existing democracy:”10
1. Limitation of democracy to citizens’ ability to vote for candidates put forth by
political parties in elections -- the so-called “realist” conception described by
followers of Joseph Schumpeter.
2. Governing structures largely geared to competition and compromise among the
representatives of elite groups in a society with sparse room for input or
oversight by other citizens.
3. From the point of view of popular political culture, general acceptance of or at
least resignation to lack of opportunities for significant citizen participation in
the affairs of state.
4. Similar resignation to the large social and economic inequalities prevalent in all
the Western democracies.
5. “Privatistic” concerns with narrowly confined domains of civil society, such as
one’s family, and with individual occupational pursuits displace efforts at
broader society-wide collective action.

10

Jürgen Habermas, (1975 [1978]) Legitimation Crisis (Boston: Beacon Press, 1975). See pp. 36-7 and 123
for the closest the book comes to concise summaries.
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Like C.B. Macpherson, Habermas deplores the fact that what is called democracy
in contemporary times essentially conforms to these characteristics. Macpherson’s aim
through all of his writings was to criticize this version of democracy, reflecting as it does
a political culture of possessive individualism, and to retrieve a more, robust conception.11
Unlike Macpherson, Habermas looks to identify crises in democratic legitimacy even in its
weak form. His core thesis is that:
[O]nly when members of a society experience structural alterations as critical
for continued existence and feel their social identity threated can we speak of
crises. Disturbances of system integration endanger continued existence only
to the extent that social integration is at stake, that is, when the consensual
foundations of normative structures are so much impaired that the society
becomes anomic.12
The complexities of his explication of this thesis may be set aside to focus on
Habermas’s discussion of the relation of “motivation” and “legitimation.” Legitimation
crises in socio-cultural domains are crises of identity and they are occasioned when “there
is a discrepancy between the need for motives declared by the state, the educational system
and the occupational system on the one hand, and the motivation supplied by the sociocultural system on the other.”13 The resulting challenge to one’s identity is at best
unnerving and at worst psychotic -- a “nightmare par excellence, in which the individual is
submerged in a world of disorder, senselessness and madness.”14
The most important motivational values but also the most precarious in advanced
capitalist societies are “civil and familial privatism.” The first of these puts little stock in
civic participation and is at home in “a depoliticized public realm.” Familial-vocational
(also called “occupational”) privatism “consists in a family orientation with developed
interests in consumption and leisure on the one hand, and in career orientation suitable to
status competition on the other.” Each of these motivations is largely inherited from precapitalist traditions, since from the point of view of daily culture, capitalist societies have
always “fed parasitically on the remains of [pre-bourgeois] tradition,” and each is
threatened in late capitalism. Pre-bourgeois traditions are being “non-renewably
11
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dismantled” due to the rationalization of work, legalization of interactions earlier governed
by informal tradition, commercialization of culture and politics, scientistic displacement of
religion and philosophy, and other features of modernity.15
Meanwhile, replacement of pre-bourgeois sources of privatism with capitalistic
ones are also increasingly unable to provide adequate motivation. The main potential
source in capitalism is the ability of people to take advantage of education successfully
to compete in free and fair economic markets. Thus, a privatistic culture of possessive
individualism is supposed to displace civic and familial/occupational with capitalistic
privatism. However, in advanced capitalism markets are neither free nor fair; they do not
provide equality of opportunity or provide favorable conditions for private pursuits no
matter what advantages education is supposed to provide.
Habermas sees in contemporary capitalist societies three more forces that
challenge privatism even more profoundly than markets. Two of these, scientism and
(referring to Walter Benjamin’s celebration of art forms that shed stultifying invocations
of past traditions) “post-auratic” art, are Janus-faced. The first can reinforce technocratic
and instrumentalist practices and reason, or it can prompt rational use of science for
human purposes. The second can degenerate into propaganda and “commercialized mass
culture,” or it can be a source of a “subversive counter-culture.” The third major antiprivatizing force is universal morality which has the potential to counter the relativism
and self-centeredness characteristic of privatism.16
Against this background, a right-wing populist vision is to achieve (or for the
populist appealing to imagined traditions, to retrieve) a society where in all of its
dimensions – economic, political, cultural -- civic and familial/vocational privatism are
protected. Untroubled by the fact that pre-bourgeois traditions in support of this privatism
are in contradiction with alternative, modernist pro-capitalist market support, many if not
all such populists play both to social-conservative and to economically neo-liberal
sentiments to this end, counting with some justification on their supporters not noticing
the contradiction.
With two, only apparent, exceptions, this vision does not challenge the anemic
form of democracy described by Habermas, but legitimizes it. One of the apparent
exceptions has to do with citizen action beyond voting. Right-wing populists do
encourage one form of citizen activity at least on the part of their strongest bases, but this
has nothing to do with participatory democracy as normally understood. Rather, it
involves mass Nuremberg-like rallies, and, even more darkly, encouragement of the
activities of ultra-right, extremist groups. The second only apparent exception is
15
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recognition even on the part of a populist’s base of detrimental effects of gross
inequalities. But when discontent on this score cannot be headed off by appeal to the
individual (private) right of people to accumulate wealth the threat of a socialist alterative
is invoked.
Some features of a counter vision to one that legitimizes anemic democracy are
clear in Legitimation Crisis. Habermas advances an anti-traditionalist, modernist vision
where the negative potentials of science or the employment of modern art are inhibited
in favour of their positive potentials and where universal moral norms are defended, in
particular against relativist challenges to truth in morality and functionalist theories that
remove citizen decision making from the regulation of social orders. Very little attention
is paid by Habermas in this work to the nature of a non-anemic form of democracy. This
lacuna is filled in his later Between Facts and Norms. The main topic of this book is on
the relation between democracy and law, where the former is what is now generally called
“deliberative democracy,” and its legal focus is on constitutional law.
Habermas proposes as his touchstone principle that: “Just those action norms
are valid to which all possibly affected persons could agree as participants in rational
discourses.”17 This principle links democracy, law, and legitimation: “The discourse
principle is intended to assume the shape of a principle of democracy only by way of legal
institutionalization” which “then confers legitimizing force on the legislative process.”18
A main burden of the book is to show how the “demanding procedure” of constitution
making based on the (deliberative) democratic discourse principle can be achieved in a
constitutionally organized political system by maintaining links between
“communicatively generated power” and inter alia legal programs, political
administration, and the exercise of power by large organizations such as the media. When
this linkage fails “the political system is pulled into the whirlpool of legitimation
deficits…”19:
Law can be preserved as legitimate only if enfranchised citizens switch from
the role of private legal subjects and take the perspective of participants who
are engaged in the process of reaching understanding about the rule for their
life in common.20
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Situating a right-wing populist vision within a project of legitimizing anemic
democracy centred on celebration of civic and familial/occupational privatism jibes with
much of the populists’ rhetoric. It helps to identify the appeal of right-wing populism
within segments of a population, and Habermas’s analysis exposes weaknesses of its
legitimacy that can be exploited by foes of this populism. His alternative vision of
discourse-informed constitutional law, for its part, has some purchase among members
of an anti-populist public. It is evident, for example, in the persistent critiques by
Democratic Party legislators of their Republican foes by appeal to the U.S. Constitution,
which they accuse Trump of violating. However, criticisms of Habermas’s focusing on
constitutional law from the political left such as by Nancy Fraser 21 and Iris Young22
reflect a misgiving about the scope and in some respects the substance of appeal to a
legally-oriented vision. They and others resist what they see as insufficient attention by
Habermas to social-movement organization and activism. 23
Habermas acknowledges some merit in these criticisms for showing how social
movements can raise popular consciousness but adds that “public influence is
transformed into communicative power” only when it “enters through parliamentary
debates into legitimate lawmaking.”24 So his vision retains a formal-constitutional focus
which may not resonate with all or even very many of those for whom an anti right-wing
vision is sought. For this purpose, fulsome alternatives to anemic democracy need to be
articulated. Carol Gould’s exposition of the negative effects of capitalism on democracy
focusing on “the forward-looking project of protecting democracy by extending it” is one
example.25 Another, is Macpherson’s proffered alternative to a societal world view
premised on possessive individualism by one he sees prefigured in earlier liberaldemocratic thought where a good society is one where people are equally enabled
cooperatively to develop their capacities.26
21
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Habermas’s list of the characteristics of anemic democracy provides a good
place to start. It invites a division of labour among philosophers and other theorists aiming
to combat right-wing populism. Alternatives to each of these characteristics can be
developed and defended. The ensemble of such interventions could form the basis of a
conception of legitimate democracy at the same time that the illegitimacy of the anemic
conception supportive of right-wing populism is exposed.
Philosophers
There are other things that philosophers can do to help combat right-wing
populism. One obvious such thing is to encourage critical thinking. Of course, this is
something that is undertaken in university courses, but it need not be restricted to them.
In 2000 the Ontario Ministry of Education introduced philosophy courses in grades 11
and 12 in the province,27 and inclusion of high school philosophy in British Columbia has
also recently been achieved. These courses are structured to include critical thinking
throughout. University professors of philosophy were central to the protracted campaign
to secure the courses, and some foes of this effort claimed that their goal was to subvert
the minds of the youth. In fact, this Socratic aim was one of the motives if subversion
means equipping students with the ability to challenge unsubstantiated or badly defended
arguments in support of a status quo or the simplistic claims typical of populism.
Philosophers can also produce and disseminate arguments against the biases and
prejudices on which populism thrives. In the 1970’s and 80’s philosophers in North
America were energetic in exposing fallacious thinking in support of sexism and racism,
and with the passing of legislation against the effects of these things they justly took pride
in what roles they played. The resurgence of right-wing populism shows that prejudicial
attitudes are still all-too-alive. So vigorously exposing their failings, now along with
arguments against a variety of national and ethnic chauvinisms, is still on the agenda.
There are also relevant activities in which philosophers can engage less directly tied to
the class room or study of which two merit mention: exiting the ivory tower and taking
advantage of the university or college as a public space.
Each Saturday afternoon for some years a philosophy professor, Peter March
from Saint Mary’s University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, went to a local shopping mall
where he displayed a sign saying “The Philosopher Is In,” and he attracted a regular group
of people in the mall with whom he discussed philosophical matters of interest to them.
This is a striking example of a philosopher leaving the ivory tower, and there are many
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other, less dramatic, ways to do this. One is involvement of philosophers as guest lecturers
in secondary or even primary schools. Other venues are social clubs, community centres,
professional associations, and the like. Some university philosophers write columns in
local newspapers, and there are contributions to social media.
Universities and Colleges are too often “in” but not “of” their cities. In addition
to counteracting this by taking university expertise into the city, a city can be brought into
institutions of higher learning. Members of a surrounding community should be able to
mingle in academic spaces with students, faculty, and staff and attend open lectures and
cultural events. Urban citizens from diverse backgrounds profit from interactions in these
spaces, not least by counteracting isolations which are exploited by populists, and they
provide yet another venue for philosophers to make available relevant expertise outside
the classroom.
No suggestion is being made that philosophers can single-handedly defeat
right-wing populism, but they and their theoretical efforts can contribute to this
endeavour. It is not too exaggerated to suggest that right-wing populism today constitutes
a social and political crisis analogous to the environmental one. At the very time that
competent, humanistic, progressive political leadership and policies are direly needed to
confront overriding problems that face the world’s publics, not least the aptly described
existential environmental crisis, the very worst officials and policies are instead thrown
up by right-wing populism. Those with appropriate skills and positions – thus including
philosophers -- are therefore called upon to make use of these advantages to do their bit
in confronting this crisis.
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“Interview with C.B. Macpherson on the Covid-19 Pandemic” 1
Frank Cunningham
In this interview, the ghost of C.B. Macpherson identifies as a positive outcome of
the Covid 19 epidemic that it puts neoliberalism on the defensive. This reinforces
Macpherson’s attack on “possessive-individualist” celebration of the minimal state
and claims about the inevitability of selfishness and greed, and it supports his
alternative, “developmental-democratic” co-operative perspective. The crisis
highlights the possibility, even in a capitalist society, of proactive state measures in
the public interest, the importance of enhancing the quality of work as well as its
remuneration, and providing openings for participatory democracy.

In 1983 (on the Centenary of Karl Marx’s death) the Canadian Society for Socialist
Studies enlisted me to interview C.B. Macpherson about the continuing significance of
Marx’s theories,2 and it has occurred that I might interview him again now about the
relevance of his views to the social and political ramifications of the current pandemic. A
problem is that Macpherson died a few years after the earlier interview. However, luckily
and likely in virtue of a just published book by me on his political thought,3 Macpherson’s
ghost has agreed to the interview that follows.
****
fc Thank you Professor Macpherson for agreeing to this interview.
cbm My pleasure, Frank, and please do call me Brough. My demise some 33 years ago
does not dictate formality.
fc Thanks. My first question is what, if anything, you see as of paramount significance in
the Covid-19 pandemic from the point of view of political theory and practice.
cbm Well, if anything good has come of this terrible assault on world health it is that
what is now called neoliberalism is on the run. It is currently all-too-apparent that its core
thesis that government regulation, provision of vital services, and in general involvement
in public affairs should be kept to the minimum or eliminated altogether is deeply flawed.
1
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I do think that public scepticism about this neoliberal tenet will stick after the
pandemic is past. The need for government regulation, provision of social services, etc.
and the ill effects of weakened governments to meet the crisis are too glaring, painful,
and, indeed, deadly to be forgotten any time soon. I’m also hopeful that the full
perspective in which the neoliberal anti-government thesis is embedded will also be under
stress.
fc What perspective have you in mind?
cbm I mean one where:
Subjectivistic calculation of self-interest displaces moral criteria in guiding
actions.
An ethic of acquisitiveness, that is, an aspiration for unlimited accumulation of
goods, is an overriding human motivation.
Economic markets permeate all aspects of life creating what Karl Polanyi
called a “market society” where private property is sacrosanct and nearly
everything is commodified.
Political decisions are appropriately made mainly by competition among
economic elite-supported political parties.
These elements of a neoliberal perspective may have more staying power than just
its antipathy to government. But to the extent that the connections between the
attack on government and these other features can be shown the entire perspective
might lose credibility in the public mind.
Could I make a terminological comment? I did not use term neoliberalism, though
I criticized one of its founders, Milton Friedman;4 however, I have a misgiving about this
term. Liberalism in the early, 17th Century extolled “the value and rights of the
individual,”5 and it was only later that it took on its market society-sustaining meaning.
My effort was therefore not to reject individualism, but to “repair” what I saw as “a
perversion of the fundamental liberal insights of an earlier tradition”6
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fc Someone might agree that the crisis challenges neoliberal celebration of the minimal
state but question your endorsement of individualism. Does not this crisis show the
importance of retrieving the values of community and cooperation?
cbm Yes it certainly does, but one must question what the essential characteristics are of
the humans who inhabit communities and who can cooperate. Central to my thinking is
that in modern times there have been two, competing conceptions of human nature. From
a “possessive-individualist” viewpoint:
The human essence is freedom from any relations other than those a man enters
with a view to his own interest…. The individual is proprietor of his whole person,
for which he owes nothing to society. He is free to alienate his capacity of
labour… Society is a series of relations between proprietors.7 [And, the individual
is] an infinite appropriator and an infinite consumer.8
The competing conception, which I call “developmental democratic” is based “on a view
of man’s essence not as a consumer of utilities but as a doer, a creator, an enjoyer of his
human attributes.”9 I give a sample list of what these essentially human attributes are:
They may be taken to include the capacity for rational understanding, for moral
judgement and action, for aesthetic creation and or contemplation, for the emotional
activities of friendship and love, and, sometimes, for religious experience.
Whatever the uniquely human attributes are taken to be … their exertion and
development are seen as ends in themselves, a satisfaction in themselves, not
simply a means to consumer satisfaction.10
fc Could you explain how these two conceptions of human nature relate to communalism
and to the Covid-19 pandemic?
cbm The democratic-developmental conception is inherently community friendly and
cooperative. It rejects what Charles Taylor criticizes as an “atomistic” viewpoint.11 Like
Taylor, Marx, and others, I see human capacities as socially derived and regard society
as “the medium through which human capacities are developed.”12 By contrast with a
7
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possessive-individualist conception, a developmental one “brings with it a sense of
community”:
One can acquire and consume for one’s own satisfaction or to show one’s
superiority to others…. Whereas the enjoyment and development of one’s
capacities is to be done for the most part in conjunction with others, in some
relation of community.13
This is obviously the case with such capacities as for love and friendship, and cooperative
values also enter into the identification of such capacities. Whatever these are taken to
be, they have in common that their use “by each member of a society does not prevent
other members from exercising theirs.”14 That is, they do not involve ineradicable
competition but on the contrary typically require cooperation for their development and
use.
fc And this pertains to lessons learned from the Corona-19 virus crisis, how?
cbm By relation to one’s conception of a good society. A society informed by a
developmental-democratic conception is one where people are equally possessed of
the resources and the opportunities fully to develop their potentials – that is, the truly
human potentials that I just described. A possessive-individualist society, geared as it
is to limitless consumption and marked by competition for profits or for jobs, is
incompatible with this vision.
A developmental-democratic society, as I explained in the 1983 Socialist Studies
interview you conducted, responds to demands of social movements “concerned more
with the quality of life than with the quantity of consumables,”15 and it includes
participation in the work place where the aim of working people “to make their
productive work more meaningful” is realized.16 By contrast, the worth of a
possessive-individualist society is measured by the extent to which individuals can
satisfy consumerist demands and by increase of what is now called the Gross Domestic
Product or “economic growth” considered to be “the supreme goal of national
policy.”17
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I described the opposed images of a good society implicated in these conceptions
in order to advocate the developmental-democratic one and to identify inhibitors to
achieving it. Main inhibitors I discussed were scarcity, including the artificial scarcity
bred of consumerism, and the precarious, ill-remunerated and largely unsatisfying quality
of work in a capitalist market society.
Pandemics (which I never addressed), like environmental degradation (which I did
address), exhibit other inhibitions to achieving a developmental-democratic society. In each case
capitalist market societies lack the resources to confront the crises. Worse, they exacerbate them
by treating health and the environment (like about everything else) as individuals’ property,
rather than as resources over which people should be trustees for present and future generations.18
fc So you see the effects of the pandemic and reactions to it as evidence in favour of your
social and political views.
cbm Yes, these do lend weight to the views I expressed especially about the ill effects of
possessive individualism and prospects for loosening its grip on popular consciousness.
Though some defend social distancing and other sacrifices on the grounds just of
individual self interest, most political leaders, policy advocates, and pundits now
emphasize the need for mutual aid and cooperation as an ethical and not just a prudential
matter. Front line health-care and other essential service workers are praised precisely for
risks they take for the common good.
I could continue adducing evidence for my theories, but if it’s alright with you I’d
rather indicate how they relate to the current crisis and possible reactions to it on the
assumption that these theories can be supported.
fc Please do.
cbm I think that three of my theories have relevance to debates and discussions that you
(the still living) are starting to engage in and that will surely accelerate. One of these
concerns is taking advantage of state powers to reorganize a nation’s economy which will
require prying them away from subservience to the needs of capitalism.
fc Do you mean securing social ownership of the means of production?
cbm As you know, since you emphasize it in your book on my thinking, for the most part
I abstained from making specific institutional recommendations. I confined myself
instead to maintaining that a fully democratic society would require “democratic political
control over the uses to which the amassed capital and the remaining natural resources
are put” and that “it probably does not matter whether this takes the form of social
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ownership of all capital, or a social control of it so thorough as to be virtually the same
as ownership.”19
Appealing to writings by neo-Marxists who challenged a stream of thinking that
left no room for state comportment independent of capitalism,20 I concluded that the state
has been “moving away from being a mere superstructure and to having attained a
significant degree of autonomy.” Though governments today still serve core needs of a
capitalism economy, they have also provided cushions against unemployment, old age
and health costs, protected against unemployment, engaged in infrastructure, educational,
and public housing reforms, initiated policies for environmental protection, and taken
other such measures.21
I also described forces in society to whose demands states must be attentive if they
are to retain legitimacy. These include the personnel of the public sector, recipients of
welfare benefits, and the organized part of the labour force. Such a state can also justify
itself to a critical mass of capitalists in the way that the New Deal was accepted by them,
and thanks to the fragmentation of capitalism not all its segments need be
accommodated.22 I flagged as “the central problem of the advanced capitalist state” the
danger that “capital can go on strike” against robust reforms by a (relatively) autonomous
state, but I opined that this danger would likely be averted.23
These speculations were written in 1977, that is, two years before the election of
Thatcher and four before that of Reagan, and my optimism then was evidently unjustified.
However, now, due to the Covid crisis, states all over the world are intervening in public
affairs and pursuing economic policies beyond the worst nightmares of the neoliberals.
fc Might not the degree of state autonomy from capitalist interests necessitated by current
circumstances wane post the Covid-19 crisis?
cbm Of course one cannot rule this out. But working against it is that attacks on
government regulations and provision of public goods were already being resisted before
the crisis as in social-movement activism against inequalities and for protection of the
environment. Also relevant is my view that the staying power of capitalistic and other
institutions that are informed by possessive individualism depends on the fatalistic
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assumption that acceding to them is inevitable. The state interventions now being
undertaken, however prompted, provide evidence against such fatalism.
fc You said that there are three components of your theories that emerge from reflections
on the pandemic.
cbm Yes, a second component has to do with the quality of work. As already mentioned,
developmental democracy is aimed at enhancing the quality of people’s lives rather than
at indefinite production of consumer goods. And when I discussed the prospects for
achieving industrial democracy I argued that this depends in part on workers’ “changing
their priorities from consumer satisfaction to work gratification.”24 I stand by these views
and think that the current crisis does reinforce aspirations not just for adequate
remuneration but for reforming the nature of work to make it intrinsically rewarding.
Workers’ Cooperatives (some of which still exist in Northern Europe and in the
Spanish Basque country) typically assign a higher priority to their members’ working
conditions than to salary levels, and “social” as opposed to “business” unions also exhibit
this prioritization. The Covid-19 pandemic has dramatically exposed the poor wages for
the most essential of workers, as for example, those in hospitals and long-term care
facilities, and some governments are pledging not just to rectify this situation, but to
improve the quality of their work as well.
I note that the policy of your (my?) Prime Minister economically to compensate for
layoffs resulting from the pandemic has elicited charges by some critics that this will
prompt these workers to stay on the dole after the pandemic has passed. In addition to
raising minimum wages, a way to forestall this temptation is to ensure not just that people
have well-paying jobs to return to but that these are satisfying jobs.
fc Can we turn to the third component of your theories that has a bearing on the crisis?
cbm Contrary to those who see democracy as just protecting citizens against the worst
excesses of capitalist-serving governments or as providing forums where
representatives of mainly intra capitalist groups can negotiate terms of joint governance,
the developmental democracy I advocate centrally includes bottom-up citizen input, that
is participatory democracy.25 I speculated that a pyramidal governmental system might
be made to work for this purpose,26 but short of such radial transformation there can be
provision for popular input to government by inclusion of citizens in commissions and
boards combined with delegation of some decision-making powers to local-level citizen
groups as proposed by advocates of the theory now called Associative Democracy.
24
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Unlike in the case of discarding minimal state policies and highlighting a need for
the reform of work, reactions to the Covid-19 crisis have so far not prompted much
citizen activism. The media largely focus on two modes of governance –
authoritarianism, whether of the Chinese variety or Trump’s populist version, and more
democratically responsible heads of state trying to reconcile conflicting public
pressures. There is sometimes coverage of nurses’ unions and organizations of carefacility workers that has vividly described dangerous conditions in health-care facilities
and documented the effects of privatization and deregulation. Less acknowledged are
ways that neighbourhood groups, associations of small business, and others have taken
their own measures to survive the pandemic.
One prerequisite for achieving more participatory democracy is getting established
political parties out of the way of citizen activism. While I acknowledged some
indispensable roles that political parties play in democratic governance, I saw them
currently as blurring class lines and creating the illusion of citizen input to government
while shutting off access to it for most people.27 Just as the need for state regulation is
made evident in the current circumstances, so is this inhibition to citizen participation.
Perhaps the shortcomings of both dictatorial politics and dependence on the
accident of a jurisdiction having a responsible political leader may contribute to citizens
themselves marshaling resources to combat the virus and rebuilding their societies
afterward. This could include looking to channels for direct input to governance or at least
finding ways to force those political parties that are not part of the consortium of
capitalist-serving ones (I would like to believe that some social-democratic parties are of
this sort) to be more democratic both internally and with respect to citizen responsiveness.
fc One can certainly share your hope regarding the prospects for participatory
democracy, as well as for independent, progressive state action and the transformation
of work. I take it that you see reactions to some features of the Covid-19 crisis as offering
grounds for such hope.
cbm This topic comes down to the question of whether one can expect a large-scale
change in popular consciousness away from fatalistic accommodation to possessiveindividualistic policies and institutions. In The Life and Times of Liberal Democracy I
described conditions that opened “loopholes” in such accommodation: “The increasing
awareness of the costs of economic growth, the increasing awareness of the costs of
political apathy, the increasing doubts about the ability of corporate capitalism to meet
consumer expectations while reproducing inequality.”28 These loopholes still exist.
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4fc A contributor to fatalism has been that developmental democracy is unaffordable.
Will not wage reductions, increased use of environmentally destructive resources, and
so on, be needed to cover current government expenditures?
cbm I do not dismiss such considerations, though their force partly depends upon
amnesia. Those of my generation can remember periods of time in Canada, as in the U.S.
and Europe, when much more in the way of social services was provided than later, when
costs of education and health care were lower, and when wages were higher. The
distribution of wealth should also be taken into account. The national inequalities I had
in mind in the 1970s were less than today, where, as focused on by the anti-1%
movements, people struggling to afford food and shelter co-exist not just with
millionaires, but now with billionaires, who, moreover, easily dodge taxation just as
corporations enjoy government bail outs.
Finally, it should be observed that a society aimed at enabling its citizens to develop
their humanistic potentials is less expensive than is a possessive-individualistic society
geared to limitless consumption and ever-increasing economic growth. I don’t mean to
suggest that economic problems during and after the Covid-19 crisis are not real, but to
deny that they can only be addressed if the “normal” we are to return to is that of a market
society.
fc So do you predict that the crisis will precipitate a revolution in popular consciousness
in a way that transforms our society in a developmental-democratic direction?
cbm Well Frank, I wish I could be at least as optimistic now as I was several decades
ago. Then I was largely worried about the cooptation of progressive programmes by
welfare capitalism. Though I did not rule out resurgence of the sort of “corporatist
plebiscitarian state” I wrote about in my first book (on Social Credit in Alberta), 29 I did
not anticipate the strength, pervasiveness, and brutality of the current right-wing populism
you confront today.
Also, my powers of political-scientific prediction were not exactly stellar when I
was alive and I have no reason to think that they have strengthened since. But I still hold
that possessive individualism flies in the face of human nature and that conditions exist
for challenging it, some of which are thrown into relief by the Covid-19 crisis. I’m
inclined to offer you not a prophesy, but, as I put it regarding participatory democracy,
“a glimpse of possibilities.”30
fc Many thanks, Brough, for this interview. I’m sorry that we must again part ways.
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Concluding Remarks
The selection of papers in this collection is dictated by how they fit into the
narrative and on their being of relatively short length. This means that several of my
favoured papers are not included (such as “Market Economies and Market Societies”
and “Twilight of the Modern Princes,” in The Journal of Social Philosophy, vols. 36 and
37, respectively, both also available through my website).
The Canadian and World contexts within which this narrative is itself prepared
are not happy ones for someone of my social and political persuasions – a generally
badly combatted world-wide epidemic, grave and immediate threats to the environment,
the continuing abysmal situations of Indigenous Peoples, unresolved tensions between
Québec and Anglo Canada, the rise of the ultra-right, eviscerated socialist and socialdemocratic political parties and movements, and other such discouraging things. Some
of the papers in the collection may contribute to understanding these challenges and to
suggesting courses of action. This is not a matter on which I am prepared to judge, but
perhaps, dear readers, some of you may be.
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